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Editor-in-Chief’s Note 

Summertime it seems, for me at least, 

always brings landlubbers closer to 

the water. New watercraft come into 

view, new port facilities, new modes of 

doing business on and by great waters. And 

we get a chance to learn of yesterday’s ves¬ 

sels and of maritime affairs. 

North of Toronto lies a maze of rock and 

water called Muskoka, and one of the heri¬ 

tage towns of that splendid place of retreat 

and recreation is Port Carling. It was home¬ 

town to one William Joseph Johnston, other¬ 

wise known as Uncle Billy Wagtail because 

of his swallow tailed coat. The sole boat- 

builder in Port Carling in 1896, he built 

rowboats, canoes and sailboats. About the 

year 1904 he and his nephew, William Jr., 

built their first gasoline-powered motorboats 

— Dreadnaught and Fearnaught — and 

before long they were into the business of 

ferrying passengers from railway stations and 

landings to lodges. According to the local 

expert on the subject, Paul Doddington, 

author of the Greatest Little Motor Boat 

Afloat, W. J. Johnston Jr. sensed a demand 

for lightweight gasoline craft about the size 

of rowboats that could be pulled up on the 

beach with ease — without damaging prop or 

shaft. Thus was born, after considerable trial 

and error, the disappearing propeller boat, 

otherwise known as “Dippy.” W. J. Johnston 

combined with Edwin Rogers, the mechani¬ 

cal wizard, to convert an idea into a practical 

working piece of machinery. Thus the boat- 

builder was linked to the engineer — a 

familiar story. Not least in importance was 

capital, which was forthcoming for initial 

development and production. 

The Disappearing Propeller Boat made its 

debut from Port Carling in 1916. Consider¬ 

able expansion of the company continued 

until about 1926. The development of the 

outboard engine put “paid” to the Dippy. 

Nowadays a few disappearing propeller boats 

can be seen, and Paul Doddington has been 

seen piloting one through the Canoe Cut near 

Port Carling. The heritage lives on. 

The story of the Dippy doubtless has 

parallels in many other innovations in the 

maritime world — the steam turbine is one 

that comes immediately to mind. While 

lecturing at the National Endowment for the 

Humanities sponsored America & the Sea: 

Maritime History and Culture since 1776, 

held at Mystic Seaport Museum, I urged 

students to consider ports as places of tech¬ 

nological innovation, past, present, and 

future. 

This theme has been warmly embraced by 

researchers and writers in The Neptune, and 

our present issue is no exception. Again we 

present a wide variety of articles and a rich 

array of reviews and other notices. We hope 

our readers will find this issue to their liking, 

and we are always pleased to have your 

communications on the subject. 

With this issue, we introduce a new fea¬ 

ture: Museum Focus. We invite other marine 

and maritime museums to send us similar 

descriptions of their holdings, programs, and, 

above all, resources for the study of maritime 

history and the arts. 

Barry Gough 

Editor-in-Chief 
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A Tugman’s Story: 

Life and Times of B. B. Inman 
Al Miller 

On a crisp spring day in 1885, the wood¬ 
en tugboat J. L. Williams steamed 
through the narrow canal serving as 

entrance to Duluth harbor. At the vessel’s wheel 
was Byron B. Inman, a thin, angular man with a 
luxuriant handlebar moustache and an equally 
robust reputation as a mariner. The single tug¬ 
boat he commanded represented most of his 
worldly wealth. Yet he had put the 67' vessel at 
considerable risk — dodging ice and bitter 
spring storms all the way up the Great Lakes 
from Buffalo — to reach this remote Minnesota 
port at the start of the navigation season.1 

Before him lay the port of Duluth and, across 
the waters of Superior Bay, the port of Superior. 
The rival cities shared the shallow bay, which is 
protected from Lake Superior by a long finger of 
land called Minnesota Point. Inman could see a 
narrow, poorly marked channel snaking through 
the harbor. This was the pathway to the cities’ 
wealth, for it enabled steamers and schooners to 
steer around the numerous mud banks to call at 
the coal docks, grain elevators, and merchandise 
depots sprouting along the shores of both young 
cities. The channel continued up adjoining St. 
Louis Bay, where noisy lumber mills churned out 
their products. 

Duluth in 1885 was a hard-working, hard- 
drinking frontier port at the western tip of Lake 
Superior. The city’s population was 18,500, an 
increase from about 2,500 just a decade earlier. 
People lived in ramshackle wooden houses 
perched on the hills around the city or found 
accommodations downtown in crowded boarding 

houses and hotels. Many made their living on the 
waterfront, putting in long days at the dusty 
grain elevators, coal docks and lumber mills. 
Others held higher ambitions, billing themselves 
as “explorers” looking to exploit the young 
state’s timberlands, or “capitalists” ready to loan 
money or buy up land. 

After years of struggling to survive, Duluth 
now found itself enjoying an important position. 
It was a large port located close to the forests 
and prairies of the rapidly growing upper Mid¬ 
west. Because of that, the city had become a 
boomtown where fortunes were waiting to be 
made — and that was exactly what had attracted 
Inman. 

To Inman, Duluth was a port where an 
ambitious tugboat man could quickly 
outpace his competitors — and Inman 

certainly was an ambitious man. He had com¬ 
manded some of the most renowned tugs to tow 
schooners on the St. Clair and Detroit rivers. 
When that business faded because of changing 
technology, he moved on to master some of the 
biggest steamships on the Great Lakes, but he 
was not content to work for others. He came to 
Duluth, and, during the next fourteen years, he 
would assemble his own fleet of tugboats. By 
always seeking an advantage and never shying 
from a calculated risk, he parlayed his single tug 
into a fleet of twenty-two vessels. 

Inman represents the essence of Great Lakes 
shipping at a time when it was undergoing its 
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Byron B. Inman, probably as he appeared in the 1890s. Portrait Collection, S2386. Photograph courtesy of 
Northeast Minnesota Historical Center. 
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most profound changes. He began his career as a 
cabin boy, and sailed before the mast. Over the 
years, he evolved with his ships, learning to 
command succeeding generations of bigger 
steamships. Inman attacked his work with a 
broad, expansionist attitude typical of the Victo¬ 
rian Era. Although largely forgotten today, his 
was the quintessential American success story, 
for he was widely known and respected in Du¬ 
luth and around the Great Lakes. When he lost 
everything, he started over again, commanding 
another generation of even bigger freighters and 
launching a plan to build his own icebreaking 
freighters. 

Byron Bonaparte Inman was born 3 May 
1849 to Jerome and Cordelia Inman of 
Ray, Michigan. His family — including 

younger brother Hiram and older sister Ursula — 
soon moved to nearby Port Huron, then a major 
port located where Lake Huron races into the St. 
Clair River. Jerome Inman worked as a customs 
agent and provided a comfortable living for his 
family until leaving to serve in the Union Army 
during the Civil War. While his father was away, 
fourteen-year-old Byron quit school to take a job 
as cabin boy aboard the little steamer Belle, 

running between Port Huron and Detroit. It was 
a fateful decision. From that moment until the 
day he died, Inman’s life would be intertwined 
with shipping on the Great Lakes.2 

After a year on the Belle, Inman signed as a 
seaman aboard the schooner Ocean Wave. He 
stayed in the schooner trade for the next few 
years, working aboard the Abe Lincoln and E. M. 

Carrington. He learned rapidly aboard the schoo¬ 
ners and, at age eighteen, he signed as wheels¬ 
man on the Mayflower, a passenger and freight 
steamer running between Chicago and Buffalo. 
He earned promotion to second mate, and made 
several late-season trips aboard the steamer 
Concord — an assignment that first brought him 
to the vast waters of Lake Superior and a remote 
village named Duluth. That winter, Inman helped 
two friends build the schooner-rigged scow 
Hannah Moore in Port Huron. When the warm 
winds of spring melted the ice, he shipped out as 
the vessel’s mate, and the following year, at age 

twenty, as her master. 
Inman clearly showed the ability and desire 

to command, despite his young age. He also had 
spent a lot of time sailing both the rivers near 
Detroit and the open lakes. With this experience 
under his belt, he opted to start the 1870 naviga¬ 
tion season as wheelsman aboard the George E. 

Brockway, one of the big, powerful tugs that 
towed schooners through the Detroit and St. 
Clair rivers. Gainfully employed at age twenty- 
one, he married Grace Amelia Dempster of Port 
Huron. 

Inman fit right into the hectic, unregulated 
world of the river tugs. He quickly won promo¬ 
tion to mate aboard the Brockway, and served for 
the rest of the season before moving on to work 
two seasons as mate on the tug Clematis. In 1873 
he was appointed mate of the Sweepstakes, a 
well-known tug under the command of Captain 
Frank Welcome. Toward the end of the season, 
he was promoted to master of the tug Zouave. In 
the next several years, he would command some 
of the biggest tugs on the river, including the 
Stranger, I. U. Masters, Satellite, and Champion. 

Inman developed into a skillful mariner. A 
letter of reference written in 1875 by tug man¬ 
ager John R. Gillet described Inman as “a person 
of good habits, careful, energetic and a good 
seaman.”3 As master of a river tug, Inman had to 
be adept not only at towing schooners through 
the crowded waterways around Detroit, but also 
at towing log rafts and barges on the open lakes 
and at freeing grounded vessels. 

It was a matter of pride — and good business 
— that compelled masters of the river tugs 
to tow as many schooners as possible on 

every trip. Inman was particularly good at doing 
this. He often steamed up and down the river 
with six or seven schooners strung out in single 
file behind his tug. A Detroit newspaper noted in 
July 1878: 

The tug Champion, Capt. Byron Inman, 

now carries the broom for having towed 

large tows through the river. The Cham¬ 
pion passed down yesterday forenoon 

with seven large schooners in tow, their 
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With steam up in their tug, crewmen of the Buffalo pose for a photographer before leaving their ice-bound winter 

berth to start the Great Lakes navigation season. The Buffalo is typical of the wooden harbor tugs Inman used. 

Note the “figureheads” adorning the pilothouse. S2386 B4418. Photograph courtesy of Northeast Minnesota 

Historical Center. 

tonnage combined amounting to 4,322 

tons. This is the largest tow that has 

passed this port this season. 

It was sometimes necessary for a tug captain 

to bend the rules to save money, and Inman was 

not above doing that. A couple of weeks after 

making his big tow past Detroit, Inman found 

himself in a dilemma when the schooner Fame, 

which the Champion was towing, drifted aground 

on the Canadian side of the river. Inman released 

the other vessels he was towing and steamed 

back to free the stranded schooner. There was 

just one problem — under Canadian law, he was 

performing “wrecking” work that should have 

been given to a Canadian vessel. A Canadian tug 

captain spotted the work under way and quickly 

filed charges against Inman. A customs official 

immediately set out by boat to arrest Inman, but 

Inman had freed the Fame and was calmly 

towing her into US waters when the official 

arrived. It was not an international incident, but 

Inman had to post a $400 bond so he would not 

be seized by customs officials the next time his 

boat crossed into Canadian waters. 

Over the next few years, Inman continued the 

hard-scrabble life of river towing. Sometimes he 

sat idle for days, then had to rush to tow as many 

schooners as he could handle. As steamers 

continued to replace schooners in the Great 

The American Neptune 
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Lakes maritime trade, river towing fell into a 

steady decline. By 1882, Inman decided to get 

out. He signed on with Captain Thomas Wilson’s 

fleet and was appointed master of the 234' 

steamer Hiawatha. 

Inman’s predecessor aboard Hiawatha was 

Captain Alexander McDougall, who had decided 

to go ashore to become an agent handling car¬ 

goes in Duluth. He was a prolific inventor, and 

eventually started his own shipyard to produce 

his unique whaleback vessels. Years later, Inman 

related how he found a long box that McDougall 

had left beneath the bunk in the master’s cabin of 

the Hiawatha: 

I knew Mac was a crank so I did not 

touch it, although it was in the way all 

summer. One day in Duluth I met Mac 

and said to him, ‘Mac, that box of yours 

is in my way. I wish you would take care 

of it. What shall I do with it? ’ He an¬ 

swered, ‘Damn you, don’t you touch that 

box; there’s something in it that will 

make me rich some day. ’ Ifound out then 

that the box contained the model of 

Mac’s first whaleback, which he had 

whittled out while sailing the Hiawatha. 

He was right — it did contain something 

that has made him rich.4 

Although he had made trips to Lake Superior 

as a young sailor, it was as a master for Wilson’s 

Transit Company that Inman got his real intro¬ 

duction to Duluth. The Hiawatha usually towed 

the barge Minnehaha as she traded between Lake 

Erie and Chicago and Duluth. Among other 

cargoes, the vessels brought the first load of 

railroad rails to Agate Bay on Lake Superior’s 

wild North Shore in 1883. 

The next year, Inman took command of the 

Kasota, a new 247' Wilson steamer that was 

among the largest on the Great Lakes. The vessel 

was launched from Thomas Quayle’s shipyard in 

Cleveland on a Saturday and departed the fol¬ 

lowing Monday. Inman performed the difficult 

feat of maneuvering the Kasota down the wind¬ 

ing Cuyahoga River without the aid of tugs, then 

immediately entered the grain trade. Later that 

year, he used Kasota to carry one of the first 

loads of iron ore shipped from Agate Bay, which 

by then had been renamed Two Harbors. 

During his many long trips across Lake 

Superior, Inman came up with the idea of run¬ 

ning his own tug line in Duluth. Schooners used 

their sails on the open lakes, but relied on tugs to 

tow them in and out of port. Although steamers 

were more maneuverable than sailing craft, they 

still needed tugs to guide them through poorly 

marked harbor channels, and to push them into 

tight mooring berths. Duluth had a dozen other 

tugs, but they mostly towed dredges or rafts of 

logs and usually weren’t available for towing 

vessels. It was a common complaint among 

lakemen that the port had terrible tug service. To 

Inman, it was an opportunity ripe for a good 

tugman. Late that fall, he decided to act. 

“He had often seen vessels come up the lake 

in a storm and have to wait outside the harbor 

until some tug would find it convenient to come 

out for them,” Inman’s brother Hiram said in a 

1904 newspaper interview. Hiram sailed as a 

mate aboard Hiawatha and Kasota under his 

brother’s command: 

The harbor was only dredged to 14 

feet at that time, and the vessels that 

came in without tugs often ran aground. 

I remember after one storm there were 

five vessels aground in the harbor here. 

The captains tied their whistles down in 

an attempt to get tugs to come to their 

assistance, and the five whistles made 

such a noise that the citizens came very 

near to rising up in their wrath and 

lynching the captains for robbing them 

of their sleep. 

A number of captains promised to 

patronize him if he would go into vessel 

towing exclusively, so in the spring of 

1885 he purchased the tug J. L. Williams 

from the Maytham tug line of Buffalo, 

and brought her to Duluth.5 

Inman’s friends were skeptical of his new 

venture. Many said he was throwing away a good 

job in exchange for certain starvation, but the 

35-year-old Inman was confident he would 

succeed. Leaving Grace and their two young 
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children, Grace and Walton, in Port Huron, he 

set off for Duluth. 
After arriving in port in mid-May, Inman 

opened an office at the Northern Pacific dock, 

which also was headquarters for his friend 

Alexander McDougall. Inman quickly set to 

work towing every vessel he could. Some of his 

trade came from vessel masters he knew, but he 

often won a tow simply by pulling alongside an 

arriving schooner or steamer and offering his 

tug’s services. 

For an enterprising vesselman like Inman, 

Duluth presented almost limitless possi¬ 

bilities. A quarter of the grain grown in 

Minnesota’s Red River Valley and the newly 

settled Dakotas passed through the port bound 

for Midwestern mills. Vessels returning from 

lower lake ports carried coal used to heat homes 

or manufactured goods needed by the farms and 

growing towns scattered across the upper Mid¬ 

west. The port already was recording more than 

1,800 arrivals and departures a year by schooners 

and steamers. 

Many of the city’s men made their living off 

the port. They handled freight in dockside ware¬ 

houses, unloading barrels and boxes from the 

boats and shifting the cargo to warehouses or 

loading it directly aboard waiting freight wagons 

or rail cars. Others labored in the eight grain 

elevators, thirteen sawmills, and four coal docks 

that lined the waterfront along Superior Bay, 

adjoining St. Louis Bay and the St. Louis River. 

At the end of their long workdays, many men 

were only too happy to seek solace at one of the 

84 saloons that served the city or with the prosti¬ 

tutes who worked in various establishments on 

notorious St. Croix Avenue. 

The waterfront bustled around the clock. 

Although many vessels headed up river to unload 

coal or take on lumber, much of the boat traffic 

centered on the area near the foot of Fifth Ave¬ 

nue West. Sidewheel steamers and ornate propel¬ 

lers crowded the slips alongside railroad freight 

sheds or J. B. Sutphin’s cold-storage warehouse 

in the always busy Minnesota Slip. Whistling, 

chuffing locomotives pushed railcars down 

sidings, and teamsters muscled their wagons 

through the maze of buildings. Docks were piled 

high with the necessities of the industrial age: 

kegs of nails and spikes, piles of rails, stacks of 

pipe and iron wheels, barrels of lubricating oil. 

Pungent coal smoke from steamboats and loco¬ 

motives drifted across the docks, and the odor of 

unwashed men and horse dung lingered in the 

air. In the dark waters of the bay floated empty 

boxes, broken crates, and rotting food tossed 

overboard from vessels. Sewage draining into 

the water led to occasional outbreaks of typhoid 

fever. 

Just a few blocks away, in the heart of down¬ 

town Duluth, people were pushing to add the 

refinements one could expect of a growing city 

that many felt was destined for greatness. A 

modest telephone system already was in place, 

including a line to Inman’s office. A power plant 

generated electricity for street lamps and a few 

stores. Uniformed police officers patrolled the 

streets, a sewer system had been started along 

Superior Street, and horse-drawn streetcars 

carried passengers on several routes. 

Along with towing vessels, Inman found an 

array of other tasks for his tug to perform. When 

fire was discovered at the Northwestern Fuel 

Company’s coal dock, Inman had the J. L. Wil¬ 

liams there within minutes, first pulling two 

vessels out of danger, then returning to use her 

pumps in fighting the blaze, “...the J. L. Williams 

was the first on the scene, arriving before she 

had hardly steam enough to move herself,” the 

Duluth Daily Tribune noted approvingly on 19 

June. Later in the year, Inman helped snuff 

another coal dock fire in Superior, towed trou¬ 

bled schooners into port during storms, and 

helped McDougall salvage the steamer Kittie M. 

Forbes after she stranded in the Apostle Islands. 

Inman’s first big step into the public eye 

came with the wreck of the schooner Guido 

Pfister at the mouth of the Duluth ship 

canal. On 10 October, the steamer City of Rome 

arrived off Duluth in a light gale with the schoo¬ 

ners Red Wing and Guido Pfister in tow. Inman 

and the J. L. Williams steamed out seven miles to 

pick up the Red Wing while the tug John A. 

Paige, Inman’s only real competitor in vessel 
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towing, set out for the Pfister. Inman had no 

trouble getting his tow into port, but repeated 

attempts by the Paige failed to secure a tow line 

to the Pfister. The schooner was blown ashore 

along the south pier of the ship canal, where she 

eventually was battered to pieces. 

Other tugmen, angered by the tough, round- 

the-clock competition from Inman, circulated 

rumors around town and in the local newspapers 

that clumsy work by Inman contributed to the 

wreck. Inman responded with a blistering letter 

to the editor in the Duluth Daily Tribune. “This 

is the first mishap of any kind that has happened 

here this year, and nearly every vessel has been 

towed into the harbor by the tug J. L. Williams, 

a boat which has never broken a rope yarn, a 

thing which could not be said in the past years, 

when nearly every vessel that employed tugs 

suffered not only damage, but paid exorbitant 

prices and was neglected in every way. That is 

not the case now. A steamer can blow its whistle 

at any hour of the day or night for assistance and 

can get it immediately.” Inman pledged to get 

more tugs, adding: “Then there will be no more 

disaster and Duluth tug men will not be disturbed 

and given the belly-ache as they have been this 

season...” 

Inman spent the following winter with his 

family in Port Huron and returned in the spring 

with the J. L. Williams and another tug, the Cora 

B. Both found plenty of work. Inman bought out 

another Duluth tug line in August, adding to his 

tiny fleet the tugs Eliza Williams, John Martin 

and F. L. Danforth. The vessels now bore the 

name “Inman Line” on their bows. Local news¬ 

papers respectfully dubbed him “Commodore 

Inman.” That fall, he bought the David Sutton 

and turned it into a fireboat. There was some 

grumbling that the city’s first real fireboat was 

owned by an out-of-towner, but that stopped a 

month later when the Sutton helped douse a 

potentially disastrous fire aboard the Ward Line 

steamer Osceola. 

Inman’s business boomed during the rest of 

the decade. In 1887, he bought the tug Record, 

his first iron-hulled vessel, and hired his brother 

Tugs tow in a pair of schooner-barges through the canal leading to Duluth Harbor. This photo shows a typical 

harbor scene of the mid- to late 1890s. S2397. Photograph courtesy of Northeast Minnesota Historical Center. 
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Hiram to be assistant manager. By this time, 

Inman fit in well in the community. He sported 

a fashionably short haircut and a seemingly ever¬ 

present derby. He dressed well, as befitted a man 

who owned his own company, but his face bore 

the telltale creases of a lifetime spent squinting 

at sea and sky from an open pilothouse. 

Inman’s friends and business associates, who 

knew him simply as “B. B.,” described him as 

honest, popular and gregarious. Over the years, 

Inman seemed to live up to this reputation, 

behaving for the most part as the honorable 

Victorian gentleman. The local newspapers often 

noted that he served as an escort to women 

attending social functions, and his private corre¬ 

spondence to women was laced with the senti¬ 

mental prose common to the era. He steadfastly 

refused to hire a heavy-drinking captain but 

didn’t hesitate to anonymously send groceries to 

a needy neighbor. He once pulled a tug from a 

towing job and rushed it back to Duluth so a 

crewman could see his dying child. When his old 

boss from Detroit needed work, Inman gave him 

a job. When important people visited Duluth, it 

was usually Inman who gave them a tour of the 

harbor aboard one of his tugs. Nonetheless, at 

some points in his life Inman also was dogged by 

public allegations that he was a womanizer and 

even a wife-beater. 

Business prospered in 1888. Inman now 

owned five tugs, which not only handled 

vessels in port but also towed rafts of 

logs from river mouths in Minnesota and Wis¬ 

consin to the sawmills in Duluth. He moved his 

wife and children to Duluth and bought the 

steamer Ossifrage to carry passengers and 

freight between Duluth and Port Arthur, Ontario. 

Inman also garnered more business from Alexan¬ 

der McDougall when Ossifrage towed McDoug- 

all’s first whaleback, pragmatically named Barge 

101, to Two Harbors on her maiden voyage. 

Later in the summer, the Record hauled the 

innovative cigar-shaped vessel from Ashland to 

Cleveland with a load of iron ore. 

However, it wasn’t a happy summer for 

Inman. He and Grace had been married for 

seventeen years, and all of them had been 

marked by long separations during the naviga¬ 

tion season. Now, when they finally had a chance 

to be together, Grace left him and took little 

Grace and Walton back to Port Huron. For all 

practical purposes, their marriage was over. 

Inman moved out of their rented house and 

began boarding with Asa and Mary Frost, a 

young couple he had met two years earlier. Asa 

ran a grocery, and Mary, known to everyone as 

May, was a highly regarded amateur artist. 

Inman and the Frosts became good friends. 

Always looking for ways to keep his tugs 

at work, Inman entered the wrecking 

business in 1889, when the steamer 

City of Cleveland and her tow barge John Martin 

ran aground about seven miles north of Two 

Harbors. Inman received word of the mishap 

early on the morning of 19 June and quickly 

dispatched the Record to the scene. The tug 

managed to free the John Martin relatively 

quickly before leaving to free another vessel that 

had grounded nearby. When the tug’s crew 

returned to deal with the City of Cleveland, they 

were not encouraged by what they found.6 

The 255' steamer had run between two rocks, 

punching a six-foot hole on one side of the bow 

and a four-foot hole on the other side. As the 

boat settled, the shoal punctured the wooden hull 

in two other places, allowing water to rush into 

the engine room and cargo hold. Part of the hull 

came to rest on the shoal while the rest remained 

afloat. The stress caused the boat’s stern to twist 

sharply. The Duluth Evening Herald reported: 

She lists heavily to port at her stern, her 

rail at the end of the house on the port 

side, being in the water. Her deck frames 

have sprung and she is hogged between 

her middle spars. She is twisted to star¬ 

board forward and is out several feet. 

Men engaged in the marine trade labeled the 

City of Cleveland the worst wreck ever in west¬ 

ern Lake Superior. Even though the lake re¬ 

mained calm, the vessel’s condition and her 

exposed location led them to speculate that 

salvaging the $100,000 steamer would be all but 
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impossible. 
Although Inman’s fleet was devoted to 

vessel towing, he knew from experience that 

wrecking could be lucrative. Taking advantage 

of the calm weather, he threw himself into 

saving the City of Cleveland. He quickly brought 

a barge to the wreck and began shifting the 

steamer’s cargo of coal to the barge. Men draped 

heavy canvas around the bow to slow the leaks 

while several small pumps fought to lower the 

water inside the hull. Bigger wrecking pumps 

were brought in to aid the battle. 

As the biggest maritime accident in the 

history of Lake Superior’s North Shore, 

the City of Cleveland caused a sensa¬ 

tion among Duluth residents. Not one to pass up 

a chance to make a buck, Inman used the Ossi- 

frage to carry spectators to the wreck. The 

steamer would tie up to the City of Cleveland’s 

stern, then as many as 130 men, women and 

children would clamber aboard the stranded 

freighter, stepping over ropes, hoses and cables 

and dodging workmen while merrily snapping 

away with their box cameras. 

By 25 June, Inman’s men had patched the 

smaller holes, built a bulkhead inside the vessel 

aft of the holes in the bow and lowered the water 

in the hold by seven feet. The next day, the Ella 

G. Stone, a powerful railroad tug from Two 

Harbors, pulled the City of Cleveland off the 

shoal. Workers kept the pumps going constantly 

as the J. L. Williams took over and towed the 

crippled boat to Duluth. 

Praise for Inman’s salvage work was quick in 

coming. “That man, Byron Inman, handled that 

wreck in tip-top style,” a Cleveland vesselman 

said. “He watched every move that was made 

and knew just what to do and when to do it. He 

didn’t lose a moment with experiments, but he 

kept things humming all over and under the 

boat.” 
The salvage job netted Inman $8,000 — 

enough money to buy a good tug — and an 

instant reputation as a wrecker. Flushed with 

success, he quickly abandoned the lagging 

passenger business, sending the Ossifrage back 

to her builder and using the money he got in 

return to buy the pumps and tools needed to 

salvage vessels. 

Inman’s quick entry into wrecking was 

typical of him. He was an aggressive business¬ 

man and keen student of human nature. He 

owned few of his boats, preferring instead to 

build his fleet quickly by buying vessels under 

mortgage. To fill his occasional harbor excur¬ 

sions, he sometimes offered free passage to 

female store clerks but charged a stiff fare for 

any man who wanted to accompany the women. 

He dealt honestly with vessel masters. He care¬ 

fully kept track of which ones preferred using 

powerful tugs and which ones were confident 

enough to navigate the harbor with a small tug. 

When a particular captain arrived in port, a tug 

suitable to his tastes would then be dispatched to 

assist him. Any master who stopped by Inman’s 

office to chat could be sure that Inman would 

order a tug to ferry him back to his vessel, saving 

the master a long walk around the docks and 

building goodwill for future business.7 

Mariners weren’t the only people who 

visited Inman’s dock at the foot of 

Seventh Avenue West. The two-story 

clapboard office and adjoining dock attracted 

Duluthians from all walks of life. Idlers there 

might hit on the commodore for a free meal, or 

the curious might be invited aboard a tug for a 

trip around the harbor. Summer evenings often 

found men, women and children promenading 

along the dock, seeking a glimpse of the water¬ 

front bustle. The dock was one of the few places 

close to downtown where spectators could watch 

the passing boats without risking virtue and 

purse among the prostitutes and drunks of nearby 

St. Croix Avenue. 

Despite the dock’s popularity as an observa¬ 

tion post, there were seldom many tugs there to 

watch. Any vessel master could summon an 

Inman tug by calling on the company’s private 

telephone line or by blowing four long blasts on 

his vessel’s whistle. Many days the tugs were in 

action almost constantly as they towed vessels 

through the ship canal or shifted them from one 

dock to another. The charge to vessel owners for 

these services ranged from $5 to $180 depending 
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Inman tug M. D. Carrington cuts through the chop as it sails from Duluth Harbor. This photograph likely was 

taken by Inman’s second wife, May, who enjoyed recording harbor scenes using both camera and paintbrush. 

S2386, Box 44f8. Photograph courtesy of Northeast Minnesota Historical Center. 

on the size of the boat and the distance it was 
towed.8 

Inman also kept his boats busy with count¬ 

less other tasks. Some towed empty schooners to 

nearby ports like Two Harbors or Ashland, 

where they could be loaded with iron ore and 

towed away by steamers. Others hauled supplies 

to remote lumber camps or operated under 

charter, pushing dredges around the harbor. A 

pair of Inman tugs even operated for several 

months at Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan, where 

locks enable vessels to overcome the 21' differ¬ 

ence in elevation between Lake Superior and 

Lake Huron. Inman’s smallest tugs worked in the 

harbor as dispatch boats, carrying messages to 

other tugs or ferrying supplies to waiting vessels. 

Inman’s tugs ranged from 45' to 80' long. 

Most had wooden hulls, although a few, like 

Record and M. D. Carrington, had iron hulls that 

were particularly useful for breaking ice. Tugs in 

the Inman Line had black hulls and red cabins. 

Some sported “figureheads” atop their pilot¬ 

houses of horses, eagles or coachmen. Inside 

each vessel was an engine room, boiler room, 

and coal bunker as well as bunk space for the 

crew and a small galley. Each boat was manned 

by a captain, who steered the tug and conducted 

its business; an engineer, who handled the engine 

throttle; one or two firemen to shovel coal into 

the boiler and handle lines, and a cook. 

A tugman’s life was neither easy nor roman¬ 

tic. Many of the men lived in towns around the 

lower Great Lakes. When the shipping season 

began in March or April, they left their homes to 
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work aboard Inman’s tugs until bad weather put 

an end to navigation in December. They worked 

as many hours a day as their tug was needed and 

received one day off each month. Because they 

were liable to be called out at any time of the day 

or night, most men slept and ate on their boats. 

Inman even ran his own restaurant on the dock 

so his men would have a handy place to eat. 

Accompanying the grueling lifestyle was 

work fraught with danger. Tugs sometimes 

caught fire or were rammed and sunk by the 

vessels they were towing. The thick manila tow 

lines, pulled as taut as an iron bar by the weight 

of a ship, could snap under the strain, whipping 

across decks to break bones or flick off limbs. 

Other hazards were more insidious, as many 

engineers could attest after slowly losing their 

hearing because of years spent in noisy engine 

rooms. For all this, firemen could expect to earn 

about $37 a month, while an engineer could 

make $75 and a captain up to $100. 

Inman began the 1890s with seven tugs and 

plans to buy more. He was now quite promi¬ 

nent in Duluth, and his actions and opinions 

provided fodder for many marine columns in the 

local newspapers. When he returned from a 

month-long trip to the East in January 1890, he 

was extensively interviewed about prospects for 

the coming navigation season. When Alexander 

McDougall tested the Colgate Hoyt, his first 

whaleback steamer, Inman was among the 100 

important men invited aboard for the trip. Later 

in the year, when the Record won a race against 

two rival tugs, the local papers hailed Inman and 

his tugmen as heroes. 

Even though he had risen from tug master to 

vessel owner, Inman wasn’t content to live off 

his reputation as a mariner. When the biggest 

storm in several years swept western Lake Supe¬ 

rior on 2 June 1891, vesselmen stopping by 

Inman’s tug office for news that morning found 

the commodore preparing to take the Record 

onto the lake. With a low barometric pressure 

and the temperature at 35 degrees, the storm was 

powerful enough to raise concern for vessels 

trying to ride it out in open water. From the tug 

office’s rooftop lookout, tugmen could make out 

several vessels anchored off Duluth. Among 

them were the steamers Hester and E. B. Hale 

along with the steamer Kittle M. Forbes and her 

consort, the schooner Barium, and the steamer 

Colgate Hoyt with her consort, Barge 107. 

By 7 a.m., Inman was aboard the Record and 

steaming out to aid the Barium and Barge 107. 

As the Record reached the outer end of the ship 

canal, she was mauled by a cold, grey wave that 

rolled clear over her deck. Another comber 

pounded the tug, followed by yet another before 

Inman could get the boat into deeper water. 

A check of the two barges showed their 

anchors were holding. Reflecting on the brutal 

conditions he encountered at the mouth of the 

canal, Inman decided the barges were better off 

staying on the lake. By 8:30 a.m., the Record 

was back in the harbor. Even Inman had to admit 

the storm was among the worst he had ever seen. 

At times the waves were so high and the troughs 

so deep that he couldn’t see the hills that rose 

behind the city. Although he wasn’t able to aid 

the beleaguered vessels, he impressed fellow 

mariners with his determination to sail into the 

maelstrom. 

Along with keeping pace with the grow¬ 

ing lake trade, Inman had another prob¬ 

lem to face: the marriage of his friends, 

Asa and May Frost, was falling apart — and 

Inman was squarely in the middle of the messy 

squabble. 

May Frost was a short, slender woman with 

light hair and sharp but attractive features. She 

originally was from Oconto, Wisconsin, but had 

lived in Colorado for several years with Asa. She 

moved to Duluth in 1883, however, to join her 

father and brother and to escape Asa and his 

drinking problem. Asa followed her and pro¬ 

nounced himself cured of alcoholism. The couple 

reconciled and opened a grocery.9 

When Inman traveled during the winter to 

drum up business, he exchanged amiable letters 

with Asa. “Dear old friend Asa,” one letter began 

in typical Victorian style. Inman’s letters often 

were filled with ordinary fare: noting the weather 

or reporting the activities of his brother Hiram. 

He frequently inquired about May, and at least 
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once sought permission to escort her home from 

Bermuda, where she sometimes went to escape 

Duluth’s harsh winters. He wrote to Asa in one 

letter: 

...Shall be pleased to take the best of 

care of that faithful little woman and 

bring her back safe to you.... She is 

worth a dozen of any other women and I 

hope she will gain the whole trip around 

and go home benefitted by the trip and 

live to be a lovely mother as she has 

been a wife. 

Indeed, Inman’s interest in May seemed 

more than friendly. He presented her with gifts 

and escorted her on lengthy boat and train trips 

while Asa was busy minding his store. Some¬ 

times, they even traveled as husband and wife. 

That way, May could travel free under the com¬ 

plimentary passes given Inman by various rail¬ 

road and steamship lines. It all met with Asa’s 

approval. 

Asa eventually began to suspect Inman 

and May were having an affair and the 

friendship between the two men soured. 

In 1890 he accused Inman of giving May dia¬ 

mond jewelry, dresses, and a pair of “Jersey 

drawers” — a racy undergarment that proper 

gentlemen most certainly did not give to ladies 

of casual acquaintance. Inman moved out and 

took up residence in a small sleeping room above 

his office. Asa began drinking in earnest, so 

much so that he had to be hospitalized in Octo¬ 

ber. May spent that winter in Florida pursuing 

her painting and filed for divorce when she 

returned in the spring. 

At this point, the whole affair turned ugly. 

Asa threatened May to the point where a city 

policeman was briefly stationed outside her door 

to protect her. Asa also threatened to kill Inman 

by “cutting out his heart.” The threats were to no 

avail, and a divorce was granted 9 July 1892. A 

month later, Asa Frost sued Inman for $25,000, 

claiming Inman had used his money and his 

standing in the community to seduce May and 

deprive Asa of his wife. May maintained it was 

Asa’s drinking and abuse and not her lack of 

fidelity that destroyed the marriage. The lawsuit 

was dismissed. 

Despite his domestic troubles, Inman had to 

keep his energies focused on his business. Ma¬ 

rine traffic in Duluth and Superior jumped that 

fall when the first load of iron ore from the 

newly opened Mesabi Range was shipped from 

Superior. Alexander McDougall arranged for 

2,100 tons from the Mountain Iron Mine to be 

carried aboard his whaleback, Barge 102. Work¬ 

ing in tandem with his friend, Inman used J. L. 

Williams to tow the barge to Duluth, where she 

was picked up by a steamer for the trip to Cleve¬ 

land. McDougall, described by one newspaper as 

“happy as a boy with new boots,” watched from 

his tug Islay while masters of other harbor tugs 

tried to hoot “Yankee Doodle” on their whistles. 

“The shipment of this cargo of iron ore not only 

marks perhaps the most important epoch in the 

commercial history of Superior,” one newspaper 

noted, “but it is the consummation of one of the 

oldest plans at the head of the lakes.” 

Even with increasing vessel traffic in the 

port, Inman was strapped for cash. In 1892, he 

incorporated as the Inman Towing Association 

and sold $200,000 worth of stock to vessel 

owners, shipbuilders, and dock operators in 

Duluth and Superior. With the opening of an ore 

dock in Superior and the anticipated explosion in 

shipping there, vessel owners may have realized 

that a single businessman like Inman could not 

keep up with the demand for towing without an 

infusion of cash. Inman used the money to buy 

four more tugs and a schooner. 

Whatever their relationship had been 

previously, by the end of 1892 it was 

no secret that Inman and May Frost 

were deeply in love. Grace Inman had filed for 

divorce in June and was granted one in January 

1893 on grounds of extreme cruelty. As soon as 

the court papers were approved, Inman and May 

were married. A week before their modest wed¬ 

ding, however, a Duluth newspaper published a 

story that it said was drawn from testimony in 

Inman’s divorce case in Cleveland. In it, Grace 

reportedly testified she had married Inman at age 
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fifteen, and that he had soon become a woman¬ 

izer, carrying on affairs with her full knowledge. 

When she had confronted him and a girlfriend — 

aboard a tugboat at some unspecified time and 

place — he had hit her and threatened her with 

further harm. It is unclear whether this story was 

true or a tactic to which Inman resorted in order 

to win a speedy divorce. The fact that he didn’t 

attend the divorce hearing — thus avoiding 

questions by the judge and attorneys — lends 

credence to the latter possibility.10 

Such revelations surely must have damaged 

Inman’s reputation, but it didn’t deter May. If 

any widespread stigma was attached to their 

divorces or to their possible affair, it wasn’t 

apparent in their reception by the public. The 43- 

year-old Inman quickly drew 33-year-old May 

into Duluth’s social whirl. They were neither 

wealthy nor members of the city’s highest social 

circles, but they entertained other couples as well 

as Inman’s friends from around the lakes. Inman 

sometimes used one of his small tugs 

to carry their friends or visiting fam¬ 

ily members out to the wilds of 

Duluth’s Minnesota Point or to re¬ 

mote spots on Lake Superior’s North 

Shore. 

The letters and notes the couple 

exchanged reveal a deep-seated love 

for each other and a soulful loneli¬ 

ness whenever they had to be apart. 

The one lingering shadow on their 

relationship was May’s fear that 

someday her new husband would 

drown. It was a troublesome problem 

for a woman whose fortunes were so 

closely linked with the water, and 

she tried to overcome it by joining 

Inman in his maritime endeavors. 

When he bought the tug Bob Ander¬ 

son and sailed her to Duluth in the 

spring of 1893, May went along. She 

stood some watches with her hus¬ 

band and even took a few turns at the 

wheel. Over the years, they dabbled 

in yachting joining the Duluth Yacht 

Club for a season. May even passed 

the government test for a limited 

pilot’s license that allowed her to 

command the tiny excursion steamer Ariel in 

Duluth Harbor and on the St. Louis River, but 

her fear never left her. Even the unexpected 

ringing of the telephone while Inman was away 

could trigger within her an instant dread that his 

boat had sunk.11 

Buoyed by his marriage, Inman began 1893 

on a high note that continued in the spring, when 

he sold the David Sutton and bought the tugs L. 

L. Lyon, Bob Anderson, and F. H. Stanwood, and 

the schooners Glad Tidings and Grey Oak. Along 

with the usual towing and dockside fires to 

handle, Inman also faced the perplexing task of 

freeing the grounded steamer Rosedale. The 

Canadian steamer had been running in fog when 

she ran ashore on the mainland at the mouth of 

the Knife River. The result was a spectacle even 

to an experienced wrecker like Inman. The 

Rosedale’s momentum carried her bow right 

onto the rocky shore. The vessel finally stopped 

with her forefoot out of the water and the rest of 

H 

Two men believed to be B. B. and Hiram Inman pause during salvage 

operations on the steamer Rosedale, which ran aground at present-day 

Knife River, MN. Inman succeeded in “re-launching” the stranded 

freighter. S3106 Blf8, album page 2. Photograph courtesy of 

Northeast Minnesota Historical Center. 
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the hull squatting in the shallows. 
Inman took Anderson and Buffalo to the 

wreck, but they returned that night with a dis¬ 

couraged Inman saying no tugs on the lakes 

could pull the vessel free. The next day, he 

returned with timbers and jacks. The Rosedale s 

bow was jacked up and timbers slid underneath 

the hull in an attempt to “re-launch” the boat. 

After three days of labor, crewmen on the Ander¬ 

son hooked a towing hawser to the steamer’s 

stern and opened the throttle on their tug. The 

first mighty pull moved the Rosedale three feet. 

The next gained another eight inches. So it went 

for ninety minutes. The Anderson’s propeller 

churned at full speed until the Rosedale reluc¬ 

tantly yielded and returned to deeper water. Once 

afloat, the Rosedale steamed to Duluth and 

promptly entered a drydock for inspection and 

repairs. Once again, the unusual salvage job was 

credited to good weather and Inman’s skill. 

Although business in 1893 got off to a 

strong start, matters quickly deterio¬ 

rated in May, when a devastating finan¬ 

cial panic threw the nation’s banks and industries 

into a tailspin. Although the Great Lakes ship¬ 

ping industry escaped the brunt of the depres¬ 

sion, vessel traffic dropped noticeably. By mid¬ 

summer, some of Duluth’s smaller tug operators 

were facing hardship. One line, the Smith-Fee 

Company, decided on a desperate measure. 

Around the port, an unofficial agreement had 

evolved over the years that left vessel towing to 

Inman and most of the general work of towing 

scows and log rafts to the Smith-Fee line and 

other smaller tug owners. However, the depres¬ 

sion cut deeply into the general towing business. 

Few logs were available to be towed, and with 

hardly any street improvements or building 

projects slated, there was little sand and gravel 

for the smaller tug lines to handle. In early 

August, owners of the Smith-Fee line decided to 

grab for a share of the port’s vessel-towing 

business. “...War is on with a vengeance,” one 

newspaper trumpeted the next day. “In addition 

to the (tug) Mystic, the Inmans have put the Bob 

Anderson in commission and say they are pre¬ 

pared for trouble. Both lines are on the alert 

night and day and prepared to go to the Soo for 

business if need be.” 
Smith-Fee launched the war by offering rates 

that were half those offered by Inman, and threw 

in free harbor transfers to boot. Inman responded 

by slashing his rates and going all out to snatch 

every tow possible. In the towing business, the 

first tug to reach an approaching vessel generally 

won the right to tow her into port, unless the 

vessel was under contract to use only the tugs of 

a particular line. To make sure he got as many 

tows as possible, Inman stationed tugs as far as 

thirty miles from Duluth to lay claim to ap¬ 

proaching boats. Because he had twelve tugs to 

Smith-Fee’s four, Inman could afford to keep 

tugs out on the lake waiting for vessels to ap¬ 

pear. He wasn’t willing to concede a single tow 

to his challenger. “We’ll chase them to Port 

Huron for every boat that comes in before we’ll 

let them have a single boat,” he vowed. 

The frantic pace of the towing business grew 

even more harried with the rate war. If a Smith- 

Fee tug steamed past Inman’s dock, a couple of 

Inman tugs would be dispatched in pursuit, even 

if no one knew where the rival tug was going. 

Sometimes, four or five tugs showed up to tow 

the same vessel, all maneuvering frantically to 

gain an advantage and snatch the tow line. 

With all the commotion, accidents were 

inevitable. The most serious oc¬ 

curred when the steamer George F. 

Williams arrived at Duluth shortly before mid¬ 

night on 18 August. The Smith-Fee tug Fiske and 

the Inman tug M. D. Carrington sighted the 

steamer about the same time and raced toward 

her. The Fiske ran alongside the steamer’s port 

side and Captain Tim Carbine began negotiating 

for the tow. Meanwhile, Captain Fred Benson 

put the Carrington on the steamer's starboard 

side to negotiate for the job. 

Benson had nearly completed making a deal 

with the steamer’s master when Carbine opened 

up the throttle on the Fiske and surged ahead of 

the steamer, then swung around to her starboard 

side. No one was sure what happened next. 

Carbine claimed he had the tow and that the 

Inman tug deliberately got in the way as the 
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steamer’s tow line was lowered. Benson said he 

had been given the tow and was simply endeav¬ 

oring to secure the line when the Fiske inter¬ 

fered. 

Regardless of who was right, the Fiske 

rounded the steamer and deliberately hit the 

Carrington amidships on the starboard side. 

Carbine then backed his tug away and rammed 

the Carrington again. Benson immediately made 

a sharp turn so the Carrington wouldn’t flip, and 

his vessel’s propeller chopped into the side of 

the Fiske. Realizing the Fiske was seriously 

damaged, Carbine headed to the Smith-Fee dock, 

where his vessel sank shortly after tying up. 

The next morning, Carbine paid a visit to the 

Inman dock to rail against Benson. He was 

greeted with hoots of derision and run off by 

Inman’s tugmen. That afternoon, the now-drun¬ 

ken Carbine returned and attacked Benson, who 

was asleep in his boat after working a 24-hour 

shift. The startled Benson quickly regained his 

wits and sailed into Carbine with his fists. Po¬ 

licemen finally arrived and hauled Carbine off to 

jail. In a conciliatory gesture, Inman paid Car¬ 

bine’s bail. 

The tug war finally ended 23 September, 

when Ed Smith, J. W. Fee, and Inman 

signed an agreement guaranteeing that 

Inman’s line would handle vessel towing and 

Smith-Fee would confine itself to towing scows 

and logs. Hostilities couldn’t end immediately, 

however. The tugs Carrington and the freshly 

repaired Fiske were last seen seeking tows off 

Outer Island in the Apostles. News of the agree¬ 

ment was wired to the Soo, and masters of up- 

bound vessels were asked to inform the rival tugs 

and tell them to return home. The Marine Re¬ 

cord, a respected maritime industry publication, 

reported: 

After seven weeks of war, which has been 

profitable alone to vessels which had to 

use a tug in or about Duluth harbor, 

peace has been declared, the Smith-Fee 

Co. pulling out of the fight. Out of a total 

of 1,308 tows in that time, it is said that 

(Smith-Fee) got but 69, and some of 

those were at one dollar per tow, as 

shown by contracts still in force for the 

Smith-Fee tugs still to fill out. 

A month after the tug war ended, Inman 

bought out the Smith-Fee line, picking up the 

tugs A. C. Adams, Fiske, and Pathfinder and the 

scows J. W. Fee and Thompson. The purchase 

did away with the agreement that limited Inman 

to towing vessels. “Now I am going to tow 

everything in sight — logs, lumber, scows, 

vessels and everything,” he said. 

By now, Duluth was a much different city 

than when Inman had arrived. Popula¬ 

tion had ballooned to nearly 60,000, 

despite the continuing economic depression. 

Stately brownstone buildings topped by ornate 

turrets and cupolas dominated the downtown 

district and more were being built. Streetcars 

trundled down busy brick-covered streets, past 

storefronts shaded by striped awnings. Freight 

sheds and warehouses lined the harbor slips 

below downtown. Grain elevators and coal docks 

dominated the bayfront, forming a continuous 

band of industry along Superior Bay and up St. 

Louis Bay. 

Inman had a year to rebuild his business 

before another tug war broke out in 1895. This 

time, his opponent was Walter Singer, an enter¬ 

prising quarry owner from Ashland, Wisconsin, 

who had been operating three tugs in Duluth for 

the previous two years. Inman’s fleet was at its 

peak of twenty-two vessels, but that didn’t 

discourage Singer from buying three more tugs 

and challenging him. A Duluth newspaper re¬ 

ported on 12 June: 

For some time Capt. Singer has been 

improving his feet of tugs and quietly 

announcing that he proposed to take a 

small hand at least in vessel towing. 

Yesterday he had one of his tugs in the 

harbor and solicited vessel towing. He 

had things about ready to make a hustle 

and of course Capt. Inman will stay with 

him. 
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Inman Line tug enters the Duluth ship canal from Lake Superior , towing a typical lake freighter of the late 1880s 
or early 1890s. S3106 Blf8, album page 21. Photograph courtesy of Northeast Minnesota Historical Center. 

Inman immediately met Singer’s challenge. 

Soon Inman and Singer tugs were racing out the 

ship canal and onto Lake Superior to solicit 

business from approaching vessels. Watching the 

tugs scurry after tows became a popular pastime 

among Duluth residents. Because the white hulls 

of Singer’s tugs contrasted sharply with the 

black hulls of Inman’s boats, keeping track of 

the contestants was easy. For their part, tug 

captains employed ruthless, dangerous tactics to 

gain an advantage over their rivals. Some sailed 

out of port at night with their navigation lights 

extinguished so tugs from the other company 

wouldn’t be able to see them leave and follow in 

pursuit. Others tried to block or cut off rival tugs 

as they maneuvered for tows. 
The war dragged on through the summer. It 

turned grim 1 September, when the Inman tug 

Pathfinder and the Singer tug Medina were 

jockeying for the chance to tow the steamer 

Joliet as she entered Duluth’s harbor. The Me¬ 

dina approached the Joliet on her starboard side 

and was preparing to take the tow line from the 

steamer’s mate when the Pathfinder sidled up 

alongside the steamer on her port side. Unaware 

of his mate’s action, the Joliet’s master signaled 

the Pathfinder to take the tow line on the steam¬ 

er’s starboard side. The Inman tug scooted 

ahead, cutting across the Joliet’s bow and then 

stopping her engine so she could slide between 

the oncoming steamer and the Medina. Aboard 

the Medina, Captain Henry E. Ditzel, a former 

Inman employee, refused to yield. The Medina 

slammed into the Pathfinder’s stern, forcing her 

to heel sharply to starboard. 
Sensing disaster. Captain James Brown 

bolted from the Pathfinder’s pilothouse and 

leaped overboard, followed by the tug’s engineer 

and cook. On deck, fireman Tom McAllister and 

Jacob Wasser were waiting to grab the tow lines 

when the collision occurred. McAllister immedi¬ 

ately jumped for the Medina’s deck, but Wasser 
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hesitated and was thrown into the water and 

drowned when Pathfinder rolled over and sank 

in about twenty seconds. Wasser’s death was 

ruled an accident by Duluth authorities. Federal 

steamboat inspectors took a dimmer view of the 

matter. They cited both masters for recklessness 

and revoked their licenses. Despite the tragedy, 

the tug war raged unabated. 

Although cutthroat competition with 

Singer occupied much of his time, 

Inman continued to handle salvage 

work. He sent J. L. Williams and the lighter 

barge J. W. Fee to Isle Royale to recover copper 

ingots jettisoned by the crew of the steamer 

Centurion when she ran aground. He also dis¬ 

patched several tugs to Marquette, Michigan, in 

an attempt to free the schooners Moonlight and 

Kent, which had been blown onto the beach 

during a storm. The Centurion job went smooth¬ 

ly, but the Marquette job was a costly failure. To 

make matters worse, three tugs returning to 

Duluth from the wreck site were caught in a 

bitter December storm. One of them, the Pearl B. 

Campbell, disappeared with four men aboard. 

Seeking to end the costly tug war, Inman and 

Singer revealed in early 1896 an agreement to 

share the tows equally and to set fees so they 

both could make money. Although outrageously 

illegal by modern standards, it was an accepted 

business practice before the turn of the century. 

In addition, Inman agreed to use only seven tugs 

so Singer’s smaller fleet would have a better 

chance to compete. “Captain Singer and myself, 

after a season of hard fighting, in which we both 

lost considerable money, signed an agreement... 

which was to last for all time, by which we 

agreed to divide the business and maintain 

reasonable rates for towing, I will try to stick to 

it, and I think he will do the same,” Inman told 

newspaper reporters. 

While the pact may have been legal, it wasn’t 

well received by vessel owners. They were 

angered by the prospect of higher towing fees 

and longer waits for service because of the 

reduction of Inman’s fleet. Some owners hinted 

strongly that they would put their own tugs in at 

Duluth and back them with deep pockets. The 

pressure prompted Inman to scuttle the deal, so 

the war dragged on and both sides continued to 

lose money. 

Autumn brought Inman both joy and sorrow. 

His daughter Mary was born in October. Two 

months later, unpaid bills for coal and several 

mortgages on tugs and equipment started coming 

due. Two costly tug wars combined with the 

economic pressure of the continuing depression 

left Inman without the cash he needed to operate. 

The Inman Tug Company fell into receivership. 

Bankruptcy proceedings revealed Inman’s 

great weakness as a businessman — finances. 

Court documents showed his debts totaled more 

than $171,000. The aggressive expansion of his 

fleet over the years had been fueled almost 

entirely on borrowed money and credit. Banks 

and private lenders held mortgages on virtually 

all his twenty vessels. Many of his boats were 

mortgaged for far more than their appraised 

value. Even his former wife was involved. She 

had received J. L. Williams as part of their 

divorce settlement and had leased her back to 

Inman. Now she slapped a $9,500 lien against 

the tug, claiming she was owed money for back 

rent and damage to the vessel.12 

It seemed to everyone that Inman’s company 

was doomed. To pay his bills, the court 

ordered his tugs sold at auction. Creditors, 

rivals, out-of-town tug operators, and vessel 

owners all lined up to bid for the remnants of the 

Inman Line. But just as the loss of the fleet 

seemed imminent, Augustus B. Wolvin and 

George A. Tomlinson stepped in. These promi¬ 

nent Duluth vessel owners put up enough money 

to pay Inman’s debts and to buy his best tugs. 

Both men had done business with Inman in the 

past, and as vessel owners they had a vested 

interest in maintaining good tug service in 

Duluth and Superior. The pair was said to “have 

a high appreciation of the commodore as a 

hustler for vessel towing while, possibly, they 

have not as great an admiration for his financial 

talents.” 

In the spring of 1897, the newly organized 

Inman Tug Company was incorporated. Five 

people were elected to its board of directors, 
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including Inman and Melville H. Wardwell, the 

thirty-year-old vice president of Clyde Iron 

Company in Duluth. Inman was back in business, 

but his company now essentially belonged to 

Wolvin, Tomlinson, and Wardwell. Their rescue 

would prove to be a dubious blessing for Inman. 

Inman was now general manager of a smaller 

fleet consisting of the tugs Record, J. L. Wil¬ 

liams, M. D. Carrington, L. L. Lyon, A. C. Ad¬ 

ams, Edward Fiske, Bob Anderson, Pathfinder, 

Buffalo, and Effie L. The company also chartered 

the new tug B. B. Inman, which Inman had 

purchased shortly before going bankrupt. Tow¬ 

ing and salvage were again the company’s main¬ 

stays. And again, Inman was going head to head 

with Walter Singer. The rate war continued. 

While creditors and financial saviors 

wrangled over his company, Inman 

made a move that he hoped would 

someday win him financial independence. He 

may have been fearful about the future of his tug 

line, or perhaps he realized how much money his 

friend Alexander McDougall had made from 

inventing the whaleback. Whatever the reason, 

early in the year Inman applied for a patent on a 

design for an icebreaking freighter. 

Based on his experience in fall and winter 

navigation, Inman had devised a steamer that he 

believed would sail through ice with greater ease 

than existing vessels. His plan called for a pow¬ 

erful boat with a bulbous or “ram” bow below 

the waterline that would push water and ice up 

and away from the steamer’s path. The vessel’s 

widest point would be at the bluff of the bow 

instead of amidships. This would, Inman rea¬ 

soned, enable the vessel to slip through the 

broken ice with less friction on its hull than a 

typical vessel.13 

He described his design and its inception to 

a reporter for the Duluth Evening Herald: 

I have been on the lakes, between 

Buffalo, Duluth and Chicago, for 35 

years, fifteen of which I spent on old- 

fashioned river tugs on the Soo, Detroit 

and St. Clair rivers. That experience 

kept me out early in the spring and late 

into the fall, so I had a chance to study 

the ice question to a great extent. From 

the tugs I went into the steam barges that 

navigated the lakes between Duluth and 

Buffalo. 
On one of these trips, I think it was 

in 1884, I had an ample opportunity to 

study the ice question. It was a very 

early season, and along in the middle of 

November I left Duluth on the Kasota 

with a big cargo of wheat that was pay¬ 

ing the owners 10 cents a bushel, and I 

was anxious to get her through. When we 

got to the Soo, they told us that we had 

better tie up for we could never get 

through Mud Lake. I told the engineer 

that unless he founded her on the back ’ 

we would probably have to walk home. 

We went into that ice at full speed, and 

they all thought the ship would be 

punched full of holes, but it was not; the 

paint was hardly scratched off her. 

I got down and watched how she took 

to the ice question, and found that the 

momentum was so great that it would 

push the water ahead of the bow, and the 

ice would rise and break before we got 

to it. That gave me the idea that I have 

been working up and at last perfected 

and had it patented. 

Inman’s plan won endorsement from Frank 

Kirby, the Lakes’ most noted marine architect. 

Indeed, officials of the Detroit Dry Dock Com¬ 

pany, Kirby’s employer, expressed interest in 

building the steamers if financial backers could 

be found to underwrite the vessels’ estimated 

$300,000 cost. Alexander McVittie, vice presi¬ 

dent of the company, even offered to invest in 

the venture and said Kirby would do the same.14 

Inman touted his design everywhere he 

could. It received rave reviews from ship owners 

and extensive coverage in newspapers around the 

lakes. If the design worked, it would revolution¬ 

ize Great Lakes shipping. Instead of the tradi¬ 

tional shipping season that lasted from April 

until December, vessels would be able to operate 

all year, freed from the limitations imposed by 

ice-clogged rivers and channels. Just as impor- 
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tant for Inman, holding the patents on a success¬ 
ful vessel design could mean thousands of dol¬ 

lars in royalties. 
While Inman sought buyers for his vessel 

design, the tug war raged unabated through 1898. 
Nonetheless, the Inman Tug Company was doing 
well. The firm held its second annual meeting 3 
April at Duluth’s Spalding Hotel, and company 
officials told newspapermen that they were 
happy with the tug line’s finances. Despite his 
bankruptcy, Inman remained popular and re¬ 
spected among local vesselmen. He was among 
fifty prominent mariners invited to an evening of 
dinner, cigars and toasts aboard the Canadian 
steamer Monarch, hosted by her master, Edward 

Robertson. 

Despite his preoccupation with financial 
matters, Inman still had a tug line to 
run, and 1898 proved to be a busy sea¬ 

son. It also was plagued by misfortune. 
Shortly before midnight on 2 June, the 

Record approached the steamer Robert Fulton at 
the mouth of Duluth’s ship canal to take the 
freighter’s tow line. Heavy winds all day had left 
a strong current running through the canal. As 
the Record nudged against the Fulton’s bow, the 
tug suddenly swung broadside to the steamer and 
rolled over. The tug sank quickly, taking down 
her captain, engineer, and cook. Only the fire¬ 
man, who was on deck handling lines, survived. 
Despite the animosity between Inman’s crews 
and those of the rival Singer line, one of the first 
rescue vessels on the scene was the Singer tug 
Superior. The battered Record was finally raised 
more than a month after the accident. 

Another tragedy was narrowly averted just 
three weeks later, when the steamer Majestic hit 
the tug Fiske while she was docked and her crew 
asleep below deck. Majestic approached the dock 
too fast, glanced off the tug and plowed into the 
dock, smashing a wedge thirty feet deep. The 
frightened tug crew tumbled on deck and paled 
as they surveyed the damage. If the Majestic had 
hit the Fiske squarely she would have crushed 
the tug and her crew. 

The rest of the summer went smoothly 
enough, but the fall routine was broken when 

Inman received word in late October that the 
steamer Henry Chisholm was aground off Isle 
Royale’s Washington Harbor. He dispatched a 
wrecking crew aboard the W. B. Castle. Workers 
put two pumps aboard the stricken vessel but 
couldn’t lower the water inside the hull. Inman 
reluctantly ordered his men to strip the vessel of 
furniture, lines, hawsers and lamps and load it all 
aboard the Castle. They left the Chisholm on the 
reef, where she was battered to pieces by storms 
that winter. 

More wrecking jobs quickly followed on the 
steamers Tampa and Arthur Orr, wrecked on the 
North Shore, and the Harlem, aground at Isle 
Royale. Results were mixed. Tampa and Arthur 
Orr were salvaged, but Inman had to share the 
money with Singer, who also worked the wrecks. 
Some cargo was saved from Harlem but the 
vessel had to be abandoned. 

As the navigation season of 1899 began, 
Inman hoped his troubles were falling astern. 
Another deal had been struck with Singer that 
Inman hoped would boost towing rates and end 
the senseless races after tows. On 19 April, the 
resurrected Record once again was the first 
vessel to venture forth in the harbor, pushing 
through ice from the Great Northern dock in 
Duluth to the entrance to Howard’s Pocket in 
Superior. There the tug released the steamer 
Alexander McDougall, which had been stuck 

there since fall. 

Even as the season began, the end was 
drawing near for Inman’s dream of own¬ 
ing his own tug line. For many years, 

powerful vessel owners had been frustrated with 
the delays and high costs their boats encountered 
at ports around the lakes because of inadequate 
tugs, strikes by tug crewmen or hefty increases 
in towing fees. To solve these problems, the 
owners quietly organized their own “tug trust’' 
under the name Great Lakes Towing Company. 
They wanted one company — under their control 
— that would provide uniform, reliable towing 
service across the lakes. Among those involved 
in this venture was Augustus Wolvin. Acting as 
an agent for Great Lakes Towing even before it 
was formally organized, he discreetly bought 
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tugs and docks and held them as trustee for the 

new company. It gradually became clear that one 

of Wolvin’s first moves had been to gain control 

of the Inman Tug Company two years earlier. 

When Great Lakes Towing Company was 

incorporated, Wolvin was elected its second vice 

president, Melville Wardwell was named secre¬ 

tary and George Tomlinson became a key stock¬ 

holder. With Wolvin, Wardwell and Tomlinson 

in control of his company, Inman could do 

nothing to block the sale of the tug line he had 

nurtured for fourteen years. His tugs were com¬ 

bined with those of Singer’s fleet, which Great 

Lakes Towing also had purchased. The vessels 

became part of the Union Towing and Wrecking 

Company, a newly formed subsidiary of Great 

Lakes Towing that operated only in Duluth. 

Inman was hired as manager of Union Tow¬ 

ing and his brother Hiram given the job of 

cashier. The buyout left Inman bitter, vow¬ 

ing in one letter that “I never will hurt myself for 

the Trust.” Despite his feelings, he continued to 

work as though the tugs he commanded were still 

his own. When the steamer Penobscot grounded 

20 August off Knife River, Inman personally 

supervised her release. When Barge 115 disap¬ 

peared on Lake Superior that winter, Inman 

commanded a pair of Union Towing tugs in the 

ensuing search. 
Inman’s life as a tugman essentially ended in 

the spring of 1900. The barge Matanzas appeared 

off Duluth at 2 o’clock on a May morning. The 

overnight crew for Union Towing told the 

barge’s master that they would have to follow 

company rules and use two tugs to bring him in. 

The master refused and sent a man ashore in a 

boat to wire the news to Captain James David¬ 

son, owner of the Matanzas as well as $90,000 in 

Great Lakes Towing stock.16 
When Inman arrived at work that morning, 

he was alarmed at the treatment of the Matanzas. 

He quickly sent out two tugs with orders to bring 

in the barge and only charge for the use of a 

single tug. The barge’s master refused to accept 

the tow until he heard from Davidson. 
News of the Matanzas ’ treatment enraged 

Davidson. He had been angry with Inman since 

the previous summer, when a week long strike 

by tugmen in Duluth caused delays for David¬ 

son’s vessels. Over that winter, he had opposed 

Inman’s appointment as Union Towing’s man¬ 

ager. Now he used his position as a Great Lakes 

Towing stockholder and first vice president to 

full effect. He threatened to shift the towing 

business of his considerable fleet to the compet¬ 

ing Maytham tug line in Duluth. To appease him, 

Inman was unceremoniously fired. 
“I had nothing to do with the two-tug rule...,” 

Inman told the Duluth Evening Herald after he 

was dumped. i4Yet it was the basis for Capt. 

Davidson’s action. I should have resigned some 

time ago had it not been for the fight that had 

been made upon me by Capt. Davidson, and then 

I thought it would look like laying down. I have 

always been very friendly with Capt. Davidson, 

and I cannot imagine what has caused him to 

take such a stand against me.” 

So that was it. The end of the century 

found the 51-year-old Inman out of work 

and short on cash. Despite his years of 

prominence, he and May had never managed to 

save much money. At home, the commodore was 

something of a spendthrift. He rented a string of 

fashionable apartments and large houses for his 

family. He entertained friends, took frequent 

business trips around the Lakes, and sent May on 

a winter long sojourn to Florida or Bermuda 

every year. His $100-a-month alimony payments 

to Grace added to the burden. His only hope lay 

in the E. T. Carrington and W. B. Castle, both of 

which he still owned. 
Despite his financial problems, Inman spent 

part of this time attempting a reconciliation with 

his son, Walton, who by now was twenty years 

old. Walton moved in with his father and May 

and took a job as wheelsman aboard the Carring¬ 

ton. For the rest of 1900 and into 1901, Inman 

struggled to stay in business, using the Carring¬ 

ton to carry excursionists while putting the 

Castle to work carrying lumber camp supplies 

and towing logs. Early in 1901, even that fell 

apart when both vessels had to be sold to pay 

liens against them. 
During the months that followed the sale of 
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his vessels, Inman continued to push for con¬ 

struction of his icebreakers. He spent more time 

traveling, touting the virtues of his design to 

shipowners and newspapers. His letters to May 

were full of hope and confident predictions that 

a deal was near. In one letter, he talked of clos¬ 

ing a deal with the American Shipbuilding 

Company in which it would build three of his 

ships and pay him $10,000 per vessel. In the 

same letter he said the Canada Atlantic Railroad 

also was interested in buying three of his ice¬ 

breakers. 

What happened next is not clear. No 

record exists of the vessels ever 

being built, and Inman never re¬ 

ceived the promised $30,000. Years later, 

Inman’s daughter wrote that lingering effects of 

the 1893 financial panic kept the boats from 

being built. Whatever the case, Inman had to find 

a job. In the spring of 1901, he went to work as 

a substitute captain for the new Pittsburgh 

Steamship Company, which was rapidly expand¬ 

ing to serve the newly formed U.S. Steel Corpo¬ 

ration. Inman got the job from his old friend and 

nemesis Augustus Wolvin, who had become 

manager of the giant fleet.17 

The new job was a tremendous test of 

Inman’s skills as a mariner. The last freighter he 

commanded, the Kasota, was 247' long, but 

vessels had evolved rapidly since then. Now he 

was sailing giants like the 400' James Watt and 

the 450' Cornell. Handling the bigger boats 

seemed to be no problem, but the long separa¬ 

tions from his wife and daughter and their finan¬ 

cial insecurity weighed heavily upon him. “I am 

feeling well but do miss you and Mary so much,” 

he wrote May while making a trip aboard the 

Cornell. “Take good care of yourself and I will 

get started at something before long that will put 

us in good shape to live again.”18 

Inman’s return to sailing aggravated May’s 

fear that he would be lost in a shipwreck — a 

very real concern in the days when nearly every 

major storm claimed vessels around the lakes. 

Sometimes she tried to put up a brave front, but 

the old fear always showed through. “I was 

rather alarmed yesterday when I read of the 

wreck of a two-stacked boat off Eagle Harbor 

Monday morning,” she wrote to Inman in Sep¬ 

tember as he sailed another steamer that had a 

distinctive profile with two smokestacks. “But 

(I) suppose your slow old boat could not have 

been that far in 12 hours, a fact I was glad of, but 

now I would give a great deal to know where you 

are — you are constantly in my mind and I know 

your trip is not being pleasant. I am very glad 

you have not Mary and I to look after, too, 

though I would rather far be with you in spite of 

the storm, if it wasn’t for Mary.” 

For his part, Inman sought to assure May that 

he was prudent, as he did in December when 

commanding the James Watt on Lake Huron. 

“We are the last boat bound up and will be alone, 

but we have lots of fuel and provisions and we 

will take our time and only go when it is abso¬ 

lutely safe, so don’t worry about me.” 

After a long shipping season, Inman returned 

home to some good news. Although his ice¬ 

breaker project was going nowhere, he had won 

promotion to assistant superintendent of the 

Pittsburgh Steamship Company. That winter, he 

moved his family to Milwaukee, where he was to 

supervise repairs being made to several Pitts¬ 

burgh vessels laid up there. 

Spring of 1902 found Inman, May, and 

Mary living in Sault Ste. Marie, Michi¬ 

gan. Inman’s job there was to supervise 

the fleet’s supply operation, which brought food, 

linens, and spare parts to Pittsburgh vessels as 

they passed through the Soo Locks. The season 

passed uneventfully, and its end meant that he 

again would be in Milwaukee to watch over 

vessels being repaired. His new position paid 

well enough that May could resume spending 

winters in the South. As the temperature 

plunged, she and Mary departed for Florida 

while Inman took up residence at the Republican 

House in Milwaukee. 

To perform his winter tasks, Inman had to 

spend most days outdoors, tramping from boat to 

boat to oversee the work being done. “I have 

been very busy...looking over the boats, laying 

out repair work, and now I am going to Chi¬ 

cago...to look over the boats there and will have 
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to look after repairing them also,” he wrote to 

May that winter. “So you see I have got no snap 

this winter. I will have to go to Chicago every 

week until spring, as there is 15 boats there and 

we are to do lots of repair work. But that is what 

I want so the time won’t drag, for I am so lone¬ 

some without my dear ones. But if you both can 

only gain down there and come home to me in 

the spring in good shape, I won’t care.”19 

Although Inman was happy to keep busy, the 

pace took its toll on his 53-year-old body. Late 

in January, he contracted a cold. The illness 

lingered, then worsened as Inman kept working. 

He finally relented on Thursday, 11 February, 

and spent the day in bed. After some badgering 

by the hotel’s proprietor, he agreed to see a 

doctor. The diagnosis was grim: pneumonia, well 

advanced. 
Inman didn’t consider the illness to be seri¬ 

ous, but his condition worsened. Finally, on 

Sunday night, the proprietor sent a telegram to 

Hiram, urging him to come at once. It was too 

late. B. B. Inman died Monday, 15 February 

1903, before Hiram could get to Milwaukee and 

only a few hours after May had even learned he 

was ill. She knew nothing of his death until she 

arrived at the Milwaukee train station to be 

greeted by a grieving Hiram. 

Inman’s body was brought back to Duluth 

and laid to rest in Forest Hill Cemetery. He died 

nearly destitute. A probate court inventory listed 

his possessions as three suits of clothes, a pocket 

watch and eight parcels of land on Duluth’s 

Minnesota Point. Total value was $700. 

May and Mary returned to Duluth for a year, 

living in a boarding house and subsisting by 

taking in laundry and sewing. May’s artwork, so 

often praised and admired, could not earn her a 

living. Hiram, who was still working for Union 

Towing, apparently did little for her except to 

buy the land his brother had owned. May still 

possessed the patent on Inman’s icebreakers, but 

no vessels were ever built and the hoped-for 

royalties never materialized. May and Mary 

eventually moved to Oregon to start a new life. 

They struggled, surviving only on May’s sewing. 

At age eighteen, Mary went to work; at twenty- 

four, she married. May spent the rest of her life 

living with her daughter and son-in-law, dab¬ 

bling in art and nursing the memories of the ten 

years she spent with B. B. Inman. She held no 

regard for Hiram, once noting bitterly that he 

“was never anything more than his brother’s 

bookkeeper.” She died in 1956 at age 97.20 

When B. B. Inman died, the news was played 

on the front page of the Milwaukee Sentinel. In 

Duluth, where he had been absent just two years, 

his passing was barely mentioned in the newspa¬ 

pers. The company he tried to build had long 

since been swallowed by Great Lakes Towing. 

The boats and fleets he handled in the 1890s 

were quickly giving way to bigger boats, bigger 

fleets, and a new wave of young men with bigger 

dreams. In a city rushing to embrace the future, 

nobody wanted to look back on someone who 

had failed. The flamboyant Commodore Inman 

was largely forgotten. 

Al Miller lives in Duluth, Minnesota, and fre¬ 

quently writes about Great Lakes maritime 

history. His articles have appeared in Inland 

Seas, Minnesota History and Nor’Easter: The 

Journal of the Lake Superior Marine Museum 

Association. He holds a bachelor’s degree in 

journalism from Northern Illinois University. He 

has worked as a newspaper reporter and editor 

in Illinois and Minnesota, and presently is an 

information specialist at the University of 

Wisconsin-Superior. 
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Tine Francis B. Lotlirop Jr. 1996 Awards 

The Peabody Essex Museum announces a new set of awards for 1996. To encourage authors to explore 

the varied aspects of maritime history and arts, there will be two new awards in addition to that for Best 

Article published in 1996: 

► A prize for the best manuscript accepted for publication in the field of maritime arts. 

► A prize for the best manuscript accepted for publication in the field of maritime modeling (in 

the words of our founders, why we make them, not how). 

Winners will be announced in Volume 57, No. 1 of The American Neptune. For a copy of the authors’ 

guidelines, please contact the Publications Department, Peabody Essex Museum, East India Square, 

Salem, M 01970-3783, call (508) 745-1876, ext. 3172, or E-mail dori_phillips@pem.org. 
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The United States Navy 
Boarding Rattle: 

A Unique Item of Nineteenth Century 
US Naval Ordnance 

William J. UrickIII 

71 
• • • JL JM 

ien at the summons of 

horrid rasping rattle 

swayed by the Captain 

in person, we were made to rush from 

our guns, seize pikes and pistols, and 

repel an imaginary army of boarders, 

who, by a fiction of the officers, were 

supposed to be assailing all sides of the 

ship at once. After cutting and slashing 

at them awhile, we jumped back to our 

guns, and again went to jerking our 

elbows.1 

So wrote Herman Melville in 1850. Melville 

spent several years on merchant and whaling 

ships, and in 1843 signed on as an ordinary 

seaman aboard the 44-gun US frigate United 

States. This enlistment became the basis for his 

book White Jacket, the largely autobiographical 

account of life aboard a warship of the United 

States Navy in the 1840s. The “horrid rasping 

rattle” referred to is the boarding rattle, a unique 

item of US Navy ordnance that was used from 

the early nineteenth century to the time when 

wood and sail warships finally were replaced by 

steel and steam, just before the turn of the cen¬ 

tury. 

Virtually nothing has been written about 

these unique naval items, and what little infor¬ 

mation exists is largely apocryphal or anecdotal. 

These boarding rattles are part of a much larger 

family of percussion noisemakers, having sever¬ 

al common characteristics and a number of wide¬ 

ly differing uses. Rattles used by the US Navy 

are typically so marked, and are easily discerni¬ 

ble from the general alarm rattles that nowadays 

can be found at gun shows, militaria shows, flea 

markets, collectible shops, and in not a few 

catalogs. 

Alarm rattles, cog rattles, ratchets, gas 

alarms, battle rattles, boarding rattles, watch¬ 

men’s rattles, party rattles, toy rattles, scrappers, 

and idiophones are all names given to this family 

of percussion noisemakers that date to at least 

the fifteenth century. The Metropolitan Museum 

of Art in New York City has in its collections a 

cog rattle from a monastery in the French Pyre¬ 

nees that is thought to date from early in the 

fifteenth century, and was used during Holy 

Week when the rattle was substituted for the 

normal ringing of the bells. In seventeenth 

century England, young boys were hired to sit in 

gardens with wooden rattles to scare birds away 

before they could do damage.2 By the late 1600s, 

cities of the American colonies were following 

their European cousins in establishing rattle 

watches as a precursor to metropolitan fire and 

police organizations. Major cities along the 

eastern seaboard such as Boston, New York, and 

Philadelphia had fire and police organizations in 
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A large hand rattle believed to have been used on the 20-gun sailing sloop USS Portsmouth during the mid to late 
1840s. It is almost 14" long and weighs over 3 Vz pounds, and may be similar to the one “swayed by the Captain 
in person” in Melville’s saga of the United States. Author’s collection. 

which the rattle was the principal alarm mecha¬ 

nism until replaced by more centralized systems 

in the mid-to-late nineteenth century. 

The common characteristics of this family of 

noisemakers are one or two cogs or ratchets at¬ 

tached to a handle, and a main body enclosing 

one or two wooden springs or clappers which 

smack against the teeth or cogs of the ratchet 

when the body is energetically revolved around 

the handle. The sound is similar to the noise gen¬ 

erated by a stiff playing card attached to the fork 

of a child’s bicycle wheel which slaps against 

the spokes as the wheel revolves. This distinctive 

sound encouraged the use of the rattle in a vari¬ 

ety of situations. So distinctive was the sound, it 

could even be heard above the din of battle. 

It is not yet certain exactly when the US 

Navy first began using wooden rattles for calling 

boarders to stations or for calling crews to repel 

enemy boarders. However, I suspect that the 

practice of using these boarding rattles was in 

place on board some warships by the 1830s and 

in more general use by the mid to late 1840s. The 

boarding rattle was considered an item of ord¬ 

nance, and so was included in the ship’s ord¬ 

nance inventories, rather than in the general 

Table of Allowances for warships. 

Throughout the history of sailing ships, naval 

officers looked to various methods of communi¬ 

cating orders to the ship’s crew quickly and 

without confusion. This was particularly critical 

during battles, when time was of the essence and 

the noise level often became too high for shouted 

commands to be effective. Devices most often 

used for communicating orders were the drum, 

bugle, ship’s bell, gong, bosn’s whistle, and, 

eventually, wooden alarm rattles. Captain James 

Lawrence was credited by Albert Gleaves in his 

1904 description of the famous battle between 

the US frigate Chesapeake and HMS. Shannon 
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A fixed rattle attributed to the 22-gun screw steamer USS Pensacola. It is 12%" tall by 32/C wide by 2%" deep. 
The Pensacola, with a complement of 265, probably carried two fixed rattles and three hand rattles during the 

Civil War. Courtesy of Steven Selenfriend. 

with first introducing the bugle for calling board¬ 

ers, “instead of relying on the customary drum 

which was to be used for all other purposes.” 

The transcript of the court-martial of William 

Brown, the bugler whom Lawrence had ap¬ 

pointed on the Chesapeake, included Lawrence’s 

belief that the bugle could be better heard, and 

accordingly, that there would be less chance of 

mistakes during battle. Unfortunately, neither 

Brown nor his bugle were at their post during the 

battle with the Shannon. The following descrip¬ 

tion of a portion of the historic dual between 

Chesapeake and Shannon on 1 June 1813, from 

William Gilkerson’s 1991 study of early naval 

small arms, illustrates the potential impact of 

poorly communicated orders: 

As it became apparent he was going to 

collide with his antagonist, Lawrence 

ordered the signal for his boarders to 

muster. This was to have been a bugle 

call, but the bugler was not to be found, 

so the command for boarders was passed 

more slowly by word of mouth through¬ 

out the ship. They continued to absorb 

the deadly half-raking fire of the British 

guns. Lieutenant Cox rallied some main 

deck borders to the call, but by the time 

he reached the quarter deck, Lawrence 

had been struck by another musket ball, 

this one inflicting a mortal wound in the 

groin? 

William Gilkerson has commented that some 

historians have held the loss of the Chesapeake 

to the Shannon “to be the fault of the bugler who 

deserted his post, so that Lawrence could not 

signal for his crew to repel boarders.” It may 

well have been this and other similar wartime 

boarding situations that encouraged captains to 
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look to more effective means of communicating 

calls for boarders. In any event, it was not long 

before the distinctive sound of the watchmen’s 

rattle was heard for calling boarders to the spar 

deck, and for calling hands to repel enemy boar¬ 

ders. The official description of these boarding 

rattles and their use is included in the Navy’s 

book of ordnance instructions titled Instructions 

in Relation to the Preparation of Vessels of War 

for Battle 1852, and in subsequent editions dated 

1860, 1864, 1866, and 1880. 

According to these sources, there were two 

distinct versions of the boarding rattle carried on 

board US warships. The first was the hand rattle 

whose specifications are described in the various 

editions of the Ordnance Instructions, as follows: 

Rattles for Calling Boarders 

To be made like those used by 

Watchmen, of white oak, or some other 

similar wood. Rattle to be 12 inches long — 

ratchet 2 inches in diameter; spring one inch 

in width, and of sufficient thickness and 

elasticity to produce the requisite sound. 

Weight enough should be given to the butt, to 

cause it to revolve round the handle with 

ease. 

Fixed rattles of greater power will be 

attached to available places on each 

deck. 

The second version was the fixed rattle. 

These fixed rattles were larger and typically (but 

not always) shaped like a wooden cigar box with 

a side-mounted crank handle and two slightly 

curved brass or wood straps with holes bored for 

affixing the rattle to a bulkhead or post. Fre¬ 

quently, the term “mast rattle” is applied to these 

fixed rattles in the mistaken belief that they were 

attached to a mast. Not so, as any such objects 

Two rattles thought to be from the early 1850s with bulbous ends, both 8'/2" long. The one on the left is stamped 
USN, while the one on the right is an unmarked commercial version. They are quite similar except for the turning 
of the handles. Author’s collection. 
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Ship’s Estimated Estimated Estimated 
Complement Number of 

Vessels 

Divisions Hand Rattles 

700+ 7 8 X 7 = 56 56 to 60 
600+/- 5 7 X 5 = 35 35 to 40 
400+/- 19 5 X 19 = 95 95 to 110 
300+/- 16 5 X 16 = 80 80 to 90 
200+/- 86 3 X 86 = 258 258 to 300 
100+/- 160 3 X 160 = 480 480 to 600 
50+/- 350 2 X 350 = 700 600 to 1,000 

Totals: 643 1,604 to 2,200 

This table is arranged by size of the various ships’ complements, and 
provides a rough breakdown of the almost 650 warships built or 
acquired by the US Navy and available for use during the American 
Civil War. 

would have interfered with the han¬ 

dling of lines around the mast. One 

description of these fixed rattles’ 

location is contained in the 1864 

Allowances Established for Vessels 

of the United States Navy,4 in the 

section containing the outfit and 

stores of the gunner’s department. 

Here, it is stated that the fixed rattles 

were to be “One at wheel, and one on 

each gun deck.” While few of these 

fixed rattles appear to have survived, 

specimens have been attributed to 

Admiral Farragut’s Civil War flag¬ 

ship Hartford, the Civil War screw- 

steamer Pensacola, and the post 

Civil War screw-sloop Omaha. 

Although the captain gave the 

order for boarders away, it was either the officer 

in charge of the marine guard or the executive 

officer who was responsible for leading boarders 

into action on US warships. However, it was the 

division officers with their rattles who were 

responsible for calling the boarding parties from 

their individual gun crews.5 Depending upon the 

size of the ship and the type and size of guns 

carried, these gun crews would range from as 

few as six men and a powder boy at a broadside 

gun to twenty-four men and a powder man for 

one of the large pivot-guns. With the exception 

of the powder boy or powder man, each member 

of the gun crew was armed with either a cutlass 

and pistol or revolver, a pike and musket, a 

musket and battle-axe, or just a battle-axe. Half 

of each gun crew were designated as boarders, 

and that number was divided into a first division 

and a second division. One half of the remaining 

gun crew was then designated as pikemen. In a 

gun crew of twelve men, six would be split 

between the two boarding divisions, three would 

be pikemen, and three would remain to work the 

gun.6 

Upon orders from the captain to call board¬ 

ers, the fixed rattle at the wheel would be soun¬ 

ded, followed by each of the division officers 

sounding their hand rattles. Upon this first call, 

the first division of boarders from each gun crew 

would repair to the spar deck. If a second call 

were sounded before the return of the first divi¬ 

sion, the second division of boarders would 

repair immediately to the spar deck. The call for 

pikemen was made by sounding the gong, at 

which time the pikemen would repair to the spar 

deck armed with their pikes and muskets. The 

call for all hands to repel boarders was made by 

sounding the rattle and the gong together.7 

It is apparent that the number of hand rattles 

carried on board each vessel was a function of 

the number of guns carried by the warship, or, 

more specifically, of the number of gun divi¬ 

sions. For example, a ship-of-the-line with 

eighty-four guns had a crew of approximately 

720 men, plus officers and marines, divided into 

eight divisions. Based upon the requirement for 

one hand rattle per division officer, this ship 

would have carried eight hand rattles, plus some 

spares, and at least four fixed rattles one at the 

wheel and one on each gun deck. A Civil War 

era screw frigate of forty guns with a crew of 

487 men, plus officers and marines, was typi¬ 

cally divided into five divisions. This frigate 

would have carried five hand rattles and would 

have had two or three fixed rattles. A small 

sloop-of-war of fourteen guns with ninety-seven 

men, plus officers, was divided into two or three 

divisions. This sloop would have had two hand 

rattles and one fixed rattle. 

On board the warship, the ordnance officer 

and the ship’s gunner were responsible for 

keeping track of all ordnance items and for 
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Three sizes of lyre-shaped hand rattles. From left to right they are 14", IOV2", and SYC in length. The large rattle 
is marked with PORTSMOUTH, circa late 1840s; the middle rattle is stamped only with USN, circa early 1850s, 
and the smaller of the three is stamped USN/Pat/1860. Author’s collection. A smaller, similarly shaped rattle is 
in the collection of The Museum at the Washington Navy Yard, but is only 6" in length and stamped USN/1861. 

completing periodic inventory forms reflecting 

the use and status of each of the ordnance items. 

On shore, the inspector of ordnance at each Navy 

Yard was responsible for handling requisitions 

for local ordnance stores and for maintaining 

inventories of all items procured and delivered 

for shipboard use. It is from these various inven¬ 

tories that we can determine what ordnance 

stores, including boarding rattles, were actually 

provided for each warship at various points in 

time. 

Inventory records8 of ordnance items on 

board several Civil War era US warships record 

the actual number of boarding rattles carried by 

these vessels at specific times during the war. In 

March 1863, the six-gun Lodona, with a comple¬ 

ment of ninety-seven officers and men, carried 

one fixed and one hand rattle for calling boar¬ 

ders. The US steamer Conemaugh of ten guns, 

with a complement of 165 officers and men, 

carried one fixed and two hand rattles. The US 

steamer Ossipee of thirteen guns, with a comple¬ 

ment of 160 officers and men, carried one fixed 

and two hand rattles. The US steam frigate 

Colorado of fifty-two guns, with 674 officers 

and men, carried two fixed and nine hand rattles. 

We could, therefore, estimate the number of 

hand rattles carried in ordnance inventories on 

board US warships at any given time by deter¬ 

mining the number of warships in each class, and 

simply multiplying by the appropriate number of 

rattles. There were a number of other smaller 

vessels that did not have a need for boarding 

rattles. It should be noted that these figures 

represent only an approximation, and should not 

be considered as a precise breakdown of the 

exact number and size of US warships during 

this period.9 
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Four rattles believed to be from the late 1840s or early 1850s with bulbous ends and flat sides, all approximately 
714" long. The first two rattles, right to left, are stamped USN. The third rattle has a weighted toe but is unmarked. 
The fourth rattle has a brass toe stamped CITY/329, and is possibly a police rattle. Otherwise, they are quite 
similar except for the turning of the handles. Author’s collection. 

Regardless of the exactness of these esti¬ 

mates, one can readily observe that there were 

probably never more than an aggregate of a few 

thousand of these hand rattles in the Navy at any 

one time, even during the peak of the Civil War 

buildup. Prior to and following the Civil War, 

the number of US Navy warships in commission 

seldom numbered more than fifty vessels. In 

1851, the Navy had a total of sixty-nine vessels, 

of which forty-six were in commission, and 

twenty-three were in various Navy Yards in 

ordinary, repairing, equipping or re-building. In 

April of 1861, the Navy had a total of seventy- 

six vessels, with forty-two in commission. 

During the war, the Navy had at its disposal over 

640 vessels; however, following the end of 

hostilities in 1865, the number of warships 

declined dramatically. 

By 1878, there were only thirty-three war¬ 

ships in commission, with another nineteen laid 

up and needing repair. Therefore, the boarding 

rattles on hand during these periods probably 

numbered only a few hundred. In addition, it is 

likely that individual Navy Yards did not keep 

more than a modest supply of boarding rattles on 

hand, but rather ordered them on an as needed 

basis when individual ships were rotated home 

for refitting and refurbishing. When the warships 

rotated home, the Navy Yard inspector of ord¬ 

nance would fill individual requisitions for each 

ship and order needed boarding rattles from local 

vendors. In many cases, local manufacturers 

were the same ones who made the watchmen’s 

rattles used by local fire and police organiza¬ 

tions. This would certainly help explain the 

observed similarities between specimens of 

Navy boarding rattles and their civilian counter¬ 

parts. 
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The end of the Civil War witnessed a concer¬ 

ted effort to sell off surplus items, and there 

were few, if any, new boarding rattles ordered by 

the Navy during the post-war period. The milita¬ 

ry surplus firm of Francis Bannerman & Compa¬ 

ny acquired a large number of surplus boarding 

rattles after the Civil War and advertised them 

for sale through the 1950s. 
While the specifications in the Ordnance 

Instructions call for a rattle of 12" in length with 

a single ratchet and spring, few rattles have been 

observed that actually meet these specifications. 

Most observed USN marked rattles are about 8" 

long, and come in a variety of shapes that are 

similar to their civilian fire and police counter¬ 

parts. Exceptions to this rule can be as short as 

6" and as long as 14". The boarding rattle 

“swayed by the Captain in person” in Melville’s 

tale of the United States was quite large in com¬ 

parison to Civil War-era hand rattles, and most 

likely resembled the rattle from the US Sloop 

Portsmouth. 

Hand rattles thought to be from the pre-Civil 

War period are generally single ratchet varieties 

while the hand rattles that are considered to date 

from the Civil War period include a number of 

double ratchet versions. Hand rattles accepted 

after July 1862 are believed to have been 

stamped with USN, the date, and the maker’s 

name. However, hand rattles from the mid-1840s 

to early 1862 are thought to be stamped with 

USN and the date, while hand rattles from before 

the mid-1840s are believed to be stamped only 

with USN. Several of the fixed rattles are 

marked with the name of an individual warship 

while others are completely unmarked. It is 

assumed that the fixed rattles were either fabri¬ 

cated on board ship, or in the Navy Yards as 

opposed to being purchased on the commercial 

market. 

The shapes of the hand rattles vary, seem¬ 

ingly based upon what was locally available at 

U. S. NAVY BATTLE RATTLE, from 
auction at Brooklyn Navy Yard at close of 
Civil War. Hand rattles were used on board 
navy battleships from the days of John 
Paul Jones up to and through the Civil 
War. Rare relics. Price, $3.75. 

An advertisement from the 1949 Francis Bannerman & Company Catalog showing surplus US Navy hand rattles 

for sale. Author’s collection. 
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the time the order was placed. The most common 

pre-war shapes that have been observed are the 

fiddle-shaped rattles, rattles with bulbous ends, 

and ones with bulbous ends and flattened sides. 

However, lyre-shaped rattles exist that also date 

from the late 1840s and 1850s. Civil War era 

rattles include the lyre-shape in varying lengths, 

with two ratchets and two springs, as well as a 

more straight-sided, single ratchet version. The 

shapes of the handles of these rattles will vary 

widely, with the more ornately turned ones being 

found on specimens that are thought to be pre¬ 

war. 
One other major difference among these 

observed rattles involves the use of a flat metal 

weight screwed to the toe or butt of the rattle. 

This was done to provide more heft so that the 

rattle would revolve around the handle with more 

energy. Although the practice of attaching extra 

weight to police rattles was commonplace earlier 

in the century, the Navy apparently did not start 

acquiring rattles with the added weight until 

sometime in the late 1850s or early 1860s. As a 

result, the Navy hand rattles believed to be from 

the 1840s and early 1850s are all-wood con¬ 

structed, except for the nails attaching the ratchet 

to the handle. The body was typically of one 

piece, and the spring or clapper was attached 

with a peg or dowel. However, the hand rattles 

that are dated 1860 and later generally have a 

metal weight attached to the toe with four or five 

screws. Woods used for the construction of these 

hand rattles were predominantly oak and maple 

and, less customarily, teak and other hardwoods. 

Softer woods would not provide the requisite 

sound, nor would they stand up under continuous 

use. 

Although there is little provenance to authen¬ 

ticate many of these USN-stamped hand rattles, 

the survival rate of the original Navy boarding 

The USN GAS ALARM circa 1918. These rattles were in use for only a short period of time and when found are 
typically in very good condition. This one is 1414" long and 3" wide, with a ratchet of twelve teeth. Author s 

collection. 
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A unique figure “8” shaped fixed rattle as would be mounted at the wheel or on the gun deck of a US man-of-war 
during the early 1800s. It came from an estate sale of items belonging to Mrs. Commodore Isaac Hull. Hull was 
captain of the USS Constitution early in the War of 1812. He was variously the Commander of Navy Yards at 
Portsmouth, Boston, and Washington, a member of the first Naval Board of Commissioners in 1815, and chairman 
of the Board of Revisions in 1838. A similar fixed rattle is in the collection of The USS Constitution Museum in 
Boston. These rattles may have been used on board US warships during the first half of the nineteenth century. 
Examples of this style were offered for sale in various editions of the Francis Bannerman & Company Catalog. 
Courtesy of Frank Capuano. 

rattles is probably quite high. As the range of 

ship’s cannon increased through the 1800s, the 

incidence of boarding-style actions was reduced 

proportionately. By the fifth edition of the 

Navy’s Ordnance Instructions in 1880, the use 

of the boarding rattle was minimized, although 

references to boarding calls and rattles were con¬ 

tinued in the Gunnery Question-Book for naval 

apprentices and enlisted men through the 1880s. 

The birth of the modern blue-water steel 

Navy dates from the Appropriations Act of 1883. 

From this point on, the boarding rattle declined 

in use. The last of the boarding rattles that has 

been viewed is stamped and dated USN/1898. 

The military surplus firm of Francis Bannerman 

& Company purchased surplus boarding rattles 

from the Navy following the Civil War, and it is 

possible that surplus rattles may have been 

acquired by the company at a later date as well. 

Both hand and fixed rattles attributed to the 

Navy were offered for sale in Bannerman cata¬ 

logs. 

It is of interest to note that records of the 

Confederate States Navy confirm use of wooden 

boarding rattles on board its warships.10 Thus far, 

none have been observed with any confirmed 

markings that would indicate actual service with 

the Confederate Navy between 1861 and 1865. 

However, surviving pay vouchers and receipts 

for goods confirm the procurement of these 
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boarding rattles. One such transaction involved 

the purchase of fifty boarding rattles from con¬ 

tractor Thomas Scandling of New Orleans, for 

the sum of $175. The rattles were delivered to 

Lieutenant Beverley Kennon, CSN, on 24 Sep¬ 

tember 1861 and paid for by Paymaster J. W. 

Nixon one month later. 

The wooden rattle reappeared in US Navy in¬ 

ventories for a brief time during the First World 

War. When the American Expeditionary Force 

(AEF) arrived in Europe, the US Army procured 

wooden gas alarm rattles from the British for use 

at the front. However, the Navy contracted for 

their own gas rattle independent of the Army’s 

procurement. This rattle was a significant depar¬ 

ture in design from the boarding rattle of the 

1800s, and was a fairly boxy-looking device with 

an overall length of 1414 " and a width of 3". The 

single ratchet of diameter is cut from a 5- 

layer laminated board for strength, and has 

twelve cogs or teeth. The single spring or clapper 

is only 7/s" wide, and the handle is 414" long. The 

entire rattle is made of lightly stained pine. The 

side is stamped with USN GAS ALARM in 

letters about one inch in height. The use of the 

Navy’s gas alarm rattle was discontinued shortly 

after the close of hostilities. Examples of these 

World War I period alarm rattles are rare, but are 

found occasionally at gun shows or in antique 

shops, typically in very good condition. 

The exact date when these watchmen’s rat¬ 

tles were first used in the Navy remains a mys¬ 

tery. Based upon information gathered from 

available records of early US Navy warships 

such as Chesapeake, Niagara, and Constitution, 

it appears that boarding rattles were not in any 

pervasive use through the War of 1812, although 

this does not completely rule out their use on 

other vessels. The experiences of that 1812 to 

1814 period, and the perceived failures of bugle 

and drum to communicate boarding orders ade¬ 

quately under fire, seem to point toward the use 

of these distinctive sounding boarding rattles by 

the 1830s. There is some reference to their use in 

the 1840s, and extensive documentation of their 

use through the Civil War and beyond. 

Two hand rattles were included in the ord¬ 

nance section of the Navy Department’s exhibit 

at the United States International Centennial 

Exhibition of 1876 in Philadelphia. The ordnance 

exhibit alone housed over 600 items, including a 

variety of flint, percussion, and cartridge small 

arms used by the sea services. Many of these 

items, such as the Plymouth Navy rifle with tape 

primer attachment, are considered quite rare 

today. 

One of the last official mentions of the use of 

boarding rattles in the US Navy is contained in 

the Gunnery Question-Book, first published in 

1881. Although one hand rattle stamped USN 

and 1898 still exists, we are not certain exactly 

when the boarding rattles were officially phased 

out of use. Therefore, the exact dates of the 

origin and demise of the use of the US Navy 

Boarding Rattle will have to be the subject of 

another story. 

It is hard to imagine that this simple noise 

making device has been in continuous use for 

nearly 600 years, and that during this time there 

has been remarkably little change in its basic 

design and construction. If one were to travel to 

Great Britain and take in a local football match, 

he or she would undoubtedly hear the distinctive 

chatter of surplus World War II gas alarm rattles. 

These rattles, painted in team colors, are waved 

by exuberant spectators while urging their res¬ 

pective teams on to victory. In France, the hand 

rattles are called crecelle a main, in Spain 

matraca, in Germany Handrattel or Klapper, and 

in Sweden harskramia and brandskvallra. 

In addition to their use by the US Navy, the 

wooden alarm rattles were used by the American 

Expeditionary Force in France in World War I, 

and by the US Office of Civilian Defense during 

WWII. The British infantry used the rattles as 

gas alarms in World War I, and as training devi¬ 

ces in the 1930s to simulate machine gun fire 

and conserve ammunition. The Swedish Navy 

used them until about 1920 as shipboard fire 

alarm devices. According to records of the 

Sjohistoriska Museet in Stockholm: 

The rattles were placed together with 

other security and fire equipment on the 

bulkheads of the decks where the crew’s 

carbines were racked. These were all 

easily reachable by the men passing on 

their way to stations. In case of fire, the 
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crew members were to take the rattles 

and spin them, in order to alarm the rest 

of the crew. 

During the same period in Britain, the Horse 

Guards used hand rattles to train young horses to 

the sound of gunfire. British Air Raid Precaution 

personnel used them during World War II to 

warn of gas leaks during and after air raids. The 

Royal Navy used them as nuclear, biological & 

chemical alarms up to 1970. 

Cog rattles have been used to call cattle from 

New England pastures, to herd sheep in Austra¬ 

lia, and to flush game birds in Scotland. They 

have been used in religious ceremonies in Eu¬ 

rope, Central America, and Africa, and as toys 

for children just about everywhere. Town criers 

have used them in Rotterdam and Atlantic City, 

and they are still carried in historical pageants in 

Amsterdam by municipal dustmen. Cog rattles 

are also used as percussion musical instruments. 

They can be heard during such works as the 

Ratsche in Beethoven’s Battle Symphony, Res¬ 

pighi’s Pina di Roma, and Mozart’s Toy Sym¬ 

phony. In addition to being a unique item of US 

naval ordnance, these wooden or wood and metal 

cog rattles have a long tradition in folklore and 

are worthy objects for interested collectors. 

Bill Urick is President of Synergetics Interna¬ 

tional, Inc., a manufacturer of environmental 

monitoring systems, located in Longmont, Colo¬ 

rado. He attended the US Naval Academy and is 

currently enrolled in graduate level courses in 

Museum Science at the University of Colorado, 

Boulder. He has published articles relating to 

small arms development in the US Navy during 

the nineteenth century and is an avid student and 

collector of nineteenth century naval artifacts. 
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WILLIAM A. MOFFETT 
AND HIS “DISASTROUS DIRIGIBLES” 

Paolo E. Coletta 

Stimulated by wartime operations, particu- building a shed there for two large airships, $2.5 

larly of German zeppelins (rigid air- million for the purchase of a rigid abroad, and 

ships), American naval experiments with $1.5 million for building a domestic one. 

nonrigid airships (blimps) began in 1915. Unable On 1 September 1921, Rear Admiral William 

to obtain information about German 

airships during the Great War, a 

technical committee of the Joint Ar¬ 

my and Navy Board on Aeronautics 

(later simply Aeronautic Board) re¬ 

commended in 1918 acquiring ships 

for experimental purposes from Eng¬ 

land, and the building of four ships 

by the Navy. Of great value was the 

US monopoly on noninflammable 

helium as a lifting gas over inflam¬ 

mable hydrogen. At a time when 

heavier-than-air craft had a range of 

300 miles, a rigid airship could range 

for 2,000 miles, thus serving superb¬ 

ly as a scout and convoy escort. Such 

ships could operate only when wea¬ 

ther permitted, however — about one 

day in four — and were defenseless. 

Although Colonel William “Bil¬ 

ly” Mitchell, Army Air Service, tried 

to obtain control over airships for his 

service, the Joint Army and Navy 

Board vested it exclusively in the 

Navy in January 1920. Naval 

Lighter-than-Air (LTA) work would 

proceed at a site abandoned by the 

Army at Lakehurst, New Jersey. The 

Naval Act of July 1919 authorized 

the expenditure of $3 million for Rear Admiral William A. 

Institute. 

Moffett, USN. Courtesy of the US Naval 
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A. Moffett became the first Chief of the Bureau 

of Aeronautics (BuAer). On 17 September, he 

recommended to the Secretary of the Navy that 

a German ship be acquired.1 With no German 

version yet available — Germans had destroyed 

two of the ships destined for the United States — 

the US Navy acquired the British R-38 for $2 

million. She would become the American ZR-2, 

and the American-built ship the experimental 

ZR-1, the Shenandoah. Parts for the latter, 

manufactured at the Naval Air Factory in Phila¬ 

delphia, would be assembled at Lakehurst. Thus 

began a period in Moffett’s life that begs bor¬ 

rowing the title of a chapter in which Theodore 

Roscoe called airships “Disastrous Dirigibles.”2 

As certain terms of the Five Power Naval 

Disarmament Treaty of the Washington 

Conference, 6 February 1922, severely restricted 

the US Navy’s capacity to operate in the Western 

Pacific, Moffett determined that reconnaissance 

by long-range rigids there was vital for both 

military and commercial purposes. Yet, at first, 

he had great doubts about them. As he told the 

General Board of the Navy in 1926: 

When I first came in contact with rigid 

airships I couldn ’t see anything in them. 

I couldn ’t see that they were any good as 

a means of scouting or transportation; 

you couldn’t get it [sic] going when you 

wanted it; you couldn 7 get it out of the han¬ 

gar [in high winds]. [Lieutenant Commander 

Zachary] Lansdowne came to see me. I lis¬ 

tened to him very carefully. At first, I refused 

to have anything to do with it. I listened to 

Lansdowne’s arguments and he persuaded 

me.... That was my experience. It is a note¬ 

worthy thing that every officer who has 

anything to do with these ships...is in favor 

of them and thinks they will be of great value 

to the Navy.3 

The small German ZR-3, obtained on “repar¬ 

ations account” to be used only for commercial 

purposes, was delivered on 15 October 1924 by 

a German crew. Pending her arrival at Lakehurst, 

the Goodyear Rubber and Tire Co. acquired all 

patents and rights to manufacture zeppelins, and 

brought over several experienced airship design¬ 

ers and builders from Friedrichshaven to its plant 

in Akron, Ohio. 

Comdr. Lewis H. Maxfield, USN, a pioneer 

in LTA, commanded the contingent that would 

test the British R-38, the largest airship in the 

world, and fly her home. All the American 

officers and all but one of the seventeen enlisted 

men were killed when a structural weakness 

caused her to break in two, her hydrogen-lifting 

gas to explode, and fall 

into the Humber River 

off Hull on 24 August 

1921. The tragedy cost 

Moffett many experi¬ 

enced LTA personnel, 

placed a damper on 

many American airship 

enthusiasts, and caused 

the British Air Ministry 

to abandon airships. 

Moffett’s only gain was 

information about how 

the British used mooring 

masts. 

With advice he ob¬ 

tained from all govern¬ 

ment agencies concerned 

with the manufacture of 

airships, Moffett over- 
Planes rising to hook onto the USS Akron. 
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With a plane rising hooked on and ready to be drawn up into its hangar, the USS 
Akron was truly an aircraft carrier. 

came several problems 

that had hindered airship 

efficiency. The frame¬ 

work of the Z R-l was 

built of duralumin, an 

alloy that weighed only 

about a third as much as 

steel, yet was stronger. 

Water recovered from 

her engine exhaust sys¬ 

tems compensated for 

the weight of fuel con¬ 

sumed. She would be 

served by a mast 165' 

high. So obsessed was 

Moffett with her publi¬ 

city value, only thirteen 

of her fifty-nine flights 

related to her function as 

a fleet unit in operations 

at sea. The rest were 

made in the blaze of 

klieg lights and presence of numerous radio and 

newspaper reporters. Moreover, on 6 March 

1922, he announced that during the spring of 

1923, he would ride the Shenandoah in an 

expedition that would fly over both poles. That 

he was publicity conscious was made clear by 

his timing, which would coincide with aerial 

bombing tests to be held by the Army Air Ser¬ 

vice against two old battleships, and, in addition, 

with a round-the-world airplane flight planned 

by Mitchell. He insisted that the objectives of his 

expedition were to determine if the Shenandoah 

was efficient as a scout, had commercial possi¬ 

bilities, could be employed for exploration and 

discovery, and would facilitate atmospheric and 

astronomical research. 

Commissioned on 4 September 1924, the 

Shenandoah proved to be most frugal in fuel 

consumption and of great interest to the citizens 

of the many cities over which Moffett had her fly 

on her trials. He claimed that her scouting ability 

equaled that of three cruisers. She was faster 

than surface ships (up to 78 mph), had a high 

ceiling, could cruise for 5,000 miles with a 25- 

ton load, fly in any weather, was practically 

invulnerable to attack, and, with aircraft hooked 

onto her, function as an airplane carrier. She 

would also serve as a model for new 

construction.4 

President Calvin Coolidge approved Mof¬ 

fett’s plans for an Arctic expedition on 20 

December 1923. On 10 January 1924, Secretary 

of the Navy Edwin Denby gave them the green 

light. A week later, Moffett met with Lansdowne 

and others to discuss final details. When Con¬ 

gress doubted that the expedition was worth a 

cost of nearly $7.5 million, however, Coolidge 

halted planning for it. 

On 16 January, a 78-knot gale tore the 

Shenandoah loose from her mast at Lakehurst; 

she suffered damage that took until 1 May to 

repair. With critics alleging that he sought to 

engage in a publicity stunt, scientists saying that 

no land could be found in the Arctic, and with 

Coolidge and Congress being adverse to its cost, 

Moffett had to scrap the venture. Moreover, the 

repaired Shenandoah failed to rise to expecta¬ 

tions in fleet exercises. To critics of his program, 

Moffett replied that he would test further his new 

ships to learn if they were efficient for service 

use. 
All went well during a transcontinental flight 

with Moffett on board the Shenandoah between 

7 and 24 October 1924, the longest flight yet 
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made by any airship. She safely crossed the 

Rockies twice — a point Moffett stressed in his 

publicity handouts. According to Lansdowne — 

in words he would rue a year later — “I’m con¬ 

vinced that, if she is in the air, the Shenandoah 

can weather any tornado or any storm.”5 The 

ZR-3, the Los Angeles, set a new speed record in 

crossing the Atlantic from Germany on 15 Octo¬ 

ber 1924. She would give magnificent accident- 

free service for more than seven years. 

Late in 1924, Moffett asked Congress for 

$6 million with which to build a 6 

million cubic foot airship which would 

dwarf the Shenandoah and Los Angeles. Many 

admirals saw the publicity value of an airship 

with “U.S. NAVY” widely painted on her sides 

floating over the heads of voters living thousands 

of miles from the coasts, but Congress balked at 

providing a third ship while two were at hand. In 

any event, during February 1925, the Los 

Angeles made round trips from Lakehurst to 

Bermuda and to Puerto Rico. After the 

Shenandoah had flown 10,000 miles, Lansdowne 

said she had emerged stable and airworthy from 

storms she had encountered, and she could reach 

“anywhere in any kind of weather.”6 

Moffett wished to counter Mitchell’s aerial 

bombing tests and round-the-world flight of 

1924, as well as his renewed attempts to unify all 

the aerial services with a spectacular Arctic 

expedition. When the latter fell through, Moffett 

decided to have seaplanes fly from the West 

Coast to Hawaii, then around the world to show 

the value of naval aviation to the nation. He 

would also send the Shenandoah on a Midwest 

cruise at the height of the county and state fair 

— and storm — season, and thus help Coolidge 

win election in his own right. 

For the round-the-world flight — truncated 

to one to Hawaii only — Moffett would use two 

PNs built by the Naval Air Factory and a Boeing 

PB. Ten Pacific fleet ships would take station 

200 miles apart along the route. Unfortunately 

for him, the PB never flew. Oil problems forced 

one PN to ditch only four hours out, and the 

PN-9-1, Commander John Rodgers, which left 

San Francisco at 2:00 p.m. on 31 August 1925, 

was not heard from after 4:15 p.m. on 1 Septem¬ 

ber. In addition to sending sympathy messages to 

the families of Rodgers’ crew, Moffett then had 

to send similar ones to the families of fourteen 

men killed in the crash of the Shenandoah near 

Marietta, Ohio, during the early morning of 3 

September. 

Although Mitchell had been “banished” to a 

base in Texas, on 5 September he issued a long 

statement that insured the continuation of naval 

aviation. He alleged: “These accidents are the 

direct result of incompetency, criminal negli¬ 

gence, and almost treasonable administration of 

the national defense by the War and Navy De¬ 

partments.” Thus provoked, President Coolidge 

proffered court martial charges against him for 

insubordination, and asked Dwight Morrow to 

head a board to investigate all aspects of avia¬ 

tion. When Moffett, still in San Francisco after 

seeing Rodgers off, read Mitchell’s statement, he 

exploded to an aide: “The son-of-a-bitch is 

riding over the Navy’s dead to further his own 

interests! I’m going back to Washington and put 

a stop to this.”7 

While Moffett empathized with the 

families of those who had died in the 

Shenandoah, he held that pioneers in 

every age had died, stating: “We must find our 

permanent place in the sky.”8 As for Mitchell: 

“The most charitable way to regard [his] charges 

is that their author is of unsound mind and is 

suffering from delusions of grandeur.”9 He thus 

won newspaper headlines away from Mitchell. 

On 9 September, some weight was lifted from 

his shoulders when, after having sailed his 

PN-9-1 for 450 miles, Rodgers steered her into 

a harbor on Kauai Island, Hawaii. Having 

covered 1,840 statute miles before ditching, he 

set a seaplane distance record which stood for 

several years.10 

Both a Navy Board of Investigation and 

Court of Inquiry concluded that the Shenandoah 

crashed because of the weakness of her girders. 

Several witnesses, however, noted that very little 

was known about the aerodynamic forces to 

which she had been subjected. Nevertheless, the 

General Board recommended discontinuing the 
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The christening of the Macon by Mrs. Moffett. Attending are Admiral Moffett, Mrs. Moffett, Paul F. Lichtfield, 

President of the Goodyear-Zeppelin Co., and Commander Alger H. Dresel, her prospective commander. Courtesy 

of Special Collections, Nimitz Library, USN Academy. 

use of airships. Coolidge rapped Moffett’s 

knuckles for using airships for publicity pur¬ 

poses. Yet, Moffett was upheld when he pointed 

out that the Navy was tasked with airship 

development. He demanded larger and stronger 

ships that could withstand storms, and manned 

with crews better trained in meteorology.11 

The Morrow Board hearings were the most 

important ones of their kind until those held on 

the B-36 and the unification of the armed 

services in 1949. After hearing witnesses for two 

months, the Board issued a report opposing a 

department of national defense and unified air 

service, recommending that each service have a 

five-year, thousand-plane aircraft building pro¬ 

gram to stabilize the aircraft industry, regular¬ 

ized the promotion of air personnel, and provid¬ 

ed each service with an assistant secretary for 

air. For the Navy, it also approved Moffett’s 

request for two 6-million-cubic-foot airships. In 

funding the recommendations of the Morrow 

Board in 1926, Congress further pleased Moffett 

by giving him a small experimental metal-clad 

airship. The large ships were named the Akron 

and Macon. 

Of the dangers to airships — snow and ice, 

lightning, fire, and storms — the worst was 

storms. Their greatest operating problem had 

been their lack of maneuverability on the ground. 

Thanks largely to Lieut. Comdr. Charles E. Ro- 

sendahl, the solution came in the form of a stub 

mast, a pole only 60' high with a mooring cup on 

top to receive the steel mooring cone carried in 

the nose of the airship. The stern of the ship was 

secured by a large pneumatic wheel beneath the 

rear car which ran on a prepared path as the wind 

pivoted her about her nose. Moffett credited this 

mast with being “the greatest single factor in 

extending the usefulness of airships.”12 

Tragedy befell General Umberto Nobile’s 
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Shown before boarding the Los Angeles for an overnight flight from NAS Lakehurst in 1932 are (left to right): 

unknown, William A. Moffett, Jr., George H. Moffett, Admiral Moffett, Commander Fred T. Berry (commanding 

the airship), and Captain Harry E. Shoemaker, Commander, NAS Lakehurst. Courtesy of Special Collections, 

Nimitz Library, USN Academy. 

Italia, destroyed in northern Norway in May 

1928, but the Graf Zeppelin crossed the Atlantic 

in October 1928, and circumnavigated the globe 

in 1929. Meanwhile, bids for Moffett’s two new 

airships opened on 17 May 1927. After the 

construction bid for the ZRS-4, the Akron, was 

won by the Goodyear Company, Moffett went to 

Akron. On 7 November 1929, he played a stellar 

role in the first airship ring-laying ceremony by 

driving a symbolic gold rivet into the master ring 

of the new ship. 

The Akron — like the follow-on Macon — 

would be as good as contemporary technology 

permitted. Rather than one keel, she had three; 

instead of trusses and wires, anodized duralumin 

girders and transverse girder rings tied the frame 

together and carried the load. Eight powerful 

engines fitted inside the hull greatly reduced 

drag and eased servicing. Extension shafts and 

bevel gears extended to the propellers, which 

could swivel and drive her in any direction — 

forward, back, up, down. In addition, a trapeze 

mechanism could hook up, lift, and lower up to 

five small aircraft housed in an internal hangar. 

Quarters were provided for ten officers and 

thirty-two enlisted men. Mrs. Herbert Hoover 

christened the Akron on 8 August 1931. 

Although she was a military ship, in dedi¬ 

cating her to those LTA pioneers who had lost 

their lives, Moffett predicted she would serve as 

a model for private capital to build similar 

commercial airships to carry the American flag 

around the world.13 Privately, however, he had 

reservations. Even with stub masts available, 

airships must be taken out of their hangars early 

and so be ready to operate when weather permit¬ 

ted. Neither the Navy nor the American public 

was fully sold on them. “Unless they operate 
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under practically almost any weather conditions 

and on reasonable schedule time they will not be 

considered of value, and properly so.”14 

Although the Akron proved her value as a 

troopship by carrying 207 persons on a ten-hour 

flight on 3 November 1931, much to Moffett’s 

dismay she was deemed inefficient for fleet 

purposes by the US fleet commander. He never¬ 

theless pushed construction on the Macon, which 

Mrs. Moffett christened on 11 March 1933. With 

an airship in each major fleet, he could learn 

whether they were truly of value to the Navy. 

Moffett sailed for 154 hours in the 

Shenandoah, 240 hours in the Los 

Angeles, and 181 hours in the Akron. 

Because of bad weather on 3 April 1933, rather 

than flying, he traveled from Washington by 

automobile to Lakehurst to fly in the airship 

during a radio direction finder calibration flight 

over New England. The six other nations that 

once built dirigibles had abandoned them, and to 

date, 121 Americans had been killed in the 

airship program developed largely at his 

unyielding insistence. Fortunately, President 

Herbert Hoover liked rigids, and the Chief of 

Naval Operations, Admiral William V. Pratt, 

authorized further experiments with them. 

Normal procedure was for them to fly above 

storms, but on 3 April the Akron ran not only 

into a storm that had a “safe semicircle,” but into 

a line squall which spawned thunderstorms along 

its entire length. Her frame twisted by opposing 

aerodynamic forces, she hit the water about 

fifteen miles off the New Jersey coast and 

disappeared in about three minutes. 

Soon after the disaster was reported to 

Washington, at about 2:30 a.m. on 4 April, Mrs. 

Moffett’s telephone rang. Someone from the 

Navy Department told her, “The Akron has just 

crashed. Will you notify the Admiral?” She 

replied, “The Admiral is on the Akron.’’'’ Not until 

10 April did wire sweeps bring up Moffett’s 

body, which his aide brought to Washington. He 

was interred with full military honors in 

Arlington National Cemetery. 

With Moffett’s death, the US Navy’s rigid 

airship era approached its end. 

Representative Carl Vinson, Chairman of the 

House Naval Affairs Committee, correctly pre¬ 

dicted: “No more rigid airships would be built.”15 

The Navy had acquired three airships and lost 

two, leaving the Macon, about ready to make her 

first trials. She would go down in bad weather 

off Point Sur, California, in 1935. Moffett paid 

with his life to prove the value of these 

“Disastrous Dirigibles.” 

Paolo E. Coletta was awarded a doctoral degree 

from the University of Missouri, Columbia, in 

1942. After serving in destroyers in the Pacific 

during 1944 and 1945, he continued with the 

Naval Reserve, from which he retired in the 

grade of captain in 1973. He taught at the Naval 

Academy for thirty-seven years and was retired 

in 1983 as Distinguished Meritorious Professor. 
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admirals Bradley A. Fiske, French E. Chadwick, 

Bowman H. McCalla, and Patrick N. L. Bellin¬ 

ger, and some hundred articles in historical and 

military journals. His most recent major publi¬ 
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A Home on the Sublime 
Trans-Oceanic Perspectives 

Theodore I. Erski 

Centuries of seafaring have allowed men 
unique opportunities to experience envi¬ 
ronmental sublimity on the open ocean. 

A sea voyage was necessarily alienating, with 
the very character of the trackless waters stimu¬ 
lating an estrangement between man and nature. 
Life aboard a ship often proved the antithesis of 
sublimity. Activities, emotions, and the very 
intent of the voyage suggest a quintessential^ 
human milieu, an equivalent example of which 
would be difficult to emulate on land. The un¬ 
iquely human character of ship life presents one 
of the more striking contrasts of human exper¬ 
iences within a natural, terrestrial environment. 

For purposes of examining people and envi¬ 
ronmental relationships, personal reminiscences 
of ocean voyages are rewarding in two respects. 
Prose journals allow a glimpse into a clearly 
defined human and environmental dichotomy, 
the experiences of which are, for many people, 
unavailable in today’s technologically oriented 
world. Studying journals opens a window into 
exploring the very character of humanity. Often 
revealed are significant beliefs and ways of life 
that, in less extreme environments, are much 
more subtle and problematic to conceptualize. 

Most accounts of ocean voyages examined 
herein were written during the nineteenth cen¬ 
tury, beginning as early as 1817. Included is an 
admittedly eclectic array of material, as diverse 
as an account from aboard a whaler, a journal 
from a gentleman in the position of supercargo,1 
and even a letter from a passenger making a 
simple transatlantic crossing. Many of the manu¬ 

scripts are quite lengthy and offer an extensive 
look into the relationship between humans and 
the sea. Others, such as the briefest of letters, 
offer only a single snapshot of the relationship 
between man and milieu. 

For those young men choosing to become 
sailors, the sea presented an opportunity to 
spread one’s wings for the first time in life. As 
exciting as this step may have been, however, 
actually experiencing the not-so-romantic life on 
a forever dynamic element could be trying. 

Leaving the safety of his home in Milwau¬ 
kee, Wisconsin, Felix Smith ventured out into 
the Atlantic as a young teen imbued with the 
spirit of adventure. His recorded experiences 
highlight the distinct contrast between life on 
land and that of the sea. Sensitive attention to the 
subtle nuances of his watery surroundings af¬ 
fords us a glimpse into the dialectic between the 
more static environment of land-based dwellings 
and the inherently dynamic environment of the 
sea. The uniqueness of the element, when con¬ 
trasted with that of his Milwaukee home, in¬ 
spired Smith to reminisce in a letter: 

You don ’t get much chance to hear music 
out here. I miss it a lot, but other beauti¬ 
ful things take its place. Cloud forma¬ 
tions, dolphins jumping, sunsets, phos¬ 
phorescent water and glowing fish, etc. 
There’s really a lot to see out here. More 
in some ways than in a big city, I think,2 
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A storm at sea — the most obvious form of environmental sublimity. Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper, 16 

November 1878. 

Smith’s brief passage alludes to the potential 

beauty of the sea that sailors occasionally ad¬ 

mired. While mariner activity centered on the 

smooth workings of the vessel, sailors did, at 

times, become awed at the spectacle of the 

boundless waters. Aesthetic appreciation of the 

natural environment, though blooming in land¬ 

scape paintings and naturalist thought of the 

nineteenth century, was an uncommon state of 

mind for one whose life revolved around a ship 

aboard which work was of prime consideration. 

As a successful Nantucket sea merchant and 

trader during the early nineteenth century, Wel¬ 

come Arnold Greene might seem an unlikely 

candidate for any kind of aesthetic commentary. 

Poets and novelists might seem more appropriate 

voices to convey the experiences of a thrilling 

seascape. However, as meticulous as Greene kept 

his financial books on the merchant and whaling 

activities of Rhode Island, he also at times 

copiously recorded his feelings when moved by 

the very waters upon which he acquired a re¬ 

spectable livelihood. Greene found that even 

during highly industrious moments — such as 

observing the death throes of a whale — he 

remained captivated by the inherent beauty of 

the sea: 

The bearded hooks, their ponderous 

bulks sustain; 

On deck they struggle with conclusive 

pain. 

But while the heart the fatal weapon 

thrills, 

And flitting life escapes in sanguine 

rills, 

What radiant change strikes the aston¬ 

ished sight; 

What glowing hues of mingled shade and 

light; 

Not equal beauties gild the lucid west, 

With parting beams all o ’er profusely 
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drest. 

Not lovelier colours paint their vernal 

dawn. 

When orient dews empearl the enameled 

dawn, 

Than from their sides in bright suffusion 

flow, 

That now with gold imperial seem to 

glow: 

Now in pellucid sapphires meet the view, 

And emulate the soft celestial hue; 

Now beam a flaming crimson on the eye; 

And now assume the purple’s deeper 

dye. 

But here description clouds each shining 

ray. 

What terms of art can natures powers 

display? 

I transcribe the foregoing to show that 

we have now & then at sea — tho ’ I 

acknowledge much less frequently than 

on shore — some of the beauties of na¬ 

ture to muse on and admire. I say less 

frequently — because the view of the 

Ocean which strikes the mind very forc¬ 

ibly when only seen occasionally — 

becomes familiar & like a view of the 

heavens is generally gazed upon with a 

sort of senseless indifference.3 

Greene’s passage suggests that specific 

moments in time — quite apart from the com¬ 

mon viewing of the ocean — occasionally in¬ 

spired sublime emotions within sailors. Such 

reactions to the sea are not particular to those 

fortunate enough to experience ocean travel. 

Similar feelings occur in other natural environ¬ 

ments, such as mountainous terrain and deserts. 

Whatever the environment, certain distinguish¬ 

ing thoughts always tend to characterize a sub¬ 

lime experience. Included with the base emotion 

of fear other near transcendent responses are 

common, such as astonishment, horror, and a 

terrible kind of delight. Extreme natural displays 

of power and beauty inspire instances of sublim¬ 

ity. The more wild and capricious the milieu, the 

more likely feelings such as delightful terror and 

fear are to arise in an observer. One might also 

experience sublimity in an opposite environmen¬ 

tal context, with extreme displays of serenity 

evoking similar reactions of astonishment, 

delight, and even a haunting kind of terror. 

Environmental extremes thus serve as the 

crux of the sublime. Cases of natural 

sublimity do not occur within comfort¬ 

ably stable environments. With this in mind, we 

may contextually situate Greene’s following 

passage as a sublime moment evoked by a wil¬ 

derness environment: 

At 6 P.M. having set sail, a squall of 

wind & rain rose from the Southward, 

which soon overcast the whole horizon 

with a thick cloud. Took in all our light 

sails. At 7 P.M. there appeared a cloud 

streak in the North West which rose till 

it shew[ed] the Sun in his brilliancy: 

fringing the foliages of white clouds 

which hung over him with crimson, form¬ 

ing a bright rainbow in the South & 

throwing a pale damask blush on the 

eastern edge of the dark clouds which 

still overspread most of the firmament. 

This scene may not be worth describing, 

but the mixture of beauty with wildness, 

which it presented, attracted my atten¬ 

tion & I think would have attracted the 

attention of anyone at Sea, where it is in 

general but little variety for the eye. I 

have not yet however got so familiarized 

to the view of the waters but that every 

twilight when pleasant affords an hours 

amusement in watching the motion of the 

billows and in such reflections as the 

magnificence & grandeur of the scene 

inspiref 

The threat of the imminent squall “still 

overspread most of the firmament,” combined 

with the brilliant colors of the evening sunset, 

resulted in the striking juxtaposition of wilder¬ 

ness and beauty. Greene felt a strong sense of 

astonishment and delight — enough, in fact, to 

warrant the raising of his pen. One can properly 

construe the “magnificence and grandeur of the 
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scene,” which Greene so copiously recorded, as 

a sublime moment. 
Greene’s written accounts are really uncom¬ 

mon examples of one seaman’s aesthetic appre¬ 

ciation of the natural environment. Most other 

journals, though serving the purpose of this 

study well, do so in ways not nearly so inti¬ 

mately and delicately aesthetic. Instead, most 

journals document environmental sublimity of a 

much more obvious and brutal caliber. Storms at 

sea, for instance, readily accommodated any 

passion for horror and delightful terror. When a 

tempestuous squall engulfed a ship, fear was 

only one of several base emotions experienced 

by mariners. There also arose a humbling aston¬ 

ishment towards the omnipotent power of a 

storm. Delight at simply watching the spectacle 

unfold also characterizes emotional experiences 

of those caught in these displays of natural 

power. 

Edwin Hillyer’sjournal affords a look into 

one man’s experience with the raw 

power of a sea storm. In 1849 he ven¬ 

tured west with dreams of striking it rich in the 

gold fields of California. His year-long venture 

near Sacramento yielded only moderate success, 

resulting in his return trek in 1851. Instead of 

another lengthy overland journey, Hillyer chose 

to travel first by sea to Acapulco, then overland 

through Mexico City to Veracruz, and finally 

back to America via the Caribbean Sea to New 

Orleans. The trying passage became ever so 

much more difficult upon leaving Veracruz and 

falling into the fury of a Caribbean storm. At 

times, during the roughest parts of the tempest, 

Hillyer doubted whether he might ever again set 

foot on land: 

The wind increased in fury and our 

craft was blown on to her sides until her 

cross-trees dragged in the water. Our 

sails were close reefed, and the water, 

when we righted, washed everything, not 

tied fast, into the sea. At these times we 

were kept in the hold and the hatches 

battend down. Every sailor was fastened 

with ropes, and the man at the helm was 

lashed at his post. If a lull came, the 

hatches were lifted for air and light. 

What eating we did was raw smoked 

meat and hard tack, and a very small 

quantity satisfied us for the time, and we 

really got tired of “Penny Ante. ” 

The storm kept up for several days 

and they had to lash the wheel so that we 

went in a circle, and it was only the 

smallest top sail that was left in the 

wind. No bearings could be taken and all 

we knew was that we were alive and at 

sea, and that we were very thin from our 

exertions and castings up. 

At one time, as the wind seemed to 

lull, I was allowed to come up on deck 

and go to the forward part of the boat, 

and, kept safe by a rope, I could look 

over the side. In every direction the 

waves were running mountains high. At 

times our boat would go down, down, 

down, until the waves would seem to 

engulf us, and raise a hundred feet above 

us and never touch us. Nothing around 

or above but the waters, and a small 

space of sky overhead. ‘Shall we ever 

rise from this dark, dark wilderness of 

water? ’ The waters seemed to be coming 

in towards us and from the depths we 

began to rise again, and mount up, up, 

up, until from being in the depth we were 

mounting up, up to the height of the 

mountains and our frail bark was riding 

on the topmost pinnacle, and you could 

see an immense distance in every direc¬ 

tion over the world of waters, and no 

place for the foot of a dove to rest. Im¬ 

mediately we were at the top we began to 

sink to the depths again. To look down it 

seemed as though we must be engulfed in 

the bottomless ocean. The winds had 

partially subsided, but the world of wa¬ 

ters still felt their power and would not 

down and all we could do was to drift 

with them.5 

Similar to Hillyer, Edward Ely also ventured 

to California in search of gold. Instead of trek¬ 

king overland to San Francisco, Ely chose to 
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travel by sea. After a lengthy wait in New York 

City, he finally boarded the ship Delia Maria 

and headed south. A month and a half later the 

ship sailed past Rio de Janeiro, not needing to 

make the regular water stop as frequent rains 

adequately filled the water casks. Ely’s appre¬ 

hension grew as the Delia Maria approached 

Cape Horn; his journal attests: “as we dash 

onward in our mad career, it seems as if we were 

rushing into the very battle ground of the ele¬ 

ments.”6 An apt metaphor considering the fren¬ 

zied experience off the Cape in which, for thir¬ 

teen long days, Ely encountered the worst of 

Cape Horn weather: 

Instead of lifting to the heavy seas, 

as she had been doing, she now plunged 

bodily through them, and every one 

swept her decks from the knight heads to 

the quarter deck. Whatever had not gone 

overboard before, now was torn from its 

lashings and swept away. Pig pens, coal 

crates, harness, casks, spare spars and 

empty water casks went over the lee rail 

in a mass, the lee bulwark was torn away 

and no one could set foot upon the main 

deck without the most imminent danger 

of being lost. 

The tempest roared with the noise of 

ten thousand Niagaras, the huge ship 

groaned and shrieked in every timber, 

and the tall masts and heavy yards bent 

like reeds in the gale.1 

A more common characteristic of the sea, 

however, was the capriciousness of the 

element. Sudden squalls often surprised 

mariners; a quick buildup of threatening cumulo¬ 

nimbus clouds on the horizon called for the 

professional actions of a well-disciplined crew 

and insightful captain. Fast preparations were 

necessary for the coming heavy weather, even if 

the interruption was to last only a few minutes. 

Such was the account of Francher Stimson, 

a disenchanted California gold miner making 

southern passage aboard the auxiliary Sara 

Sands, part of the regular vessel passage between 

San Francisco and Panama City during the mid¬ 

nineteenth century. Upon reaching the tropics, 

the iron steamer encountered temporarily conten¬ 

tious weather: 

Our ship on its downward passage en¬ 

countered no storm. Only one squall 

called for the hasty furling of the sails. 

That was too quickly over to form heavy 

rollers. While it lasted the roaring of the 

wind through the rigging was terrific. 

The surface of the surrounding water 

was lashed into a foam. I stayed on deck 

not caring to go below. The heavy iron 

hull of the ship careened, seemingly until 

the spars nearly touched the sea. It was 

soon over and all was serene again} 

Calm weather, occurring after a squall, 

while caught between the trades, or 

while stuck in a continuous high pres¬ 

sure system, also occasionally inspired some of 

the more subtle passages of aesthetic apprecia¬ 

tion. In one instance, the glaring sheen of the 

becalmed waters of the Atlantic inspired its 

comparison to a looking glass.9 Another journal 

account, this one written by R. B. Doane while 

aboard the cutter The Oliver Cutts, accounts 

similar calm conditions in the mid-Atlantic. 

While sailing from New York to Shanghai via 

the Cape of Good Hope, Doane experienced the 

calms characteristic of the Horse Latitudes. 

Wishing for the swift passage of a steamer, 

Doane compared the serene placidity of the 

becalmed sea to a much smaller body of water: 

This is the most quiet day we have had 

since we left New York. It is really beau¬ 

tiful and I think it would be safe to take 

a row in a boat it is so very smooth. And 

the sky is so very clear. It is nearly as 

quiet as a little pond or small lake.10 

If taken as a whole, the collective experi¬ 

ences of the place of the sea suggest an environ¬ 

ment forever removed from the domination of 

humans. One might travel and fish upon it, 

appreciate, and even fear it, but the element 

could never fall prey to the auspices of the 
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Dancing between decks — a chance to relax and affirm friendships. Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper, 9 July 

1881. 

human will. It was, and in many ways still re¬ 

mains, a foreign element — wild and magnifi¬ 

cent, forever mysterious, and quite beyond the 

limited capacity of the human psyche. The fact 

that seamen continually worked on this vast, 

open expanse of water, suggests a desire to 

escape some of the more prosaic conditions of 

everyday life. Placing oneself at the mercy of a 

capricious element necessarily allowed some 

degree of transcendence. 

So commonplace had living amongst the 

close quarters of the vessel become, especially 

during extended voyages, that innumerable 

accounts exist of sailors fondly referring to the 

home-like quality of their vessel. Instances of 

this sentiment pervade mariner trade publica¬ 

tions and popular sea fiction: 

Reading a book a few days ago 

which gave an admirable account of the 

busier reaches of the Thames, I came 

across the words: “a grimy tramp. ” They 

were used in reference to a steamer lying 

in the river and though the writer proba¬ 

bly did not intend in the slightest degree 

to show contempt for tramp steamers 

generally, the term “grimy” caused a 

feeling of mild resentment in my mind 

and would almost certainly cause the 

same in the minds of others who have 

spent the greater part of their lives in 

these vessels.11 

Other men may have their different 

inanimate subjects of admiration; but 

none of their feelings so thoroughly 

enter into the composition of the being 

as the affection which the mariner co¬ 

mes, in time, to feel for his vessel. It is 

his home, his theme of constant and 

frequently of painful interest, his taber¬ 

nacle, and often his source of pride and 

exultation.12 
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A word as seemingly banal as “home” may 

not strike a reader as significant. Homes have a 

long history of intimate experiences associated 

with safety, health, and close human interac¬ 

tion.13 Collective past experiences within one 

particular place construe a home. In this study, 

the sea vessel most definitely fits this intensely 

human construct. 

At sea, the close quarters of the vessel 

often inspired less than admirable 

traits. Tensions often ran high, many 

times for reasons so slight that, in any other 

situation, they would seem trivial inconvenien¬ 

ces. For sailors, however, close quarters and long 

hours of ennui could exacerbate merely irksome 

stresses into all out expositions of brutality. 

Stephen Sharp experienced this communal 

agitation while sailing from England to New 

Zealand in 1847. A letter to his brother Edward, 

residing in London at the time, illustrates the 

general living conditions aboard the merchant 

barque Hope. Four months from the Thames, the 

Chief Officer replaced the suddenly deceased 

Captain. This individual shamelessly dishonored 

his position by accusing others of his own thiev¬ 

ery and vandalism. Stephen relates the incident 

to Edward, and expresses his careful strategy to 

avoid any overt hostility: 

He has drawn staples and broken pad¬ 

locks [on] a door and tryd to accuse 

other people for the very thing that he 

has done himself. He has also knock[ed] 

the heads of wine and beer casks in and 

accused others for it. By this you must 

not understand that I am one of the ac¬ 

cused for far from that. He has consid¬ 

ered [me] as a friend of his untill I 

wished to leave him and then I had to tell 

him my reasons for wishing to get clear 

of such a scoundrel.14 

Sharp’s experiences aboard the Hope illus¬ 

trate how communal relationships might corrode 

in the cramped quarters of a sea vessel. The 

despicable actions of the new captain fueled 

negative sentiments and engendered an overall 

uncomfortable voyage to Wellington. These 

stresses did not erupt into anything more serious 

than a few harsh words. 

Richard Greenleaf Norton experienced a very 

tense communal environment aboard the Rein- 

deerin 1849. Sailing from Boston to California, 

Norton’s voyage abounded with seasickness, 

ennui, unfavorable winds, and severe weather. 

The cramped conditions aboard the ship — 157 

men crowded the decks — exacerbated any 

preexisting communal tensions. There is little 

wonder that emotions were running high less 

than a month out of New York City: 

Day before yesterday, one of the sailors 

got into a quarrel with the mate, who at 

the time was standing at the wheel. The 

mate threatened to put the “darkies” 

(the irons) on him, and the sailor swore 

he could not do it. Some severe words 

passed between them, when the mate 

went forward and sent another man to 

the wheel. The sailor followed, and be¬ 

gan to “square the yards at him, ” when 

the mate sang out for the irons, and went 

to the cabin to get them. The sailor met 

him as he came back, and struck him 

severely in the face. The mate, in return, 

beat him over the head with the irons 

three or four times, till the blood ran 

down his neck in a stream. The captain 

then parted them, but what will be the 

result I do not know.15 

Extremely close living quarters, strict and 

often despotic command (especially during the 

close of the age of sail), and many weary hours 

of waiting for land to appear, aggravated preex¬ 

isting unrest aboard these floating homes. In¬ 

stances of mutiny and murder run heavily 

throughout accounts of life at sea. George 

Burchard’s diary, for example, accounts the 

murder of a sailor: “An Italian murdered one of 

the seamen on board the United States frigate 

Peacock Yesterday in this port by cutting his 

throat from Ear to Ear in his hammock.”16 

Close living and working conditions also 

facilitated the development of lasting friend¬ 

ships. A letter by the previously considered 
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1883. 

Smith illustrates this point well: 

It is hard to answer your question on 

how life on a liner impresses me as time 

goes on. It’s healthy, you don ’t find the 

various petty worries which are found 

ashore, most of your associates are real 

men and you soon get to know each other 

well and there is a taken-for-granted 

atmosphere and not formalities, mistrust, 

etc.17 

Edward Gilman experienced similar fraternal 

bonds while sailing from Panama to California in 

1885. While Smith accounts the comeradery 

developing aboard his own vessel, Gilman’s 

diary clearly illustrates how this feeling of 

community stretched beyond one’s ship and 

encompassed mariners from many nations. In the 

harbor at Mazatlan, Gilman witnessed a display 

of mutual respect between his own American 

ship and a Mexican vessel. This quick but mean¬ 

ingful gesture suggests strong feelings of inter¬ 

national comeradery; something like a worldly 

brotherhood of sailors seems to unite these 

mariners: 

While we were thus promanading a 

small Mexican craft (propeller) hove in 

sight from up the Gulf. The Capt. or¬ 

dered a deck hand to station himself at 

the stern flag which represents the na¬ 

tionality — and if the Mexican saluted, 

to return the compliment which transac¬ 

tion occurred just as the Mexican came 

abreast of us. 

The salute is made by “dipping ” or 

lowering for an instant, the flag to half 

mast.18 

Tight bonds of friendship, in addition to 

opposite displays of serious contention, further 
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illustrate the intensely human character of sea 

vessel communities. In every sense of the word 

it was a home to crews, especially to those living 

the greater part of their lives at sea. In this 

respect, a mariner spending most of his life 

aboard a single vessel would experience senti¬ 

ments of home stronger than a sailor whose 

service amounted to only a few months. 

The intent of a voyage also bound a 

vessel’s occupants in a united human 

effort. Voyage intent ranged from whal¬ 

ing, the merchant marine, a united cause of war, 

or any combination thereof, including passenger 

conveyance. Immigrants to America often expe¬ 

rienced intense feelings of collective purpose in 

a common flight and common dream, the realiza¬ 

tion of which clearly aggregated them. 

Thomas Steel, born in Scotland in 1809, was 

one of many immigrants to sail from England to 

New York during the early nineteenth century. 

Educated in medicine in both London and Glas¬ 

gow, Steel hoped to establish a modest medical 

practice shortly after arriving in the New World. 

He exercised his newly acquired profession 

while crossing the Atlantic, naturally adopting 

the position of ship’s doctor for the duration of 

the voyage. In a letter to his father, he expressed 

the collective sentiments of the immigrants as 

they anticipated the opportunities available in 

America: 

The whole of us have one object in view 

passing from an overpopulated country 

to try if we can better our fortunes in the 

new world. You sometimes thought that 

I was not the individual most calculated 

for such an enterprise. I wish I could 

transport you here for one half hour to 

see some of my fellow emigrants, all full 

of hope and spirit. Yet from the regular 

John Bullism of their nature as unfitted 

for such an enterprise one would think as 

the greatest enemy could wish — com¬ 

posed chiefly of Clerks — Haberdashers 

Apprentices — Chemists & Druggists — 

and one Bookseller from Dover. Yet such 

is the chaps who are pouring out to 

America in thousands and who by all 

accounts do well. So that there can be 

little fear of your humble servant who 

has two strings to his bow besides the 

additional one of being a canny Scot.19 

Violent contention, lasting bonds of friend¬ 

ship, and the collective intent of a voyage, all 

serve to illustrate the intensely human milieu 

aboard sea vessels. Juxtaposed with extreme 

isolation in a sublime natural environment, this 

home condition served to intensify a few clear 

examples of the human condition. Fighting, 

friendship, and collective intent are but three 

qualities that constitute the human experience. 

Such vivid examples of humanity could only 

occur within a setting, a home, by which the very 

physical character of the place begets precisely 

circumscribed human qualities. Extreme isola¬ 

tion at sea constitutes this physical character.20 

The sea vessel, with its obvious demarcation 

between home and wilderness, is perhaps the 

most clearly dichotomized human and environ¬ 

mental situation. Prose journals allow an insight¬ 

ful examination of this meeting between humans 

and the alienating (and hence, paradoxically 

unifying) wilderness of the sea. 

Commercial fishing (long-lining halibut and 

tendering salmon seiners) off the coast of 

Kodiak, Alaska, sparked Theodore Erski’s 

interest in life aboard sea vessels. Upon 

returning to the contiguous states, he combined 

these personal experiences with research 

interests in history and geography. Human 

activity in sublime environments remains his 

main research focus. He is presently an 

instructor of earth science and geography at 

McHenry County College in Illinois. 
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How We Built Ships on 

Cooper’s Point Before WWII 
A Tribute to George R. Taylor, Shipbuilder 

Edward G. Brownlee 

ost people are aware that the United 

States suffered a severe business 

depression commencing with the 

stock market crash of 1929 and extending into 

the late 1930s. My widowed mother lost her 

savings in the “Crash.” I graduated from Abing- 

ton High School, in Pennsylvania, in 1933, 

without a trade or documented skill and had to 

find a means of livelihood. I had an artistic flair 

and pursued this in night school. However, the 

field was one of the very least promising, of 

many, in regard to prospective employment. 

Although lacking any firsthand maritime 

experience, I was very much interested in ships. 

These were the subjects of most of my sketches 

and drawings. I studied ship drafting at home 

and explored every bit of the Philadelphia water¬ 

front, learning whatever I could about the ship¬ 

ping businesses and vessels. Sailing craft were 

particularly fascinating, and there were still 

about forty commercial schooners plying the 

Atlantic coast, occasionally visiting Philadel¬ 

phia. Shipping was in as bad a financial plight as 

other industries, and the few solvent operators 

were filling their need for vessels from the 

surplus remaining from World War I. It looked 

as though there was no future in any phase of 

shipping. 

Although many people were in dire straits, 

few resorted to violent or major crime. It was 

possible to prowl all parts of the Philadelphia 

waterfront with little fear of robbery or mugging. 

Most piers were open to visitors. Many ships 

could be boarded with only casual attention on 

the part of crewmen. I had been aloft in the 

rigging of a schooner without attracting the 

interest of her officers. At this period in history, 

they did not fear damage claims from visitors. 

In February of 1933, through the shipping 

news, I found the three-masted schooner 

Nomis berthed at a lumber pier in the north 

wharves. Her captain, Charles C. Clausen, and 

his mate, Charles G. Krick, were on deck and 

allowed me to come on board. I made it known 

that I knew my way around a schooner. To my 

surprise and joy, I was offered a berth as ordi¬ 

nary seaman for a trip to Charleston, South 

Carolina, returning to New York with a cargo of 

lumber. The pay was $24 per month and found. 

This was the beginning of my brief career as a 

seaman, which is another story. Leaving Charles¬ 

ton, we promptly ran into a severe gale. Our 

bowsprit and fore topmast were carried away, 

and, hanging in the head-rigging, stove in the 

bow. 
We were soon waterlogged and disabled. The 

Coast Guard eventually towed us into Wilming¬ 

ton, North Carolina, from whence I came home 

by bus. After several months on shore without 

success in finding other employment, and in 

order to relieve my mother of my living ex¬ 

penses, I went out in the four-masted schooner 
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George R. Taylor {left) at launching of the tug Dover for the US Army Corps of Engineers, 1929. His daughter, 

Mary, ready to do the honors. Photograph from William Ratajski. 

Copperfield. We loaded lumber in Georgetown, 

South Carolina, and returned to New York after 

a rough trip, during which we experienced every 

kind of weather from calm to hurricane. Captain 

Walter Wrightson offered to take me on his next 

voyage to Black River, Jamaica, for a cargo of 

logwood, but I decided I would have to find a 

more lucrative trade. The seaports were full of 

jobless seamen. Certain steamship lines were 

paying even less than the going rates on coast¬ 

wise sailing vessels. 

A further incentive toward life ashore would 

be news of the loss of Copperfield, in a hurri¬ 

cane, while anchored off Black River. This did 

not end Captain Wrightson’s seafaring career. 

Schooners were tied up all along the coast and 

could be bought for as little as $5,000. He soon 

sent me a photograph of his little Icefield, a 

fisherman-type three-master he employed in the 

West Indies trade, probably under the British 

flag. She was followed by three or four other 

schooners before his death in 1943, caused by 

the foundering of the three-masted schooner 

Rebecca R. Douglas. I had corresponded with 

him to within a few years before his death. 

After Copperfield’s loss, Wrightson offered 

me blueprints of the drawings that had been used 

in building her. I went to New York and obtained 

these from his agent, Gilmartin & Company, an 

old firm that represented most of the remaining 

schooners and many of the independently-owned 

coastwise barges. The Captain had personally 

supervised construction of the schooner, and 

probably her design. Having been all over her, I 

quickly recognized changes from the plans that 

he had no doubt directed. With such knowledge 
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as I had gained from self-study, I undertook to 

draw a set of plans of Copperfield as I had found 

her. I filled in missing details from information 

obtained from manufacturers of marine machin¬ 

ery and hardware, and from reference books on 

yacht design, rigging, and seamanship. I then 

wrote and illustrated a paper on how to build a 

model of the schooner. 

At that time, ship model building had be¬ 

come a very popular hobby with those seeking an 

inexpensive and satisfying diversion from the 

worries of everyday living. Unfortunately, the 

few publications devoted to the subject paid little 

or nothing for their material. This story never 

made it into print. 

Like thousands of others, I made a daily 

study of the help wanted ads in the newspapers. 

In the winter of 1934, a small ad appeared in a 

Philadelphia newspaper for a draftsman to work 

for the John H. Mathis Company, Shipbuilders, 

of Camden, New Jersey. I promptly gathered up 

my plans of Copperfield and some other exam¬ 

ples of mechanical drawing and journeyed from 

my home in Abington, Pennsylvania, by trolley 

car, subway, electric train over the eight-year- 

old Delaware River Bridge (now the Benjamin 

Franklin), and a mile on foot to Cooper’s Point. 

The Mathis Shipyard and its surroundings 

did not give an impression of prosperity. The 

walk down from the bridge train was through a 

workingman’s community of row houses, most 

built shortly after the Civil War. A branch of the 

Pennsylvania Railroad ran down Main Street to 

a freight yard on the river at what in earlier times 

had been the ferry to Vine Street in Philadelphia. 

State Street, also running to the same area, had 

once been populated by people of means. Most 

of the houses were of three rather than the pre¬ 

dominating two stories. Main and State Streets 

joined at the appropriately-named Point Street, 

which led to the gates of the Mathis and Quigley 

shipyards. This confluence had been the site of 

Cooper’s Ferry, the principal means of commu¬ 

nication between all of southern New Jersey and 

Philadelphia in colonial times. After the Civil 

War, numerous small industries settled in the 

area. Many still existed in 1934. 

The little one-story office of the Quigley 

Shipyard was on the left. This organiza¬ 

tion was devoted mainly to the repair of 

wooden vessels. It was on its marine railway that 

I had joined the schooner Copperfield the year 

before. The office of the John H. Mathis Com¬ 

pany was in what I later found to be the Benja¬ 

min Cooper House, built in 1734. It remains 

today, jutting out into Erie Street, and is a beau¬ 

tiful three story hip-roofed structure built of New 

Jersey iron stone. 

I was directed to the yard office in a two- 

story corrugated iron, World War I building at 

the head of the yard and told to see Mr. Taylor, 

the superintendent. The building contained his 

office in its western end, facing the yard, the 

store room, and, on the second floor, the mold 

loft. The office was far from impressive but, on 

stepping inside, a visitor immediately recognized 

Machine shop & USS Sway, on Mold loft, 
boiler house marine railway office, and 

store room 

Plate and angle Building 
shop, (distant) way 

Building 
way 

Former 
Mathis Yacht 
Building Co. 

Panorama of the John H. Mathis Shipbuilding Company, about 1942. US Minesweeper Sway on the marine 

railway. Photograph from Lawrence S. Humes. 
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Leroy Robinson escorting ladies at a launching. Photograph courtesy of Independence Seaport Museum. 

that it was the heart of a bustling enterprise. 

Supervisors and vendors came and went. The 

floor was covered with dirt, and coal cinders 

were tracked in from the unpaved yard. The air 

reeked of tobacco. The windows were grimy. It 

contained the boss’ large desk, a few chairs and 

file cabinets, a drawing file, and two drawing 

boards consisting of 4' by 8' sheets of %" ply¬ 

wood resting on trestles. 

George R. Taylor broke away from paper 

work to interview me. It quickly became appar¬ 

ent that he had strong personal opinions and was 

looking for a helper whom he could mold to suit 

his needs. I later found that he had the reputation 

of being a ruthless boss. Although only about 

five-and-a-half feet tall, his aggressive nature 

would not tolerate any condition or person 

standing in the way of his purpose. He had 

started work in a Philadelphia shipyard at the age 

of fourteen and fought his way up by brain and a 

bit of brawn. His technical training came from 

courses offered by the International Correspon¬ 

dence School. He learned amazingly well and 

was very proud and jealous of his accomplish¬ 

ments. He appeared to be pleased with my draw¬ 

ings, and showed them to several supervisors. It 

became apparent that he saw in me an opportu¬ 

nity to expand his personal interest in designing, 

as well as in building, vessels. 

The affable general manager and shipyard 

salesman, Roy Robinson, showed up, and I was 

introduced to him. I was hired for the rate of 

thirty cents per hour, to work eight hours a day, 

with time and one half for overtime and week¬ 

ends. When Franklin D. Roosevelt instituted a 

minimum wage, my rate was raised to thirty-five 
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cents per hour. 

US Department of Commerce statistics for 

1934 show that the average yearly earnings of a 

metalworker was $1,133.00, which most cer¬ 

tainly included overtime wages. Overtime was a 

great incentive. It was welcomed by the employ¬ 

ees and much used by the Company. George 

granted his own son the favor of several week¬ 

ends of overtime as a present for his impending 

wedding. 

I learned that the shipyard was owned by 

William W. Robinson, who had acquired it from 

the firm of Morris & Mathis (successors to 

Taylor & Mathis, one of the earliest shipbuilders 

on Cooper’s Point). The “Point” blossomed as a 

center of wooden shipbuilding after the Civil 

War and had been the home of a succession of 

shipbuilders and repairers. Robinson had owned 

it since the early 1900s. In about 1910, he 

brought in John Trumpy, whom he set up on the 

northeast side of his property as a yacht builder. 

Trumpy started work at the Mathis Yacht 

Building Company. He managed that operation 

separately from the older commercial yard, 

headed by Robinson’s brother, Leroy, better 

known as Roy. I later met William Robinson but 

seldom saw him as he had interests beyond the 

shipyard. I occasionally saw John Trumpy and 

found him very friendly and helpful to a young 

apprentice. George Taylor discouraged such 

association, considering anything pertaining to 

yachts to be worthy only of contempt. 

Both divisions of the yard had been very 

busy during World War I, the commercial yard 

with repair work and the yacht yard building 

wooden patrol craft. The rest of the office staff 

consisted of Bill Eddelman, accountant, his son, 

a clerk, and John P. Carson, bookkeeper and 

purchasing agent. 

George Taylor didn’t waste any time in 

making me useful. He started me out on 

structural plans of the 208' tank barge 

Texaco 326, whose sister, Texaco 325, had just 

been completed. My job consisted mainly of 

finishing up plans that had been made for the 

latter by George himself. Our files were meager, 

and reference books were limited mainly to the 

handbooks of manufacturers of steel and finished 

products commonly used by the shipyard. The 

yard was busy building inland and coastwise 

tank barges for the petroleum industry, which 

was one of the few prospering at that time. It 

soon became apparent that I had to improve my 

knowledge of mathematics and engineering 

subjects in order to meet George’s requirements, 

so I was soon going to night school. 

In order to acquaint me with the yard, 

George gave me the job of mapping it. At this 

time, we were in severe winter weather with 

heavy snow. It was often impossible for the crew 

to work outside, but this did not excuse me from 

tramping through the snow with a steel tape, 

taking measurements and making sketches, 

without help. No transit was available. The yard 

office had no indoor sanitary facilities, such 

being found in a frail shack on pilings at the end 

of a pier, well ventilated by the winter wind 

deflected off the icy Delaware River. A small 

pile of oakum substituted for the paper used by 

ordinary people. 

I gradually got to know my coworkers. My 

first encounter was with Jimmy Gravenor, 

our loftsman, and a key player. He came 

from Sharpstown, Maryland, where his relatives 

were — or had been — involved in sailmaking, 

shipbuilding, oystering, and most of the occupa¬ 

tions of that area. Jimmy had worked in ship¬ 

yards and steel fabricating plants all over the 

Atlantic and Gulf coasts, and inland to Pitts¬ 

burgh and Birmingham, and he knew his trade 

thoroughly. In addition to fairing lines, expand¬ 

ing plating, and making templates, he followed 

his work into the yard to insure that all parts 

were properly fitted. He delighted in finding 

fault with the work of the drawing room. Like 

many old time mechanics, he was jealous of his 

knowledge and loved to shroud it in mystery, 

even to those who helped him. Jimmy was mar¬ 

ried, but he and his very patient wife had no 

children. His hobby was the race track. 

Freddy Kelschner was the boss carpenter. He 

headed up a very clannish group of old timers. 

They were the last of the craftsmen who, up until 

the turn of the century, had formed the largest 
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trade group on Cooper’s Point. All were skilled 

at heavy wooden construction, and most could 

caulk. A few could handle simple joiner work, 

but the finest of this was performed by the crew 

of the Mathis Yacht Building Company on the 

northeast side of the yard. Freddy’s men handled 

all of the heavy wood work, including above 

water pier repairs, preparing our end launching 

ways, blocking them for new construction, 

repairing the marine railway above water, and 

blocking it for vessels being hauled out for 

bottom repair. They loved to get a specialized 

job such as making a wooden spar, for which 

they had the ancient skill. Freddy was a human 

dynamo and outworked any of his crew. 

The bulk of the shipbuilding crew were 

shipfitters, each rated as first, second, or third 

class, or as otherwise designated by George 

Taylor. Certain individuals had special profi¬ 

ciencies, such as furnacing and forming plate and 

structural, or regulating a structure during 

assembly. A few chippers were still employed to 

prepare plate seams for welding or fitting and to 

remove temporary welds, whereas their historic 

tasks of caulking riveted seams and “carving” 

plating belonged to the past. Most of the “iron 

workers” were paid whatever George Taylor 

thought appropriate. Few protested his decision, 

but in later years unionization required that all 

workers be placed against a rigid yardstick. 

Butch Ratajski was a riveter and an expert at 

the furnace. Johnny Rittenhouse, whose mother 

ran a little store next to the yard and led the 

neighborhood in profanity, was a hot-tempered 

pusher whose mouth occasionally led to one of 

George Taylor’s payless holidays. In one in¬ 

stance, use of fists against George extended his 

idleness to a month, after which he was back at 

work. George wouldn’t let his pride stand in the 

way of progress. 

Welding had almost completely superseded 

riveting as the means of joining steel. Our boss 

welder was Charlie Verga, a relatively young 

man. We still had quite a few mechanics capable 

of doing a good job of riveting, although in fact, 

we built the Coast Guard buoy tenders Zinnia 

Some of the shipyard crew. Photograph from Lawrence S. Humes. 
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and Narcissus in 1939 with riveted frames and 

welded seams. However, the huge labor savings 

resulting from use of the welding system effec¬ 

tively relegated the use of riveting to a few jobs 

where the classification societies still did not 

trust the strength of the new method. 

Traditionally, the riveters had been paid 

on a piecework basis. This idea was now 

adopted for the welders. Whereas rive¬ 

ters were guided by holes punched in plate or 

structural members having visible dimensions, 

the desired welding had to be marked on the 

work with chalk. This was done by the welding 

boss, who at the end of the day recorded the 

work performed by each man. Payment was 

based on a table of rates covering each inch of 

welding and each size and position (flat, vertical, 

or overhead). One of my early jobs was to calcu¬ 

late the weekly pay of each welder, who had, of 

course, already figured what he had coming to 

him. Regardless of their formal education, all 

welders were proficient in arithmetic. 

Our machinist foreman was Jack Fetzer, a 

good natured and well versed mechanic, who 

knew how to coax miracles from antiquated 

machinery driven by a maze of overhead shafts 

and belts. In order to drain off excess lubricants 

and cutting fluids, the shop floor was mother 

earth. The machine operators stood on wooden 

boards provided for their comfort in wintertime. 

The shop produced propeller shafts, stern bear¬ 

ings, stuffing boxes, rudder ports, and all ma¬ 

chined devices required for new and repair work. 

George Taylor prided himself on his ingenu¬ 

ity. Rather than purchase hardware manufactured 

by others, he preferred to design and manufac¬ 

ture many items commonly used in new con¬ 

struction and repair work. These included moor¬ 

ing fittings, hand rail stanchions, heavy duty 

hinges, valve shaft stuffing boxes, special 

plumbing fittings, etc. Such work provided a 

small backlog for the machine shop. 

Jack Fetzer was fond of the bottle, and this 

occasionally threatened his work. George Taylor 

was never long in discovering the symptoms and, 

when work appeared endangered, sent him home 

without pay. Other employees occasionally 

John P. Carson with Harry Sheridan and Jimmy 

Gravenor. Photograph courtesy of Independence Seaport 

Museum. 

suffered the same experience, but loss of pay — 

for periods of time judged appropriate by George 

Taylor — usually restored them to productivity. 

Most employees had wives who no doubt fur¬ 

thered the effort. 

Electrical work was subcontracted to Jim 

Henry, a small scale operator, who nevertheless 

was well acquainted with marine work. Jim, like 

many in the small shipyard fraternity, was ad¬ 

dicted to alcoholic refreshment and lived in fear 

of losing our work. George Taylor insisted that 

he bid every individual job and kept him in a 

continuous state of subjugation. Although 

George’s knowledge of electricity was limited, 

he, with Jim, was able to develop an ingenious 

steering system for small motor tankers. Direct 

current was employed almost universally in 

marine service. 

The John H. Mathis Company did little 

sophisticated painting. Most of it was performed 

by a small group of laborers. Their headquarters 

was a small ancient shack located near the in¬ 

shore end of the marine railway. In inclement 

weather, the gang gathered inside the single 

door, sitting on and surrounded by five-gallon 
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paint cans. Its floor was coated with about Ve" of 

copper bottom, red lead, and other paints. It was 

probably the oldest building in the yard. Nailed 

to its wall in a dark corner, I found the builder’s 

half model of the three-masted schooner Annie 

C. Grace, built here in 1880. George Taylor gave 

me the model, which I carefully refinished. 

Houses of employees, most of whom lived near 

the shipyard, often displayed colors recently 

applied to vessels on the marine railway. Paints 

mixed to Pennsylvania Railroad Company speci¬ 

fications were prized for their high lead content 

and, thus, durability. 

The steam powered marine railway was 

under the care of George Humes, who 

was very proud of his profession. He 

kept records of the blocking dimensions of every 

vessel we hauled out. Cooper’s Point suffered 

from heavy silting, being located at the juncture 

of the Delaware River main channel, its east 

channel on the back side of Petty’s Island, and 

the mouth of Cooper’s Creek. This, in associa¬ 

tion with the six-foot tide, frequently interfered 

with docking tugs and other deep draft vessels. 

We occasionally hired tugs to “kick out” the 

railway slip. Some boats refused to engage in 

this operation, which exposed them to propeller 

damage and clogged sea chests. 

Roy Robinson was dedicated to serving his 

customers. For their convenience and to accom¬ 

modate to tidal conditions, he often found it 

necessary to dock or undock vessels at odd hours 

or on holidays, frequently with short notice to 

the railway gang. In order to summon the dock- 

master for such an event, Roy went to George’s 

house and jerked a cord which led through his 

bedroom window and over a clothes stand to 

several metal cooking utensils, which did duty as 

an alarm bell. A pint of whisky served to expe¬ 

dite the job. 

George had eleven children. Before my time 

in the yard, his wife, in addition to these, cared 

for the shipyard horse, Harry. At the end of the 

working day, she took him to her home on Segal 

Street, an alley just east of the yard, and kept 
him overnight. 

Wooden vessels, particularly railroad 

carfloats, were usually found to be 

“hogged,” or humped up, amidships. 

This required special blocking, at a premium 

rate. Some large carfloats were hogged by as 

much as three feet. 

The railway engineer was Billie Williams, an 

old timer who had in his younger days enjoyed 

fishing and hunting on the river. He owned a 

beautiful ducker, a 14' lapstrake double-ended 

rowing, sailing, or poling boat of a design devel¬ 

oped on the Delaware River, once popular for 

hunting waterfowl and racing. He smoked a clay 

pipe which he periodically put on the coals of the 

steam boiler at night to burn out the black to¬ 

bacco tar and restore it to whiteness. 

Bob Sager was designated as our store keep¬ 

er, but was more specifically Roy Robinson’s 

personal assistant. He skippered Roy’s ancient 

24' Jersey beach skiff when he took friends for a 

weekend of partying and poker. Frequently, on 

Monday morning after such an expedition, it was 

necessary to haul the boat out for repair of 

grounding and other damage. Bob’s knowledge 

of the sometimes undignified actions of his 

superiors made him uniquely immune to firing. 

He not infrequently took advantage of this 

situation. 

John Humes was the yard’s chief gopher and 

jack of numerous trades. He was the son of 

George Humes, the dockmaster. Members of the 

family had been engaged in shipbuilding on 

Cooper’s Point for many years. The Camden 

Fourth Ward Census for 1860 lists a George 

Humes, Spar and Block Maker. Humeses en¬ 

gaged in this trade until at least 1904. John’s 

nephew Lawrence, better known as Bobby, 

played in the shipyard as a boy and went to work 

there in 1940. Many anecdotes in this yarn came 

from Bobby, who was in a position to pick up 

much scuttlebutt not available to me. Some of 

the old timers would ask Bobby to go to Ma 

Rittenhouse’s shop in her rowhouse on Point 

Street near Erie to fetch their “medicine.” It was 

not until later years that Bobby learned that the 

small unlabeled bottles contained bootleg whis¬ 

key. This practice was probably known to man¬ 

agement but ignored as long as it did not inter¬ 

fere with the work at hand. 
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I was soon involved with the purchase of 

materials and services, since it was the job of our 

part of the organization to specify needs for 

accomplishment of the work. No purchase was 

made without an agreement on price and deliv¬ 

ery. The shipyard was forced to obtain its work 

through competitive pricing, even when the 

customer was an old friend. All suppliers had to 

participate in this competition. 

We bought nearly all of our steel from 

the Lukens Mill, in Coatesville, 

Pennsylvania. They were existing on 

a hand-to-mouth basis. On more than one occa¬ 

sion, their salesman, Ben Klime, camped in our 

office during negotiations for a new job and 

phoned the mill the minute that an agreement 

was reached in order to prevent a shutdown. We 

had neither plate roll nor bending press, so this 

work was given to the McCarter Iron Works in 

Norristown, Pennsylvania. The shipyard had a 

special freight rate negotiated with the Pennsyl¬ 

vania Railroad covering delivery from Lukens 

via McCarter as “fabricated in transit.” Lukens 

also had facilities for bending plate, but were 

usually considered to be too expensive. 

We used many castings in both ferrous and 

nonferrous metals. A number of steel foundries 

were found nearby in Pennsylvania. Iron and 

nonferrous foundries were right around the 

corner in Camden, New Jersey. A pattern maker 

specializing in ship propellers was located on 

Cooper’s Point. Nearly all of our patterns were 

made by Kruse and Slattery in Camden, always 

on negotiated prices. They also made our half 

models for design of a ship’s plating system and, 

occasionally, a full model for simple testing of a 

barge steering, or skeg, system. 

Purchase of materials available from numer¬ 

ous sources was negotiated by John Carson, who 

also kept the book records on the transactions. 

These records were very brief and in longhand, 

making later retrieval of specific details diffi¬ 

cult. A rather typical entry might read: “1- cheap 

valve.” Memory was of great importance. 

Very little material was kept in inventory, 

but when an accidental oversupply occurred on 

a contract, George Taylor considered this manna 

to be used to reduce costs of another job. It was 

rumored, and no doubt true, that George received 

a bonus whenever he beat his estimate on a 

contract — and that he seldom failed to do this. 

I participated in such a manipulation when I 

accidentally ordered too great a quantity of 

flanged plates for a barge on which I knew we 

had a very tight budget. I reported this to 

George, fearing possible firing. To my surprise, 

he smiled broadly, apparently already having a 

beneficial alternate use in mind. 

Certain of our suppliers were Roy Robin¬ 

son’s close personal friends. They had to quote 

price and delivery like other vendors, but always 

made the sale. One of these was Hy Sickle, a 

manufacturer of ship’s bedding, and a delightful 

Jew in the overwhelmingly Protestant marine 

fraternity. He and Roy enjoyed an occasional 

exchange of ethnic insults which with anyone 

other than Roy would have resulted in a fist 

fight. John Carson told a story that illustrates 

Roy’s ability to charm anyone with whom he had 

contact. He and several cronies were enjoying an 

alcoholic dinner when he noticed an attractive 

woman of his own age seated with a female 

friend at an adjacent booth. Roy remarked to her, 

“Madam, I could just rape you.” This was ac¬ 

cepted with a smile, as a compliment. 

Another such friend of Roy’s was Frank 

Clain of Hutchinson, Rivenus and Company, our 

insurance brokers. At this time in history, marine 

accidents were common. Frank prospered by his 

successful advocacy of his clients’ claims. Like 

many associated with marine business, he had 

some of his own money invested in floating 

equipment. A wooden coal barge bearing his 

name sank off the New Jersey coast, and her 

wreck appeared on navigation charts for many 

years. 

Whenever the service of tugboats was 

required, the first call went to the 

Sheridan Transportation Company, 

of which Roy Robinson’s close buddy, Denny 

Sheridan, was president. Their steam tugs Radi¬ 

ant and Brilliant worked the harbor and were 

most frequently used. Radiant was capsized in a 

ship docking accident in 1938, after which we 
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Francis Bushey, Ira S. Bushey and Sons and affiliated companies, and Warren Elsey, Pennsylvania Railroad Co. 

Photograph courtesy of Independence Seaport Museum. 

cut away the sides of both tugs and added spon- 

sons, which increased their breadth 30". 

Roy, Denny, Hy Sickle, and Frank Clain 

were avid poker players. Woe to the amateur 

who sat in with them. They played with lightning 

speed, frequently changing games and wild 

cards. Denny and his brother, Harry, came from 

a saloon-owning family. Some might say that 

their move into the marine field was a natural 

development. The Sheridans prospered through 

intelligent management of a fleet of old tugs and 

barges, replacing those that became unseaworthy 

from an abundant supply that always seemed to 

be available. 

Very little canvas work was required on the 

vessels then being built by the John H. Mathis 

Company, but the placement of an order always 

brought a visit from John Frey of Vanderher- 

chen’s. They and George Taulane were the last 

makers of work boat sails still operating in 

Philadelphia harbor. John was a spry little fel¬ 

low. In his younger days, he had been a bailer 

boy on the racing tuckups popular on the Dela¬ 

ware River in the vicinity of Philadelphia be¬ 

tween 1870 and the turn of the century. These 

were very pretty 14' cat-rigged lap-straked 

transom-sterned boats used for recreation and 

manned by two or three men and a bailer boy 

when racing. 

The Sunday races sometimes involved fifty 

or more contestants, frequently with professional 

skippers, and were followed by excursion steam¬ 

ers which purveyed beer and other alcoholic 

refreshment to their passengers. When sailing in 

light air, it was not uncommon for a tuckup to 

reduce weight by jettisoning the bailer, who 

would be picked up by one of the steamers and 

treated as a celebrity. They raced for money and 
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beer. John and Roy Robinson were old buddies. 

A visit always called for the opening of a bottle 

of Myer’s Jamaica rum, which they sipped 

straight up. 

The everyday drink for entertaining an old 

friend, celebrating a minor accomplishment, or 

rewarding a supervisor was very smooth bootleg 

New Jersey applejack, served in a paper cup. 

Roy obtained this from a mysterious source 

down in “the Pines.” A barrel was always avail¬ 

able in the cellar of the main office. 

I visited the Vanderherchen loft at 7 North 

Water Street in Philadelphia to examine John’s 

sail plan books. His principal business at this 

time came from the Delaware Bay oyster fleet, 

which, until 1945, was required by law to dredge 

seed oysters under sail. I was recently told by 

Joe Liener, a boat builder and an old friend of 

his, that he had been in the loft when John threw 

his records into the wood burning heating stove, 

having been told that Vanderherchen’s were 

going out of the sailmaking business. Such was 

the fate of many records we now find irreplace¬ 

able. 

The Company surely had a lawyer, but I 

can’t remember having met him. I never saw a 

formal contract. 

Oil was rapidly replacing coal for home 

heating. In spite of a depressed econ¬ 

omy, the automobile was proliferating. 

The existing railroads and pipelines could not 

handle the demand for transportation of petro¬ 

leum products. The coastal and inland waterways 

provided the route, and barges were the least 

expensive medium. There were plenty of tugs, 

many quite old and low powered, but speed was 

not a serious consideration in meeting the exist¬ 

ing competition. 

The oil refineries were all located on water 

in order to accommodate ocean tankers. New 

distribution terminals were built to suit the small 

barges and coastal tankers which soon became 

Motor tanker Poling Bros. No. 10. Photograph courtesy of Independence Seaport Museum. 
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popular. Environmental considerations were 

unheard of and safety regulation was minimal. 

Oil found its way into the Delaware and Schuyl¬ 

kill Rivers, along with sewage, tomatoes rejected 

by the canneries, bananas dropped by stevedores, 

and every form of refuse. In summer, gas bub¬ 

bled to the surface and the smell was hard to 

tolerate. A cleanup was not considered cost 

effective. This casual attitude toward waste held 

down the costs of all commercial activities, 

including shipbuilding and operation. 

In 1934, my first year at the Mathis yard, we 

built the tank barges Texaco 326, Poling 

Bros. No. 9, and Hygrade No. 12. They all 

measured about 208' x 39' x 12' in order to fit the 

300' locks of the New York State Barge Canal 

with a tug pushing from the stern. They all had 

slight differences, requiring individual sets of 

plans. Capacity was 14,000 to 15,000 barrels. To 

me our most interesting job was the rebuilding of 

the little self-propelled tanker Poling Brothers 

No. 10. She had been Captain Collier, an early 

member of the fleet of the J. M. Guffy Petroleum 

Company, later the Gulf Oil Corporation. She 

measured only 109' in length. On arrival at the 

shipyard, she had a forward mast rigged with a 

gaff sail and jib.. She was Guffy’s third vessel, 

the others being the 1,942 ton Catania and the 

1,455 ton Winifred. When Gulf took over in 

1914, the fleet numbered fifteen vessels 

The Collier was built in 1911, and was 

originally powered by a pair of monstrous gaso¬ 

line engines. She had accommodations for a crew 

of seven. George Taylor had me draw a general 

arrangement plan of her, then trace and ink it — 

probably for my education, since this procedure 

was normally followed only for government 

work. The Poling family and its port engineer, 

Nils Nelson, became friends of the company, and 

we built many more vessels for them. Similarly, 

Frank Bushey of Brooklyn, New York, became 

a lasting customer following the building of the 

barge Hygrade No. 12. 

The Bushey family owned its own shipyard, 

which was fully occupied building tugs and 

repairing vessels, largely for its own account. 

Adjacent to its shipyard property on Gowanus 

Creek, they had built the only fuel oil distribu¬ 

tion terminal in Brooklyn, and were expanding 

its fleet. 

In 1935, we were successful bidders for 

construction of the hospital barge St. John’s 

Guild. This was a very unusual project. She 

was built for the St. John’s Guild, a New York 

charitable organization that took poor children 

on rides around the harbor, fed them good food, 

and gave them a bath. The barge was designed 

by the firm of George G. Sharp, noted as design¬ 

ers of large passenger ships, as an act of charity. 

She was 180' long, had three decks and two 

dummy smoke stacks, presenting a ship-like 

profile. However, she was towed by a tug pro¬ 

vided gratis by one of the principal tug operators 

of the port, who rotated this service with compet¬ 

itors. 

With shipbuilders engaged in life or death 

competition, the owners could not expect to have 

the barge built for nothing, but competition for 

the job was fierce. I estimated the quantities of 

specified materials for pricing. With a price of 

$100,000, we were the low bidder by a minute 

margin. George Taylor then showed his true 

genius by proposing a change in structural 

design that was not only a major improvement, 

but was accomplished within budget. Sharp’s 

design utilized standard steel structural mem¬ 

bers, all of which were exposed and, conse¬ 

quently, gave the interior the appearance of a 

factory. George negotiated a deal with Lukens 

Steel to furnish bent plate box sections to replace 

these, thus producing the clean appearance of 

reinforced concrete or totally enclosed standard 

structural. Lukens was happy to get steel ton¬ 

nage which would otherwise have gone to a 

structural mill. I made a perspective drawing of 

the interior and, under George’s tutelage, calcu¬ 

lated the equivalent strength of the substitute 

framing. Everyone was happy. 

This system could not be justified economi¬ 

cally today. George was in a position to shift his 

labor returns from one job to another. It is possi¬ 

ble that a few repair jobs suffered in order to 

give him a bonus for meeting his budget, which 

in this case just covered overhead. 
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Floating hospital St. John’s Guild. Photograph from William Ratajski. 

Around this time, George’s actions gave 

evidence that he considered me to be somewhat 

above a menial. One night after a session of 

overtime work, George invited me to have a beer 

at Pollack Joe’s, a short block away at Point and 

North Streets. I considered this to be a duty, and 

away we went. Joe’s saloon was torn down a few 

years ago, but an 1877 map of Camden shows a 

building on this spot and the decor seemed to fit 

that period. The front door was on the corner and 

a back room was entered through a side door 

labeled “Ladies.” The floor was tiled. A gutter 

ran below the brass foot rail in front of the 

massive mahogany bar for the convenience of 

those patrons who chewed tobacco. 

Several local men were quietly engaged with 

beer and conversation at the bar. George dis¬ 

cussed the job we had been working on. We 

drank several beers. He then paid me the huge 

compliment of telling me that if I ever tried to go 

over his head it would be my end at the John H. 

Mathis Company. After bragging a bit about the 

accomplishments of the Company under his rule, 

he loudly remarked — obviously for the benefit 

of our neighbors at the bar — that any good man 

could get a job in spite of the existing depressed 

state of industry. Several of those nearby, known 

to be unemployed and possibly having been 

refused employment by George, immediately 

took offense and began to throw punches. Joe, 

the barkeep, shooed us all out the front door. I 

found myself trying to defend George in the 

street. Suddenly, a bus drew up to the corner. 

George, with a burst of speed, leaped on board 

and was whisked away. Fortunately, his assail¬ 

ants quickly lost interest in me. 

We finished 1935 with the barge Hygrade 

No. 14, a duplicate of Hygrade No. 12. 

In 1936, we started with the barge Hygrade 

No. 16. The Busheys and George Taylor 

were feeling venturesome, and departed 

from the conventional “raked,” or sloping, bow 

commonly used on coastwise and inland barges, 

and employed a simplified ship form. She was 

larger than any of our earlier designs, built close 

to the extreme breadth and height limits of New 

York Barge Canal locks. She was followed by 

the more conventional barges Poling Bros. No. 

12, Hygrade No. 18, and Cities Service No. 6. 

Our engineering work load was increasing. 

George Taylor was ambitious to expand our 

capabilities. I had been studying naval architec- 
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ture at night at the Camden County Vocational 

School under Manly St. Dennis, a young naval 

architect employed by the New York Shipbuild¬ 

ing Corporation. Next to George Taylor, who 

stimulated learning by threat of firing, St. Dennis 

was the most effective teacher I have ever 

known. He later became a well known scientist 

in the employ of the Navy. 

Here, I met Sam Taylor (no relation to 

George), who was a graduate of the Pennsylvania 

school ship Annapolis and a licensed deck offi¬ 

cer. Sam had been sailing as second mate on one 

of the little freighters owned by the Panama 

Canal Company, running between Philadelphia 

and the Canal Zone and adjacent South American 

ports. He had a good mechanical knowledge. He 

was married and looking for a job that would 

allow him to make a home. I introduced Sam to 

George Taylor, and he joined me on the drawing 
board. 

At this time, George Taylor was very irrita¬ 

ble and overbearing. Failure to measure up to his 

standards at a given time was justification for 

firing. When the need for additional men arose, 

the best were weeded out mercilessly through 

trial on the job. I was frequently very discour¬ 

aged and considered looking for another way to 

make a living. Joseph E. Murray, a lawyer and a 

member of the Philadelphia Ship Model Society, 

to which I belonged, was a sympathetic advisor 

and urged me to stay my course. It developed 

that George was suffering constant aggravation 

with his teeth. He eventually had them all ex¬ 

tracted and replaced with dentures, after which 

he became more cheerful, and almost benevolent 
at times. 

Our next contract was for our first self 

propelled tanker, the little Poling Bros. 

No. 14. She was only 125' long and 

designed to pass under low bridges on the New 

York Harbor waterway system. Nils Nelson, 

Poling’s port engineer, represented the owner 

and spent much time with us during design and 

construction. I cut my teeth as a naval architect 

on this job, with George Taylor pushing books at 

me and overseeing the drawing. No. 14 was 

innovative and better suited for her particular 

work than any predecessor. She was designed to 

operate in the light condition with a comfortable 

propeller immersion, and had an ice crushing 

bow. She was powered by an Atlas-Imperial 

direct-connected and direct-reversing diesel 
engine. 

We followed a design procedure dic¬ 

tated by George Taylor which em¬ 

phasized the use of a minimum num¬ 

ber of drawings and formal calculations. Rules of 

the American Bureau of Shipping were used for 

design of the cast steel stern frame, for guidance 

in selecting the plating and framing, and for 

mechanical and electrical details where applica¬ 

ble. However, we basically worked to George 

Taylor’s specifications, which reflected the 

owners’ desires. Plans were drawn only as 

necessary to instruct the working force. A pat¬ 

tern maker made a half model from our drawing 

of the lines. On this, we drew the framing and 

plating. It then became the plating plan, used by 

the mold loft for making templates from which 

material was cut. Our drawings were all made on 

a good grade of transparent paper and only 

copied onto more durable material when much 

handling was anticipated. 

At this time, work boat people commonly 

believed that a satisfactory propeller design 

could be developed only by guess and trial. It 

was customary to begin the process by consult¬ 

ing manufacturers, most of whom owned adjust¬ 

able patterns and would offer their recommenda¬ 

tions of style, diameter, and pitch with the price 

of the propeller. John Ferguson of Hoboken was 

the most highly respected of these in our area. 

Few naval architects were given this trust, with 

the possible exception of Merritt Demarest of 

Jersey City and William Fletcher of Staten 

Island. Some well known naval architects copied 

manufacturers’ designs and represented them as 

their own. In the case of the Poling Bros. No. 14, 

I did not participate in this guessing game, it 

being in the hands of George Taylor and Nils 
Nelson. 

Once the length of the vessel had been 

agreed to, George sought to use every inch of it 

to maximum advantage. With this in mind, he 
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wished to reduce the length of the aft overhang 
to the minimum necessary to accommodate the 
rudder, propeller, and the space necessary to ship 
and unship these devices. I did my best to satisfy 
these requirements on the little tanker and Jim¬ 
mie Gravenor made a wooden template of my 
stern frame design. Unfortunately, Jimmie made 
an error and shortened the distance between the 
stern frame hub and the center line of the rudder 
stock. The cast steel frame was made and in¬ 
stalled. The error was not discovered until the 
machinists tried to install the steering gear and 
found the intended location decreased in length. 
All of the supervisors soon learned of this, but 
they remained silent in fear for Jimmie. George 
Taylor was present when the new vessel came up 
on the marine railway for fitting of her propeller. 
The gang toiled without comment. Eventually, 
George came into the office and congratulated 
me on designing an unusually close fit. 

Jimmie was very meek in his dealings with 
the rest of us for quite a while afterwards. 

By the time of completion, all machinery 
had been operated and all systems tried 
under the supervision of Nils Nelson, so 

that only performance under way remained to be 
proven. The trial trip was my first, and it turned 
out to be different from any experienced later. 
The procedure was directed by George Taylor 
and Nils Nelson, who apparently considered the 
vessel to be satisfactory before leaving the yard. 
They treated the trip as an outing. Our crew 
consisted of most of the yard supervisors. 

We were not told how long we would be out, 
and we saw no evidence of food preparation. 
Sam and I fortunately obtained sandwiches 
before departure. We headed downriver and 
checked our light speed by running in opposite 
directions over courses scaled from a chart. We 
loaded river water to reach our designed draft 
and again checked the speed. Speed was not 
subject to guarantee, and everyone was satisfied. 

All hands were getting hungry. Somehow, a 
bottle of whiskey showed up. Several empty- 
stomached crewmen fell under the influence. 
George decided to land at Newcastle, Delaware, 
for lunch at a tavern owned by one of his rela¬ 

tives. The tide was so low, we had to wait in 
order to get ashore. Eventually, we landed and 
walked to the tavern. Food was ordered and, 
while waiting, several of the gang turned on the 
juke box and started to dance a polka. The pro¬ 
prietor immediately halted this, saying it was 
unlawful. George Taylor, who had a few drinks 
under his belt, was enraged and ordered us to 
leave the tavern. 

Still famished, a few of us walked uptown, 
where we found a dirty little restaurant advertis¬ 
ing oysters. These turned out to be full of mud 
and inedible. We traipsed back to No. 14 and 
headed home. On the way, Freddie Kelshner, our 
boss carpenter, who had a low tolerance for 
alcohol, went berserk. We put him in one of the 
staterooms and shored the door. Fortunately, the 
little tanker performed well and brought us home 
safely. She had a very successful life. 

All launchings were cause for celebra¬ 
tion. Our men worked hard and took 
pride in their productivity. A party 

provided by the Company was greatly appreci¬ 
ated. Nearly all of our launchings were held on 
Friday so the crew would have several days to 
rest up for the coming workweek. 

The men played as hard as they worked. 
After the vessel was safely afloat and moored, 
the crew repaired to the mold loft, which had 
been cleared up for the occasion. The company 
provided beer. We had enough talent to form a 
respectable polka band. As the beer began to 
flow, the dancing intensified. A few women 
joined in, but much of the dancing was man to 
man. Their stomping soon had the old frame 
building shaking. At the time of one launching, 
I was working on an urgent job and could not 
attend. The party was in progress right over my 
head, and I plugged away on the drawing board 
in spite of the uproar. The ceiling was sheathed 
with a soft wall board which I suddenly noticed 
to be bulging down between the rafters. I poked 
a hole through with a sharp pencil, draining off 
a stream of beer, which probably saved the 
ceiling. These parties sometimes got a bit out of 

hand. 
After a few drinks, George Taylor usually 
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became quite mellow, sometimes to the point of 

actually kissing a temporarily favored member 

of the gang. We came to calling this the “kiss of 

death,” since at a certain unpredictable time his 

sunny mood clouded over and, apparently re¬ 

membering past misdeeds of the object of his 

affections, he would become critical. In at least 

one case, he fired the wretched subject. I was 

told that a few years before my arrival, Jimmie 

Gravenor became a victim of this phenomenon. 

George broke a carboy of distilled water over his 

head. 

We built seven tank barges in 1937, 

two for Polings, one for Busheys, 

one for the Barrett Company, one for 

Gulf Oil Corporation, one for Oil Transfer 

Corporation, and one for the organization that 

later became Interstate Oil Transport Company. 

Most of these barges were of very simple 

design, having raked (sloped) ends and being 

framed longitudinally. Both the seams and butts 

of the plating were lapped. The plates could be 

ordered to desired dimensions and used as re¬ 

ceived from the mill, the lapped joints being 

made wide enough to accommodate mill toler¬ 

ances. The patented Isherwood Bracketless 

System was frequently used for framing, in 

which the longitudinal frames were not con¬ 

nected to the bulkheads. Continuity of their 

strength was provided by overlapping the ends of 

plating at each oil or watertight bulkhead by as 

much as three feet. These practices greatly 

reduced labor costs, but resulted in serious 

trouble when leakage of petroleum products 

from the inside seams traveled through the plate 

laps, leading to explosions during welded repair. 

The origin of a leak was very difficult to find. 

This type of construction was eventually 

prohibited by the Coast Guard for use on oil 

tankers and is no longer used on any type of 
vessel. 

Towing speeds of as low as four knots were 

often accepted, this being the sailing ship aver¬ 

age. All East Coast towing was by hawser, and 

the principal consideration in designing the form 

of a barge was to make it follow a towing vessel 

in a straight, or relatively straight, line. George 

Taylor and many of our competitors experi¬ 

mented with the design of stabilizing fins to be 

attached to the stern. On Interstate No. 4, built in 

1933, George tried a huge rudder mounted under 

the bow rake, with a tiller leading forward, to 

which the towing hawser was attached. This was 

a failure; the barge was completely out of con¬ 

trol. The John H. Mathis Company removed the 

rudder and absorbed the cost. We sometimes 

tested the “tracking” of a new barge design by 

towing a small scale model in the marine railway 

slip. 

The Barrett barge was an asphalt carrier and 

was equipped with steam pumps and tank heating 

coils. 

The inspector assigned to the barge Tusca- 

rora was accustomed to dealing with large 

shipyards, where the red carpet was always out 

for owners’ representatives. Most inspectors 

accustomed to this expected free lunch and 

entertainment during their stay in the shipyard. 

Such treatment was not our custom, being re¬ 

served for the paying customers and friends. The 

man from Gulf made his unhappiness known by 

constantly reminding Sam Taylor and me of the 

low position occupied by the John H. Mathis 

Company in the field of shipbuilding. 

So mean was he that he never uttered a 

friendly word. He once came into the office and 

caught Sam and me describing him in terms that 

could have justified fisticuffs. His face lit up as 

though we had paid him a compliment. I forget 

his name, but it was decided by our old timers 

that he was a “Liverpool Irishman” — apparently 

a despicable breed in nautical parlance. In my 

lifetime, I have only met one other person who I 

felt qualified for this appellation. 

The barge Oil Transfer No. 20 was de¬ 

signed by naval architect H. Newton 

Whittlesey, whose family had a heavy 

investment in the owning company, Oil Transfer 

Corporation. In the sporting press, he was best 

known as the father of Lorna Whittlesey, an 

outstanding woman skipper of racing sailboats. 

The barge was an experiment. A large volume of 

oil moved to the Great Lakes via the New York 

State Barge Canal in the ice-free months, but 
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tank vessels could not obtain return cargo. 

Whittlesey wanted to backhaul automobiles. The 

design called for suitable racks and securing 

devices to be incorporated into the framing 

system. Each compartment in the hull had a 

rectangular hatch large enough to pass a motor 

vehicle. The hatch covers were fitted with con¬ 

ventional tank manholes on top, and were 

counterweighted to permit manual opening. 

“Harry,” as Whittlesey was known, designed 

most of the hardware in our office. I never knew 

how our contract accounted for the cost of de¬ 

tails not clarified in the original specifications. 

At that time, I had an ancient Swampscott 

dory, acquired from a denizen of a shanty town 

on the banks of the Schuylkill River. I was 

rebuilding and rigging her in the shipyard. As a 

matter of necessity, most of the materials were 

scrounged. Harry very kindly gave me an old 

Class B dinghy mainsail and a Star Class jib. I 

cut down the latter and made spars to provide a 

rig with which I learned to sail. Harry also 

allowed me to copy the lines of a tugboat from a 

plan drawn by his friend and fellow naval archi¬ 

tect, William Fletcher of Staten Island, whose 

work he admired. 

A few years later, I showed this to the Phila¬ 

delphia naval architect Thomas D. Bowes. He 

was strongly interested and asked to copy it. The 

characteristics of the hull form showed up in 

some Bowes-designed tugs a few years later. 

The automobile transportation system proved 

a failure. The logistics were too costly in time 

and money, and the vehicles were delivered 

smelling strongly of petroleum products. 

We wound up 1937 with construction of the 

barge Interstate No. 10. This was the second 

barge built for Interstate, the first being No. 4 in 

1933, before my time in the yard. The principal 

founder was Captain Lewis Boyer, an impres¬ 

sively ample waterman, who sported a gold 

watch with a heavy stud link chain representing 

a miniature ship’s anchor cable. It was reputed 

that he had entered the oil transportation busi¬ 

ness towing an old cylindrical tank. Interstate 

was in its beginning, but eventually developed 

into one of the major tank barge operators in the 

United States. 

Somewhere in this period, Sam Taylor and 

I decided to build ourselves a yacht. We 

had no money — but this was no deter¬ 

rent. We designed a 25' sloop-rigged motor sailer 

to be built of welded steel and powered by a Ford 

Model A engine. Under pressure from George 

Taylor, Ben Klime, our Lukens Steel salesman, 

provided Armco Iron for plating and bulkheads. 

Jimmie Gravenor lofted the lines and made 

templates for plating and framing. A welder 

Motor tanker Poling Bros. No. 17. Photograph courtesy of Independence Seaport Museum. 
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friend of Sam’s performed most of the welding 

in exchange for minor favors. Sam rebuilt an 

engine procured from a junk yard and devised a 

lever and cam gear reverser. I made the mast, 

spars, rudder, etc. She had a box section keel, 

which we ballasted with steel plate punchings 

and concrete. This was a weekend and spare time 

job. 

Gull, as we named her, was not finished 

when we left the John H. Mathis yard. We got 

her afloat, and finished her at the new RTC 

Shipbuilding Corporation in about three years. 

A slump in tank barge construction occurred 

in 1938, but the Busheys gave us an order for 

two self-propelled coastal tankers. These were S. 

T. Kiddoo and F. A. Verdon, I believe named 

after customers. The design had been com¬ 

menced by Bushey’s own shipyard draftsman, 

but they were not satisfied with it. The molded 

length was 172'. When Verdon, the second 

vessel, neared completion, Frank Bushey decided 

she should be larger. It was obvious that the 

simplest way to accomplish this would be 

through an increase in length. 

There was much speculation over the effect 

this would have on performance, and I made 

calculations based on David W. Taylor’s stan¬ 

dard model series. The results indicated little 

loss of speed. The hull and superstructure were 

completed on the building ways, launched, and 

taken to the marine railway. George Taylor had 

carefully planned the operation. The marine 

railway carriage was cut and provided with 

linkage permitting it to be stretched to accommo¬ 

date the designed increase of 33'. The vessel was 

brought up with the carriage coupled at its 

original length. The hull was cut in to two parts, 

the carriage lengthened, and a new midship 

section built, making her 205' in molded length. 

This operation was accomplished in twenty-one 

days. 

In order to develop the design of these ves¬ 

sels, it was necessary for Sam Taylor and 

me to meet with the prospective owners at 

their Ira S. Bushey & Sons, Inc. office and 

shipyard on the Gowanus Creek in Brooklyn. 

This was a thriving operation, with several 

floating drydocks. They were engaged in repair 

work for themselves and others, and with new 

construction for their own fleet. 

Frank Bushey was President of the com¬ 

pany — and everyone knew it. He was of 

ample proportions with a voice to match. 

He occupied a large office on the second floor of 

the main building with windows overlooking the 

inshore ends of the piers and floating drydocks. 

Whenever the need occurred, he would raise a 

window and bellow orders through a large fiber 

speaking trumpet. This brought a much faster 

response than today’s beeper. After the two 

tankers had been completed, George Taylor and 

Roy Robinson sent Sam and me to negotiate the 

cost of extra work with Frank Bushey. This was 

obviously a setup as part of our education. The 

list consisted of less than a dozen items for 

which we asked only a few thousand dollars, but 

Frank blustered and fumed as though we were 

trying to rob him. These items were all we had 

claimed after inspection of the vessels by the 

Bushey brothers, their prospective crewmen, and 

the American Bureau of Shipping. 

After reaching an agreement, we were in¬ 

vited to sit with him, his brothers, and several of 

the office principals for lunch in their dining 

room at one end of the office. A motherly wo¬ 

man, apparently wife or widow of one of their 

crewmen, served a tugboat style meal of roast 

beef, mashed potatoes, gravy, and all the fixings. 

Huge pitchers of iced tea were served in lieu of 

alcohol, the latter being reserved for after work. 

Present were Frank’s brothers Ira, Jr., the family 

naval architect and chief engineer, and Ray¬ 

mond, who handled the finances. 

We were introduced to their draftsman, but 

this was the last that we saw of him. We were 

given some preliminary drawings he had made 

and very brief advice from Ira. We completed the 

job under the direction of George Taylor, and of 

Frank Bushey on his occasional visits to Cam¬ 

den. Specifications consisted of a single sheet of 

ruled paper on which George had scribbled 

several vital items such as capacity, draft, pro¬ 

pulsion engine model and power, pumping 

capacity, shell plate thickness, number of tanks, 
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and the desire to have a full-length expansion 

trunk on deck. 

Frank seldom commented on our plans, 

which were drawn on paper to the smallest scale 

that we could make understandable. We accepted 

the mark of a blob of Frank’s tobacco juice as a 

stamp of approval. 

Written correspondence was almost nonexis¬ 

tent (as a matter of fact, John H. Mathis Com¬ 

pany employed not a single stenographer nor 

female worker, that gender being represented 

only by a few cats and dogs). The Busheys 

furnished all machinery, portable outfit, and 

even paint, which came in pails bearing their 

name. Their propulsion engines were by Fair¬ 

banks Morse of Beloit, Wisconsin. At this time, 

FM manufactured pumps, electric motors, and a 

wide range of machinery suitable for marine 

service. The Busheys bought from them a stan¬ 

dardized package for each choice of propulsion 

power that they used. 

It was said that Ira Bushey had attended a 

school of naval architecture, presumably Stevens 

Institute in Hoboken, but he made no show of 

formal training. He had a small office, on the 

desk of which was sometimes found a glued up 

block of soft pine which he was whittling into 

the form of a proposed vessel. Sections drawn on 

the finished form were then transcribed to paper, 

or directly to the mold loft floor, scaled up from 

lead battens that had been wrapped around the 

model. This operation was performed by their 

loftsman. He religiously scaled off the frame 

spacing and employed this on the loft floor, even 

though Ira’s measurements were often not uni¬ 

form and in error by several inches. Fortunately, 

he spaced the bulkheads as intended by Ira. 

At this time, the Busheys were building 

a number of little harbor tankers from 

one of Ira’s models, which he referred 

to as his “bottle-ass” design. The bottom of the 

stern was indeed shaped like the half section of 

a bottle, with which Ira was quite familiar. The 

forward sections were more akin to those of a 

flat iron, with a hard knuckle where the sides 

joined the bottom. These little vessels apparently 

made money for the Bushey family, who, as 

mentioned earlier, owned an oil terminal which 

gave them employment. Ira was a pioneer in 

development of the multi chine hull for tugboats, 

and variations of this are used almost universally 

by tug designers today. The very capable Haa¬ 

kon, “Hawk” Engelsen supervised their steel 

construction and knew how to translate Ira’s 

ideas into practical reality. 

Like the Busheys, we worked with minimal 

piping and wiring plans. Manufacturers’ dia¬ 

grams and rough sketches normally sufficed. The 

Busheys sent one of their chief marine engineers 

to the shipyard when the hull was ready to re¬ 

ceive machinery. He was responsible for devel¬ 

oping a satisfactory arrangement and installation 

meeting his company’s standards. Sam Samuel- 

son was one of these and performed the same 

work in Bushey’s own yard. Lester “Les” Whee- 

lock, who had worked for Fairbanks Morse, 

supervised work on the propulsion system. All of 

Bushey’s vessels were powered by FM. We 

worked together with these people as a team. At 

one of the Bushey launchings, a special party 

was catered at the shipyard for the supervisors of 

both the Mathis and Bushey shipyards. 

We sometimes had to provide more 

formal information to the American 

Bureau of Shipping, but their sur¬ 

veyors were empowered to accept many details 

on the basis of their personal knowledge and 

observation. The rules were readily understand¬ 

able, and formal plan approvals by the New York 

office were prompt and uncomplicated. There 

was little disagreement. We worked together 

smoothly and efficiently. Sometimes, in severe 

weather when there was little work being done in 

the yard, visitors would congregate in George 

Taylor’s office to sip applejack and discuss 

things of import. On one such day our ABS 

inspector, Harry Rose, was present with George 

and Harry Sheridan. The applejack had reduced 

Harry R. to a sentimental mood. Perhaps re¬ 

minded of his conjugal duty to go home, he 

began to extol the virtues of his wife. Harry S. 

had an impish bent and threatened to steal this 

virtuous woman. Harry R. took this so seriously 

that he broke into tears. I don’t remember how 
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Motor tanker A. H. Dumont, ready for launching. Photograph from Lawrence S. Humes. 

poor Harry Rose got home. 

The demand for tank barges had been filled. 

In seeking new work, we competed for construc¬ 

tion of two little buoy tenders for the US Light¬ 

house Service, then under the Department of 

Commerce and manned by civilian personnel. 

We were successful against competition from 

builders on the Great Lakes and East Coast. 

Following a tradition, these were named Zinnia 
and Narcissus. 

The starting engineering load on this contract 

was beyond the capability of Sam Taylor and 

myself. In order to handle this, George brought 

in an experienced naval architect and draftsman, 

who, like many others, was out of a job. It was 

made clear he was a temporary employee, but 

more highly paid than ourselves. 

The naval architects of the Lighthouse Ser¬ 

vice were very conservative and did not fully 

trust the new technique of welding a ship’s 

structure in place of riveting. They specified 

riveting of the frame structure and its attachment 

to the plating, but with all seams and boundaries 
welded. 

These little vessels were also pioneers in 

having relatively high speed diesel engines with 

reduction gears to provide satisfactory propeller 

speed. Means of reducing torsional vibration 

were not fully understood at this time. On trials, 

we were required to operate the propulsion 

engines at speeds in the critical range. During 

these tests, the noise was deafening, and all 

hands feared that the gears would fly apart. 

Sam Taylor and I had our first experience in 

working with the government. The Lighthouse 

Service had its own design and inspection staff. 

Its vessels were usually built for service in a 

specific area and the crewmen were recruited 

locally. The resident inspector was frequently a 

member of their design staff. His comments on 

our plans simplified approval and reduced red 

tape. We followed our normal procedure in 

drawing the plans on paper, but had to trace them 

in ink on linen tracing cloth for the government 
records. 

Our next contract was for the motor tanker 

Poling Bros. No. 17, similar to No. 14, built in 

1936, but six inches deeper. Her general arrange¬ 

ment plan, which I drew on paper, has survived. 

It is now in the possession of the Independence 
Seaport Museum. 

Our management decided to present a model 
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of the vessel to one of the Poling wives follow¬ 

ing the christening ceremony. George Taylor 

gave the job to a retired captain who lived in a 

boarding house near the shipyard. At this time, 

our general arrangement drawing was not com¬ 

plete. We were still busy with working plans, 

and the captain found it necessary to make 

frequent visits to the yard to pick up details. 

George was often critical when he saw the in¬ 

complete model. Finally, after having made a 

number of changes, the exasperated captain 

walked out of the office door and threw the 

model to the ground. 

At this time, the vessel was nearly ready to 

launch. Roy Robinson apparently soothed the 

captain and persuaded him to complete the 

model. I learned later that a prominent member 

of the launching party made the mistake of 

congratulating Roy Robinson on the building of 

the little tanker. George loudly made it clear that 

HE was the builder. 

We finished 1939 with our largest motor 

tanker, A. H. Dumont, built for the Busheys. She 

was 220' 6" in molded length. As was usual, we 

were on a tight schedule. We started with a set of 

requirements given verbally by George Taylor. 

After a few calculations, I made a general ar¬ 

rangement sketch plan to the scale of 1/16"=12". 

We used this throughout the job, never finding 

time to make a larger drawing. Steel was ordered 

as soon as we had construction plans in rough 

form, and without waiting for any formal ap¬ 

provals. We launched her, installed machinery 

and outfit, tried her out and sent her to work. She 

performed well. 

When the United States went to war with 

Germany, the Maritime Administration borrowed 

our scanty set of plans, modified them to accom¬ 

modate a larger crew, wrote a 2" thick set of 

specifications, and built duplicates in several 

shipyards as the TIM Coastal Tanker. 

William Robinson died in 1939. His 

widow apparently sought to replace 

his brother Roy with her two sons, 

Bill and Ed. George Taylor and John Carson 

were friends of Roy and the three decided to start 

their own shipyard. Roy had cultivated a group 

of wealthy and faithful customers, and had 

Motor tanker F. A. Verdon being lengthened. Photo courtesy of Independence Seaport Museum. 
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friends in high places. They told Sam Taylor and 

me of their plan and asked us to join them, to 

which we agreed. They already had an agreement 

to build several barges for the Busheys. 

While plans for the new yard were forming, 

we successfully bid to build the lighthouse 

tender Juniper. The Lighthouse Service had been 

placed under the Coast Guard. Charley Brush, 

the son of the former head of the department, 

came to us as resident inspector. He was one of 

the first commissioned officers in the service, 

and we found him to be well educated, resource¬ 

ful, and cooperative. Sam and I left the John H. 

Mathis Company with Roy Robinson’s team, 

including a large number of selected mechanics, 

before Juniper was completed. 

Leroy M. Robinson, George R. Taylor, and 

John P. Carson started the RTC Ship¬ 

building Corporation with a capitaliza¬ 

tion of $30,000. They acquired property on the 

downstream side of the Quigley yard from the 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company. It had been 

occupied by a freight yard, and in earlier times, 

by ferry slips for communication with Vine and 

Shackamaxon Streets in Philadelphia. The old 

ferry slips were converted to launching ways. 

RTC deserves its own story, but a brief summary 

is necessary to illustrate the final expansion of 

George Taylor’s capabilities. 

George planned the yard and designed the 

facilities, including concrete building ways, 

masonry buildings, piers and bulkheads for 

berthing, a railway system for receiving and 

handling materials, storage facilities, and plat- 

tens, or tables, for subassembly of ship compo¬ 

nents. It was necessary to remove the sunken 

bottoms of several old river steamers in order to 

dredge the outfitting berth to a necessary depth. 

George accomplished this with jacking screws 

attached to second hand steel beams resting on 

timber pile supports. The beams were later used 

in construction of the launching ways. 

Our first tug, Amboy, built for the Pennsylva¬ 

nia Railroad, was framed with members bent on 

a hand operated screw press obtained from a 

junk yard. With the declaration of World War II, 

the yard entered into construction of small 

tankers, mostly for the Navy. 

Roy Robinson died, and George became 

President. George retired in 1946, credited with 

building at RTC two commercial tank barges, 

one railroad tug, seven commercial coastal 

tankers of various sizes, and twenty-eight small 

tankers of several sizes for the United States 

Navy. The first five of these were built to a Navy 

design, altered by RTC’s three-man engineering 

staff, to permit fast construction using immedi¬ 

ately available equipment. The yard received two 

Army/Navy “E” awards, each with four stars. In 

addition, Robinson, Taylor, and Carson each 

received a Certificate of personal Commendation 
from the Navy. 

RTC’s contracts with the Navy were on a 

fixed price basis. At termination, it was found 

that its costs for the 174' YO class tankers was 

about half that of another local yard building 

similar vessels on cost plus a fee. I was given the 

job of negotiating the final settlement of the cost 

of changes made during construction. George 

instructed me to favor the Navy wherever possi¬ 

ble. During the War years, George’s duties kept 

him from the close contact with the working 

force he had enjoyed in earlier times. The need 

for labor forced us to accept any applicant hav¬ 

ing the physical capability required by the job. 

Thus, George became more tolerant of less than 
perfect performance. 

During his last years in business, George 

became quite mellow, and even ad¬ 

justed his work ethic to accept such 

frivolity as ownership of a yacht. He enjoyed 

sponsorship of company picnics and Christmas 

parties, and became the personification of a 

benign benefactor of the working man. He died 

after an amazingly productive life. He was my 
foremost mentor. 

RTC continued in business with John P. 

Carson as president, further enhancing its reputa¬ 

tion for quality and versatility. The company 

acquired the adjacent Quigley Shipyard property 

with a marine railway and a floating drydock, 

which enabled it to become the leading repairer 

of coastal and inland craft on the Delaware River 

while continuing with new construction. Finally, 
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a general decline in commercial maritime activ¬ 

ity made the working force fearful of job loss. 

Many of the best workers drifted away from the 

industry. RTC became unionized, and restrictive 

work rules and demands so discouraged John 

Carson that he suspended operations in 1959. 
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Historical Research in the UK 
The Prize Courts of Great Britain and Scotland contain many cases involving 
American vessels and crews, such as that of Luke Ryan. A typical sample of this 
data can be viewed on the World Wide Web at http://www.st- 
and.ac.uk/~www_sa/personal/md4. 

For details on commissioning research on Prize cases or for advice on research in 
the UK, please contact 

Michael Dun BA., M.Litt. 
59 Dalhousie Road 
Dundee DD5 2SU 

Scotland 

Phone 24 hours 011-44-1382-778249 
e-mail md4@st-and.ac.uk 
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SHIP MODELS 

MODEL 

DEPT.AN 12 DERBY SQUARE, SALEM, MA 01970, USA * FAX:508-745-5778 * 508-745-5777 

R. Michael Wall, Director 

Offering a wide selection of fully 
documented, one of a kind ship 
models produced by the world's 
finest professional marine model 
artists. 
Also available: custom built models 
of yachts and historical ships, 
appraisals, restorations, display 
cases and lighting. 

Member: 
International Society of Appraisers associate 

International Congress of Maritime Museums 
U.S. Nautical Research Guild 
Society for Historical Archaeology 

Visit our gallery 
(appointment preferred). 

Catalog $10.00 
or free color brochure. 

MAINE SEA FISHERIES 
The Rise and Fall of a Native 
Industry, 1830-1890 
Wayne M. O'Leary 

Long neglected by historians, the Maine 
deep sea fisheries were of major significance 
in the maritime history of the United States. 
In this volume, Wayne O'Leary relates the 
complex saga of the industry's rise to 
regional dominance in the mid-nineteenth 
century and explains its abrupt decline 
after the Civil War. 

"A landmark study that should revise many 
long-held assumptions and remain a lasting 
contribution to New England history.” 
—William M. Fowler, Jr. 

$55.00 cloth • $24.95 paper 

Northeastern university press 
360 Huntington Avenue, 416CP 
Boston, MA 02115 

A BRIDE S PASSAGE 
Susan Hathorn’s Year Under Sail 
Catherine Petroski 

Based on the honeymoon diary of a 19th- 
century Maine seafaring woman, A Pride's 
Passage combines journal excerpts with 
contextualizing commentary to recreate 
the drama of daily life in the age of sail. 

"Throughout maritime history the many 
hundreds of remarkable women who 
accompanied their captain-husbands to sea 
have remained largely invisible, their voices 
unheard. This superbly written, formidably 
researched retelling of Susan Hathorn's 
honeymoon voyage through the pages of 
her diary goes a long way to fill this great 
gap in the literature.” —Joan Druett, author 
of Petticoat Whalers and Hen Frigates, editor 
of She Was a Sister Sailor 

$42.50 cloth • $ 15.95 paper 
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Museum Focus 

Marine Museum of 
the Great Lakes at Kingston 
Archival and Library Collections 

We are happy to publish this first focus on a maritime museum. We will be happy to publish other such 

descriptions that are sent to us on a computer diskette (HD, DOS formatted, either Word or 

WordPerfect), although we reserve the right to edit such copy. Institutions submitting such material for 

our consideration should be aware that the readership of The American Neptune seeks detailed and 

accurate information likely to enhance research and understanding of maritime history and arts. Other 

societies list names, addresses, and general details of such museums, and such is not our intent here. 

By this initiative, we seek to provide substantive help and guidance to readers about the holdings of 

museums around the world, information not readily known to the general reader. 

Barry Gough 

Editor-in-Chief 

The Marine Museum of the Great Lakes 

was established at Kingston in 1975. 

Five years later, the city’s historic ship¬ 

yard structures were renovated and restored to 

house exhibit galleries, workshops, a library, and 

archives. A 3,000-ton ship was added to the 

collection in 1985. In 1992, at the request of the 

corporation of the City of Kingston, the museum 

assumed management and curatorial responsibil¬ 

ity for the Pump House Steam Museum and its 

many technology based collections. The Museum 

has a membership base of over 600 (1996) 

spread across North America and Europe. Fresh 

Water, a journal of Great Lakes Marine History 

and a newsletter, Jib Gems are published quar¬ 

terly. 

Access to Museum Collections Data Base: 

The Marine Museum Collections data base 

contains over 40,000 records (approximately 

25% of the collection) on the following catego¬ 

ries of information: artifacts, books, archives, 

pictorial, article indexes. Ships add another 

13,000 records. The collections are at the Marine 

Museum, while the collections data base is at 

Queen’s University at Kingston. You may gain 

access to the data base in three ways: through a 

university that has a reciprocal Library Network 

arrangement with Queen’s; by using the follow¬ 

ing IP address to get into QLINE, the university 

library system: qlineascii.queensu.ca (130.15. 

248.12) You many find when entering that the 

command PF keys do not work. Instead, use the 
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ESC key plus the number; or through the use of 

the YTERM, software that can be purchased 

from Queen’s University. 

In addition, the Wallace and Mills lists are 

available on the World Wide Web with full field 

searching ability. 

Archival Holdings: 

The museum archives maintain collections 

documenting Canadian marine heritage on the 

Great Lakes from the mid-nineteenth century to 

the present. Business records covering all as¬ 

pects of ships and shipping are represented from 

the original vessel design, through its building, 

its working life, and its final paying off (or 

shipwreck). These various aspects of the marine 

trades and industry are reflected in collections 

originating from the drafting offices of naval 

architects, the shipyards which built the ships, 

the vessels themselves, and the corporate head¬ 

quarters of companies operating the fleets. The 

textual and marine architectural records are 

further supplemented by photographs and au¬ 

dio/visual recordings. There is a steady flow of 

material arriving from the Canadian marine 

industry. 

Plans: 

The shipyards have provided builders’ plans 

and the fleets have provided working plans, 

altogether totaling more than 30,000. 

The Collingwood Shipyard Collection con¬ 

tains 9,368 plans covering the period from 1902 

to 1980. Almost all common lake types are 

represented: canal, upper laker and seaway size 

bulk carriers, package freighters, passenger 

ships, self-unloaders, scows, tankers, ferries and 

naval vessels, including corvettes and trawlers. 

The bulk of the plans are for Collingwood hulls, 

including the famous passenger ships Huronic 

and Hamonic, and the first purpose built 730' 

self-unloader. 

Kingston Shipyard plans total over 4,000 in 

number, dating from 1943 to 1967. The majority 

are repair plans, reflecting the nature of the work 

at Kingston. The lines of many older vessels are 

thus preserved, and amongst them are several 

ships of significance including the early self¬ 

unloader Collier (built 1924) and the first diesel 

on the lakes Mapleheath (built 191 1). 

Port Arthur Shipyard plans number over 

6,000 and date from 1911 to 1958, with the bulk 

belonging to the 1940s. Well known ‘Portship’ 

vessels represented include the infamous Nor- 

om'cfburned 1949), the Mathewston, the largest 

upper laker of its time (built 1922), and naval 

trawlers, corvettes, and minesweepers. Repair 

plans from Port Arthur capture older technolo¬ 

gies such as that of the Paipoonge (built 1 888). 

The Canadian Vickers Shipyard collection 

maintains 4,429 plans dating from 1921 to 1965, 

with the focus of the collection on the period 

1945 through 1965. As might be expected, this 

Montreal shipyard collection is dominated by 

foreign and ocean going hulls. There is a prepon¬ 

derance of Canadian Coast Guard vessels and 

plans to the only two destroyers represented in 

the archives’ holdings (Thunder and Ottawa). 

Poison Ironworks of Toronto (Campbell 

Collection) was a small shipyard with a corre¬ 

spondingly small collection of plans — 265. 

Dredges dominate the collection: the most well 

known vessel documented is the steam ferry 

Trillium. 

Canadian Dredge and Dock, primarily a 

dredging and ship repair company, is represented 

by 827 plans dating from 1937 to 1973. Older 

technology is accessible through repair plans 

which document vessels such as John F. Drews, 

built 1894. 

The J & R Weir Collection consists of 2,500 

plans dating from 1925 through 1977. These are 

all “as-built” plans, supplied by building ship¬ 

yards to J & R Weir in Montreal to facilitate the 

installation of new boilers, tanks, and Seaway 

gear in which they specialized. The strength of 

the collection lies with its Victory ship plans, 

which number over 700, and in repair plans 

which capture many older vessels, including the 

Cayuga, Redwater, and the whaleback Ericsson. 

The Bateman Collection comprises 1,61 1 as- 

built plans from the Canada Steamship Lines 

fleet of the 1960s and 70s. Their provenance 

being the ships’ engineering office, these blue¬ 

prints record post-construction modifications and 

repairs carried out under the instruction of the 

vessel’s chief engineer while in operation. They 

document the working life of a vessel. 
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The Alexander Henry collection consists of 

190 as-builts (ca. 1959) as used by the chief 

engineer aboard this icebreaker during its active 

career. Refit modifications and repairs to all 

systems are recorded here. 

The Canadian Shipbuilding and Engineering 

Collection consists of 824 plans from all of its 

dependent shipyards, Collingwood, Port Arthur, 

Davie, and Kingston. Included are four General 

Arrangements dating to 1929, for proposed 

Canada Steamship Lines passenger vessels 

which were never built. 

The German and Milne Collection is consti¬ 

tuted of naval architects’ design plans, rather 

than builders’ plans. They number 5,616 and 

date from 1942 through 1981. Canadian Coast 

Guard icebreakers such as John A. Macdonald 

and ocean going tankers such as the record 

breaking Emerillon predominate. 

The Robert Johnston Collection consists of 

210 naval architects’ design plans. The majority 

are quite recent designs and encompass the full 

spectrum of lake types. 

The Boyes-Sykes Collection provides plans 

from the Great Lakes Engineering Works and the 

Toledo Shipbuilding Company. Totaling 503 

blueprints, they represent the archives’ current 

holdings from American shipyards. 

Textual Records: 

The Collingwood Shipyard fonds constitutes 

30 linear feet of textual records. Dating from 

1914 to 1968, the bulk of the material falls to the 

1940s and 50s. These documents include engi¬ 

neering, financial, and administrative records: 

specifically — contracts, estimates, specifica¬ 

tions, material orders, progress reports, accounts, 

balance sheets, and board minutes. Within this 

collection is documented the change from steam 

to diesel technology, the supersession of riveted 

by all-welded hulls, the obsolescence of the 

canaller-sized carrier (250') with the advent of 

the seaway-sized vessel (730'), and the develop¬ 

ment of the new self-unloader technology of 

which ‘Collship’ was an innovator. 

The Kingston Shipyard Collection maintains 

38 feet of material in two accessions. Engineer¬ 

ing, financial, and administrative departments 

are all represented with contracts, estimates, 

specifications, stock certificates, balance sheets, 

and administrative correspondence captured. The 

earliest records date to the company’s beginning 

in 1910, and the early years, 1912-33, are well 

covered. Relatively few records exist for the 

1930s and 40s, but the 1950s and 1960s are well 

documented. 

Port Arthur Shipyard records exist as a 

subseries of the Kingston collection. They are 

composed of 12 linear feet of material dating 

from 1912 to 1956, with the bulk belonging to 

the 1920s. Almost all records relate to new 

builds. Engineering and financial records pre¬ 

dominate — contracts, specifications, balance 

sheets, and tax returns. The collection’s strength 

is its number of design specifications for early 

twentieth century steamers dating to 1912-18. 

There are also contracts for WWII minesweepers 

as well as the contract for the ill-fortuned Nor- 

on ic. 

The Canadian Vickers Shipyards fonds is 

composed of 50 linear feet of records, including 

12 feet of machinery manuals. This material 

begins at an undetermined date and continues to 

1966, most dating to the 1950s. They are almost 

exclusively engineering records, relating to 

repair contracts in the main; contracts, tenders, 

specifications, and work orders form the bulk. 

Herein is represented the greatest variety of 

vessels of any single collection in the Museum’s 

holdings, with a strong contingent of foreign and 

ocean going bulk and package freighters. 

The Canadian Dredge and Dock shipyard 

records constitute 48 linear feet. The date range 

is 1934 to 1979, with the bulk of the material 

falling to the 1950s. The material is exclusively 

financial and administrative in nature, with a 

strong bias towards the dredging operations, but 

with some material relating to ship repair con¬ 

tracts. 

The J & R Weir Collection consists of 94 feet 

of material — our largest and most comprehen¬ 

sive collection. The records date from 1927 to 

1982. The bulk pertains to the period 1940 to 

1965. Engineering, financial, administrative, and 

personnel records are represented, including 

specifications, estimates, tenders, account led¬ 

gers, and general correspondence. J & R Weir, as 

a repair and refit company, specialized in the 
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installation and repair of boilers, engines, and 

seaway gear: they later branched into industrial 

installation. 

The German and Milne Collection comprises 

373 feet of material in two accessions dating 

from 1937 to 1985 — the bias falling towards the 

1960s. As a naval architecture firm, the material 

differs in nature from that of the shipbuilders’ 

records — the focus is the drafting room rather 

than the shipyard. Material orders, claims for 

extras, and progress reports are conspicuous by 

their absence. Design calculations, tenders, 

inspection reports, contracts, and design specifi¬ 

cations in particular, are this collection’s strong 

suits. German and Milne’s activity in wartime 

merchant marine and naval production — Vic¬ 

tory ships, corvettes, and naval trawlers — is 

well documented. The firm’s design specialties, 

Icebreakers, Arctic supply vessels and tankers, 

are well represented. This collection is well 

worth examination by students of the Canadian 

Merchant Marine. 

The Canada Steamship Lines fonds are 

composed of the business records of Canada’s 

largest shipper and, to date, consist of over 250 

linear feet of material. They date from 1913 to 

1985, with slightly more bias towards postwar 

material. Complementing the collections which 

document the construction and repair of a vessel, 

this material illustrates the business of operating 

a vessel (or fleet) for profit. The records are 

operational, financial and administrative in 

nature. The business and labor historian would 

find much of interest in this comprehensive 

collection. 

The Alexander Henry Collection comprises 

17 linear feet of working records left aboard this 

ship when she was acquired by the museum as an 

exhibit. Dating from approximately 1960 to 

1985, this material includes machinery manuals 

and engineers’ logs. 

The Calvin Timber and Shipping Company 

records consist of 55 linear feet of material, 

including 45 feet of bound ledgers, diaries, and 

logs. Dates range from 1836 to 1918, with the 

bulk falling between 1890 and 1910. They con¬ 

sist of administrative, financial, operational, and 

personal records and papers. The breadth and 

scope of the material is impressive documenting 

in microcosm the freewheeling entrepreneurship 

of the Victorian period as expressed by this local 

timbering and shipping firm. 

The Montreal Transportation Company 

fonds consists of 9 linear feet of material docu¬ 

menting the fleet operations of the largest Cana¬ 

dian bulk carrier of the late nineteenth century. 

The records are financial in nature, consisting 

almost exclusively of manifests and loading 

books dating from approximately 1880 to 1910. 

The Port Arthur Shipbuilding fonds com¬ 

prises 100 linear feet of corporate records docu¬ 

menting the engineering, accounting, payroll and 

personnel activities of the company. Half of the 

material consists of unwieldy but informative 

accounting and payroll ledgers. The remainder is 

in the form of business files and file card re¬ 

cords. Dating from 1910 to 1980, the bulk of the 

material belongs to war and prewar period. 

While the engineering department is relatively 

poorly represented, manufacturing information 

is well documented in the accounting records. Of 

obvious interest to the business historian, this 

comprehensive collection also contains rare 

material documenting the hiring of female 

replacement workers during World War II. The 

personnel records are very complete and offer 

full scope to the labor and ethnic historian. 

The Canadian Shipbuilding and Engineering 

fonds consists of 63 linear feet of financial 

records — estimates and financial statements 

dating from the 1940s through the 1970s. As the 

parent company of the five major shipyards on 

the Great Lakes, it received comparative finan¬ 

cial statements from all its subsidiaries and is a 

prime source for an overall economic assessment 

of the shipbuilding industry during this period. 

The Frederick McConnell fonds documents 

the history of a small, private boatbuilding 

company in its growth from a one man operation 

to a larger partnership, and then to a public 

company. The firm is best known for its building 

of two Canadian America’s Cup contenders 

Canada I and True North. The collection con¬ 

sists of 29 linear feet dating from 1974 to 1989. 

The William H. Johnston Papers consist of 

the private working and reference files of a pro¬ 

minent executive from Canada Steamship Lines, 

whose shipbuilding career spanned the years 
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1940 to 1980. They total 18 feet of material. 

Photographic Archives: 

The total number of photographic images 

held by the archives currently stands at over 

14,000 — distributed amongst twenty major 

collections. 

The Kingston Shipyards photographic collec¬ 

tion comprises 3,367 black and white positive 

prints and 354 negatives documenting the con¬ 

struction and repair of vessels at the shipyard. 

The images date to the 1950s. 

The Port Arthur Shipyard photographic 

collection consists of 108 black and white posi¬ 

tives and 450 negatives covering the early period 

of the shipyard’s history from 1919 through 

1935. New construction is highlighted, with 

damage surveys and repair work also repre¬ 

sented. Contact print indices are available. 

The Collingwood Shipyard photographic 

collection consists of 3,461 black and white 

negatives and 600 black and white positive 

prints. The dates range from 1927 to 1965. The 

subject matter is almost exclusively new builds, 

from the Sand Merchant dredger to the trend 

setting self-unloader Tarantau. The setting is the 

Collingwood yards. The material bulks in the 

1940s and 1950s with Canadian corvettes and 

Canada Steamship Lines freighters particularly 

well represented. Contact print indices are 

available. 

The German and Milne photographic collec¬ 

tion exists as a subseries within the German and 

Milne textual records. Consisting of 484 positive 

prints dating from approximately 1925 to 1965, 

it documents the final builds of German and 

Milne designs. 

The Canadian Coast Guard photographic 

collection consists of 281 glass plate negatives 

documenting vintage navigation aids as used by 

the Coast Guard in the early part of the century: 

included are fresnel lenses, lamps, foghorns and 

timers, gas flashers and reflectors. All are studio 

shot. 

The Canada Steamship Lines photographic 

collection is comprised of over 900 black and 

white positive prints documenting the evolution 

of the company fleet over the years. Included are 

most of the passenger vessels from the “Great 

White Fleet” as well as canallers, bulk carriers 

and modern self-unloaders. Dates range from the 

1920s to 1980. 

The Carson photographic collection is a 

private collection. Consisting of 441 black and 

white negatives, (both original and copies), its 

date range is from approximately 1880 to 1960. 

The C. C. Calvin photographic collection 

maintains 252 black and white negatives dating 

from circa 1890 to 1930. The collection docu¬ 

ments the corporate and private life on Garden 

Island — site of the Calvin shipping company. 

Family pictures predominate. However, the 

company fleet of steam tugs and schooner barges 

are captured as well. Contact print indices are 

available. 

The Norris photographic collection is very 

personal in nature. Consisting of 82 black and 

white negatives, it focuses on waterfront person¬ 

alities local to Barriefield, Ontario and the ships 

and crew which frequented Kingston harbor in 

the early twentieth century. It is a good source 

for images of crew members who served on the 

various shipping lines circa 1920-1930. 

The MacLachlan photographic collection is 

a private collection consisting of 114 negatives 

dating to 1942-43. Shot by a student worker at 

the Kingston shipyards, it documents many of 

the merchant vessels passing by the harborfront 

during the war years. 

The Lovelady photographic collection is a 

private collection comprising 285 black and 

white negatives ranging in date from circa 1 880 

to 1955. Subjects vary from early vintage pas¬ 

senger steamers, including the famous Huronic 

and Noronic, to bulk carriers of the 1920s, to 

curiosities such as the whaleback John Ericsson, 

to Port Arthur corvettes and minesweepers. Bulk 

carriers of Canada Steamship Lines are particu¬ 

larly well documented. Panoramas of various 

Great Lakes harbors and elevators are featured, 

as are several startling images of shipwrecks and 

sinkings. Contact print indices are available. 

The Corbin photographic collection consists 

of 27 copy prints of James Bain photographs 

dating from circa 1870 to 1890. This collection 

documents the town, harbor, and ships of Clay¬ 

ton, New York in the latter quarter of the nine¬ 

teenth century. It is a good source for images of 
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typical schooners of the period. 

The Snider photographic collection was 

gathered together by famous journalist and 

marine historian C. H. J. Snider. Comprising 158 

black and white negatives dating from the latter 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, its 

subject matter is confined exclusively to Great 

Lakes sailing vessels — schooners and sailing 

barges. Contact print indices are available. 

The Campbell photographic collection 

comprises 382 black and white negatives. Being 

a private collection, its subject matter is ex¬ 

tremely varied and indiscriminate, with over 250 

Canadian ships captured. It serves well as a 

general photographic survey of Great Lakes 

vessels operating from the 1920s through 1940s. 

The Brais photographic collection is made 

up of 82 black and white prints dating to the 

early twentieth century. It is a good source for 

images of early canal sized freighters. 

The Jack Campbell photographic collection 

is a small (45 negatives) but extremely fine 

collection, capturing as it does many of the most 

well known Great Lakes steamers dating to the 

late nineteenth and early twentieth century. 

Vessels with more than local significance in¬ 

clude Cayuga, Macassa, Modjeska, and Toiler. 

The Weatherhead photographic collection 

contains both positive prints and postcard im¬ 

ages. Comprising over 1,030 items, it is ex¬ 

tremely varied, but with a distinct bias towards 

ocean going vessels rather than Great Lakes 
ships. 

The Eakins photographic collection is made 

up of 98 positive prints — mostly professional 

photographs and postcards. The date range lies 

between circa 1869 and 1912. The subjects are 

largely steamers, both passenger and freight. The 

quality of the images is good and the evidential 

value high. The bulk of the collection documents 

Port Arthur, its ships, and environs, circa 1885 

and includes remarkable images of shipwrecks 

and of Canadian Pacific Railway ships transport¬ 

ing troops to the Riel rebellion. This collection 

contains many of the oldest images in our hold¬ 
ings. 

The George Brough photographic collection 

is unique. Comprising 940 black and white 

negatives dating to 1960-65, it documents 

Kingston harbor at work from a very prosaic 

viewpoint. The photographer was a marine 

surveyor and quondam steamboat inspector — 

these photographs were taken in the course of his 

professional work. They document in workman¬ 

like fashion the operations of salvage, dry¬ 

docking, and repairing commercial vessels. 

Kingston Shipyards, Davis drydock, and the 

Pyke Salvage company are all featured. The 

camera work is “close up,” and details abound. 

Audio/Visual Archives: 

The archives’ aural recordings total 58 tape 

recordings in both reel-to-reel and cassette 

format. Topics covered include shipbuilding on 

the Great Lakes, steamships on the Lakes, cor¬ 

vette production, histories of Port Arthur, 

Collingwood, and Kingston shipyards, sea chan¬ 

teys, small craft, and the role of the Canadian 

Merchant Marine during the Battle of the Atlan¬ 

tic. Personalities interviewed include Don Page, 

former manager of Port Arthur, Kingston, and 

Davie shipyards; Professor Marc Milner, Cana¬ 

dian naval historian; Bob Johnston, naval archi¬ 

tect; Bruce Kirby, inventor of the laser; John 

Pratt, performer with the famous Navy Show of 

World War II; and C. H. J. Snider, journalist and 

historian. 

Movie film and video tape holdings total 

nineteen. Of special interest are the 1940 launch¬ 

ing of the corvette Napanee, and the survey of an 

underwater wreck site — the Annie Falconer. 

The Marine Museum Library: 

The museum reference library, international 

in scope, currently maintains over 8,000 volumes 

in its holdings. The monographs are organized 

according to Library of Congress rules. The 

library database is online at Queen’s University 

and can be accessed directly from any university 

with reciprocal library privileges or through the 

Internet. 

Subject areas cover all aspects of Canadian 

and international shipping, shipbuilding and 
marine heritage. 

The library also collects material pertaining 

to museums and museology, archaeology, Brit¬ 

ish, American, and Canadian naval history, as 

well as general Canadian history. 
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The library also receives serials. Over 250 

titles currently are on file. These include trade, 

scholarly, and many special interest titles. 

A vertical file is maintained with over 1,000 

subject headings listed. Subjects are topical in 

nature and are cross-referenced with monograph 

subject headings. 

Ship Register Database: 

The library maintains a hard copy and a 

computerized ship register with records on over 

13,000 vessels. Dates range from circa 1760 to 

1930. There are three ship data bases on-line. 

Canadian Great Lakes port registers with a 

typical entry providing basic statistics such as 

vessel name, port of registry, rig, tonnage, 

owner, builder, date and place of build. The 

Mills List contains Canadian Steam Vessels 

1817 to 1930, and the Wallace List of sailing 

vessels, 1760 to 1920. Most fields are cross- 

indexed, allowing access from any point of 

inquiry. In addition, the Mills and Wallace 

listings are on the Web with good search engine 

and hypertext links. 

Museum Ship Alexander Henry; 

The 3,000 ton, 210 foot ship is broadly 

representative of shipbuilding technology from 

the end of World War II until the 1970s. Stu¬ 

dents interested in the design considerations, 

structure and the many systems that comprise the 

construction of a ship will find many details of 

interest. The ship is exceedingly well docu¬ 

mented with material from the designer (German 

& Milne), the shipbuilder (Port Arthur Ship¬ 

yards, and the operator (Canadian Coast Guard). 

How to Contact the Museum for Information: 

55 Ontario Street, Kingston, Ontario. K7L 2Y2 

Phone: (613) 542 2261 

Fax: (613) 542 0043 

Internet: mmuseum@qucdn.queensu.ca (E mail) 

World Wide Web: http://www.MarMus.ca 

The library and archives are well used. The 

staff is small, so calling ahead to make an ap¬ 

pointment prior to making a research visit is 

strongly advised. 

Other Scholarly Periodicals of the Peabody Essex Museum 

Peabody Essex Museum Collections ^ The purpose of this semi-annual journal, published since 
1859, is to highlight and promote all facets of the museum’s holdings. Subscriptions: $25 (U.S.); 
$30 (non-U.S.); only $20 for museum members. Write to: Editor, Peabody Essex Museum 

Collections. Telephone: (508) 745-1875, ext. 3042; Fax: (508) 744-0036. 

The Review of Archaeology ^ Subscription is $15 per year (domestic and foreign, in U.S. funds; 
foreign air mail $5 additional. Write to: Editor, Review of Archaeology. Telephone: (508) 745- 
1876, ext. 3142; Fax: (508) 745-8303. 

Museum Membership (annual): Senior/student, $30; Individual, $40; Household, $65; Sponsor, 
$125; Patron, $300; Benefactor, $500. Telephone: (508) 745-1876, ext. 3141. 

Peabody Essex Museum 'k’ East India Square ^ Salem, MA 01970 
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Trapped in the Ice 

Four centuries ago, an expedition set out in 

search of a shorter, safer route to the rich Far 

East. In November of 1596 the ship on which 

Willem Barentsz sailed as helmsman and cartog¬ 

rapher became trapped in the polar ice for eight 

months off the Russian Island of Nova Zembla, 

Marooned on the barren island, the men were 

forced to build a shelter which they called the 

Behouden Huys, or House of Safety. 

The Nederlands Scheepvaartmuseum in Am¬ 

sterdam has opened an exhibition on how Wil¬ 

lem Barentsz survived the winter of 1596-1597 

in Nova Zembla. The exhibit contains archaeo¬ 

logical artifacts recovered from the island, a 

journal kept by one of the survivors, and a recon¬ 

struction of their winter refuge. The exhibit is 

the highlight of the Willem Barentsz anniversary 

year and will run through 14 April 1997. 

In addition, the Willem Barentsz Foundation 

is organizing the International Willem Barentsz 

Symposium, to take place on the island of Ter- 

schelling in the Netherlands. The symposium 

will run from 21-34 May 1997 and will focus on 

the expeditions, exploitation, and future of the 

European Arctic region. For more information, 

contact the symposium organizers at the Mari- 

tiem Instituut, PO Box 26, 8880 AA Terschelling 

West, The Netherlands. 

N 

The Pattens of Bath 

The Maine Maritime Museum has opened a 

new exhibition on one of the first families of 

Bath shipbuilders, entitled “A Seagoing Dynasty: 

The Pattens of Bath.” The exhibit contains thirty 

paintings of ships and family members, artifacts 

and furniture related to the owners and operators 

of the largest fleet of sailing ships in America 

between 1820 and 1860. A book has been pub¬ 

lished in conjunction with the exhibition, which 

runs through 18 May 1997. 

The Art of the Shipcarver 

A diverse selection of European and Ameri¬ 

can figureheads and nautical carvings depicting 

royalty, military heroes, historical characters, 

mermaids, and allegorical figures is on display in 

a new exhibition at the Mariners' Museum in 

Newport News, Virginia through 13 July 1997. 

The exhibit traces the varied themes that have 

appealed to shipcarvers and the patrons who 

commissioned them. Figureheads are displayed 

at eye-level, allowing visitors to view them from 

a new perspective. 
N 

Woods Hole Museum 

The Woods Hole Historical Museum is 

planning a Model Boat Show during the weekend 

of 18 April 1997 to celebrate the first anniver¬ 

sary of the opening of their small boat museum. 

They are planning exhibits, workshops, and 

demonstrations on topics such as plank-on-frame 

techniques, rigging, radio control, etc. For more 

information, contact Paul Ferris Smith, Exhibit 

Chair, The Woods Hole Historical Collection, 

Box 185, Woods Hole, MA 02543. 

N 

Mar-Sci-Fi 

The Maritime Science Fiction Festival is a 

not-for-profit society dedicated to providing sci¬ 

ence fiction fandom with the opportunity to meet 

and learn from professionals working in different 

areas of the genre. The second annual Maritime 

Science Fiction Festival will take place 5-6 

April 1997, at the Ramada Renaissance Hotel, 

Dartmouth, Nova Scotia. For information regard¬ 

ing admission and rates, call 1-800-622-6199. 
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Preserving Historic Vessels 

The Third International Conference on the 

Technical Aspects of the Preservation of Historic 

Vessels will convene 20-23 April 1997, at the 

San Francisco Maritime National Historic Park. 

The goal of the conference is to establish a 

forum where technical issues can be discussed 

both in traditional formal presentations from 

experts in respective fields and in informal round 

table discussions where information can be 

discussed in detail. Topics will include wood and 

steel hulls, cathodic protection systems material 

sources, interpretation and educational programs, 

traditional rigging techniques, coating systems, 

storing and disposal of hazardous materials, and 

special problems associated with operational 

ships and those in dry berths. To register, contact 

the National Maritime Museum Association, PO 

Box 470310, San Francisco, CA 94147. 
N 

Ship Archaeology 

The eighth International Symposium on Boat 

and Ship Archaeology will be held in Gdansk, 

Poland, from 24-27 September 1997. To recog¬ 

nize the millennium of the first written records 

about the city in 997, sessions will focus on the 

interaction between river and coastal navigation 

from prehistory to pre-industrial times. The sym¬ 

posium sessions will be presented at the Polish 

Maritime Museum in the English language. For 

more information, contact Dr. Jerzy Litwin, 

Secretariat ISBSA 8, Centralne Muzeum Mors- 

kie, ul. Szeroka 67/68, 80-835 Gdansk, Poland. 

USS Constitution Award Competition 

To mark the Bicentennial of USS Constitu¬ 

tion, which was authorized in 1794, launched in 

1797, and ordered on its first cruise in 1798, the 

Naval Historical Center plans to make an award 

of $750 for an article and award of $2,500 for a 

book related to a bicentennial theme. The works 

must be based on original research, published or 

accepted for publication between 1994 and 1998, 

and relate to any aspect of the history of USS 

Constitutions any time period, or to any aspect 

of the Federal Navy, ca. 1789 to 1801. Nomina¬ 

tions should be made by 30 June 1998, and must 

include one copy of the article or book, or, if the 

work is not yet in print, the manuscript and 

evidence that the work has been accepted for 

publication. Announcement of the awards will be 

made in December 1998. Nominations should be 

made to the Senior Historian, Naval Historical 

Center, Washington Navy Yard, 901 M Street 

SE, Washington, DC 20374-5060. 
N 

Naval Architecture Scholarships 

The Society of Naval Architects and Marine 

Engineers is offering scholarships in both gradu¬ 

ate and undergraduate students to encourage the 

study of naval architecture, marine engineering, 

and closely related fields such as ocean engineer¬ 

ing. The scholarship competition is open to 

qualified students from any country. Applica¬ 

tions for the Fall 1997 program may be obtained 

from society headquarters at 601 Pavonia Ave¬ 

nue, Jersey City, NJ 07306. Factors included in 

making the selection include scholastic ability, 

the candidate's ability to pursue advanced study, 

ambition, personality, and other qualities indica¬ 

tive of prospective leadership status in the ma¬ 

rine industry. The closing date for applications is 

1 February 1997. 

N 

The American Neptune Is on the WWW 
The American Neptune now has a site on the 

World Wide Web. The website’s address is: 

http://www.pem.org/neptune. Information on the 

purchase of subscriptions, back issues, and other 

material will be available. Because of unautho¬ 

rized access through the Internet, we do not 

recommend sending credit card orders. Please 

send your comment to us as to what features you 

would like added to the site. The e-mail address 

is Neptune@pem.org. 
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Nautical Research Guild Announces Ship 

Model Review Service 

The Nautical Research Guild announces the 

establishment of its Model Review Service, 

designed to help ship modelers see their work 

through the eyes of others. Upon request from 

event sponsors, qualified Guild reviewers will 

attend ship model events where exhibiting mod¬ 

elers, whether Guild members or not, may sub¬ 

scribe to have one or more pieces evaluated. 

Reviewers will study each model and prepare an 

objective, professional level assessment regard¬ 

ing its quality, which will be returned to builders 

as confidential written reports following the 

event. Reviewers will not place a monetary value 

on models, nor will compliance with reviewers’ 

suggestions assure better performance in compe¬ 

titions; however, assessments will provide gui¬ 

dance for building a better model. There will be 

a fee for each model reviewed. This service is 

available to any club, museum, or organization 

hosting a ship model event. This service will be 

initiated at the Twenty-third Nautical Research 

Guild conference in Tulsa in October 1996. For 

more information, please contact the coordina¬ 

tor, Alan D. Frazer, 108-G Indian Summer 

Drive, Yorktown, VA 23698; telephone (757) 

865-7300. 

UmverSilyof41aSka 
Press 

_ 

Write or call for 

our free Catalog 

of Publications! 

$3.50 P&H for first book, plus 
$0.50 for each additional title 

University of Alaska Press 
P.O. Box 756240 

Fairbanks, AK 99775-6240 

Phone Toll Free: 

1 -888-AKBOOKS 
(1-888-252-6657) 

Phone: 907-474-6389 
Fax: 907-474-5502 

Schwatka's Last Search 

The New York Ledger Expedition Through Unknown Alaska and British America 
Including the Journal of Charles Willard Hayes 

with introduction and annotation by Arland S. Harris 
Unique among the documents on Alaska exploration this volume contains two accounts of 
the same trek, the last and perhaps the most important expedition of Frederick Schwatka in 

Alaska: his 1891 adventure through the headwaters of the White River, the Skolai Pass, and 
the upper Chitina drainage. The account, thought lost for nearly a century, was first 

serialized in the New York Ledger in 1892. The paper ceased publication shortly thereafter; its 
demise coupled with Schwatka's death meant that his narrative along with the Ledger itself 

were forgotten. Arland Harris, a retired forester, intrigued with early exploration in Alaska, 

located copies of the original articles as well as C. W. Hayes' journal and photographs and 
brought them together to present for the first time a full account of this early exploration 
adventure. 
paper, ISBN 0-912006-87-0, S20.00 

The New York Ledger 

Expedition Through 

unknown Alaska and 

British America 

WITH AS INTRODUCTION 
ASD AN NOTATION I) 

Arland S. Harris 

Rasmuson Library Historical Translation Series Volume X 

Fedor Petrovich Litre 

A. I. Alekseev 
Litlce was a remarkable Russian scientist, navigator, statesman, and scholar who made 

significant contributions to world science. His life was filled with tireless scientific 
activity, including numerous ocean travels. He was known especially for his contribu¬ 
tions to the history of Russian geographical science and to marine hydrography. Litke 
combined his scientific activities with tutoring when he was charged with educating 
the son of Tsar Nicholas I. He was the first president of the Russian Academy of 
Sciences and organized the Russian Geographical Society. 
paper, ISBN 0-912006-86-2, S18.00 
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Readers’ Forum 

A Matter of Concern 

Dear Dr. Gough: 

I wanted to say how pleased I am with your 

overall editorship of The American Neptune. It 

has always been an extremely useful research 

tool for me over the years, and I have endeav¬ 

ored to spread the word to others about its value 

in the maritime field. 

I was also anxious to compliment you on 

your editorial note on the subject of ship models 

in a recent issue. I think you are very much on 

target in addressing and making others aware of 

the importance of fine ship models, as well as 

alerting people to the book Ship Models: Their 

Purpose and Development from 1650 to the 

Present, by Brian Lavery and Simon Stephens. 

Although I have every intention of attending 

the April conference at the National Maritime 

Museum, having attended their similar presenta¬ 

tion “Magnificent Models” in January, I could 

not muster the time to return again in the Spring. 

I, too, was very impressed with the efforts that 

Simon Stephens and his staff have put forth 

toward the world community of ship model 

enthusiasts, in particular, their gaining knowl¬ 

edge and research into NMM’s fabulous Navy 

Board and “Georgian” model collection. 

Nonetheless, I was extremely surprised with 

the response to a question I posed to Simon at 

the seminar in January. The question was regard¬ 

ing how many of the 2,700-odd models (encom¬ 

passing almost 350 years of model making) in 

their collection have ben identified to the model 

maker. His response indicated that, at best, only 

15% or so of the models could be authoritatively 

identified to an individual or company. To me, 

this lack of artist identity and recognition is one 

of the inherent and ongoing problems within the 

genre. Too often, be they antique or modern 

pieces, it diminishes their esteem and acceptance 

by the general art community as true viable 

works of decorative art. Can you imagine the 

repercussions if a similar response was given to 

the same question, if posed, regarding the 

museum’s maritime painting collection? 

It has been my effort over the past twent-two 

years in this field to give credit where it is due, 

and that is to the individual artist behind such 

works. In fact, I provide a slide presentation 

discussing ship models as an art form, and feel 

that once people are made aware of the creative 

similarities between ship model making and 

marine painting, they do indeed realize the 

individual artistry within the craft. In my opin¬ 

ion, we can no longer be complacent about the 

lack of artist recognition that exists in many 

formal exhibitions of ship models throughout 

international maritime museum collections. 

Another issue of concern which I broached at 

the conference I attended was that, of the known 

model artists in their collection, what biographi¬ 

cal background had their curatorial department 

developed on these individuals. Again, a most 

embarrassing response was given — that very 

little was at hand about many of their most 

significant artists. In fact, one such artist, Ken¬ 

neth Britten, an English model maker of some 

thirty-rive plus years experience, has the most 

number of models in the museum’s collections (I 

believe some eighteen pieces), and the curatorial 

staff has no substantial biographical information 

about his career. He is a living marine model 

artist, and I have had the pleasure to represent 

his work for many years and have fortunately 

developed my own biographical profile on him 

and his work, including a videotaped interview. 

Such things as this, I believe, are fundamental in 

the purpose of professional marine museums. 

Their lack of ambition, funding, or charge to un¬ 

dertake such biographical research is regrettable. 

In closing, we must be vigilant to encourage 

“the powers at hand” to properly credit the 

names of known artists within their model col¬ 

lections, and make them aware of the necessity 

to obtain and accurately record essential bio- 
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graphical information (including a survey of 

models produced) about these special artists. 

Please pardon my obvious expression of 

concern with maritime institutions and profes¬ 

sionals in this field, but I do care about the future 

connoisseurship of fine ship models. 

R. Michael Wall 

Director, American Marine Model Gallery 

Member, International Congress of Maritime 

Museums 

Salem, Massachusetts 

Corrections 

In The American Neptune, Winter (Volume 

56, No. 1), there was an error in the article The 

Riddle of the Portland: Lost in the South Pacific 

— 1802 by Shirley Hughes. On page 16, the last 

line of the first column, the last three words 

should have been: “the Hope's log,” not “the 

Portland's log.” 

In the same issue, author Lance Grahn’s 

name was misspelled in the Table of Contents as 

“Grahan.” 

We regret sincerely the errors. 

Title Francis B. Lotlirop, Jr. 1996) Award 

Winner of the Francis B. Lothrop, Jr. 1995 Award for the best article published in The 
American Neptune Volume 55 (1995) is Paul E. Fontenoy’s An “Experimental” 
Voyage to China 1785-1787. Based on fresh research and anchored in the rich 
literature of American trade to Asia, this lucid and well-illustrated essay explains the 
problems and successes of American exporters to the China market. In the view of the 
assessors, this is an article well worthy of the award. 

Next year, we hope to be able to grant a parallel award in the field of Maritime Arts 
and, in addition, one in the field of Maritime Modeling. These awards are offered to 
encourage authors to explore the varied aspects of maritime history and arts. 

Barry M. Gough 

Editor-in-Chief 
--- --—._,—_______ 
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Rina Prentice, A Celebration of the Sea: The 

Decorative Arts Collections of the National 

Maritime Museum, HMSO, 1994 (distributed 

in America by UNIPUB, US release 1995), 

132 pages, bibliography, index, 64 color and 

105 black-and-white plates. ISBN 0-11- 

290531-5. $49.95. 

In the introduction to this book, the author 

states that the objects she covers range from the 

finest silver presentation pieces produced to 

commemorate acts of naval heroism, to the 

cheap and disposable souvenirs intended only for 

short-term enjoyment. She emphasizes the wide 

range of quality and craftsmanship that exists 

among this material, but, working as she has 

with an extremely rich collection, she has fo¬ 

cused almost exclusively on the former category. 

The objects discussed and illustrated in this 

volume, in the majority, are not likely to be 

similar to examples in any but the finest private 

collections. The volume, then, will be of interest 

to the historian who wants to examine the mate¬ 

rially manifested influences of maritime affairs 

on popular culture, and it should become a 

standard reference for the collector looking for 

the finest examples of decorative arts with a 

maritime theme. 

This volume is intended for a much broader 

readership than the previously published cata¬ 

logue of the paintings collection of the same 

museum (Concise Catalogue of Oil Paintings in 

the National Maritime Museum, Suffolk: Antique 

Collectors’ Club, 1988), which was a straightfor¬ 

ward compendium of images, artists, and dates. 

Here, Prentice has attempted to satisfy the de¬ 

mand for comprehensive coverage of the range 

of decorative arts in the Greenwich collection, 

but she also tries to make sense of them within a 

thematic organization. Descriptive essays group 

the objects into materially and conceptually 

based contexts within the maritime world. Chap¬ 

ters are arranged according to the subjects they 

depict or the reasons for their production. Chap¬ 

ter One, entitled “A Ship From Cradle to Grave,” 

begins with the various items produced to com¬ 

memorate ship launchings, such as decorated 

Liverpool pottery made for owners and captains 

of merchantmen, and silver tankards, candle¬ 

sticks, and bowls presented to naval shipwrights. 

The seemingly endless array of gavels, caskets, 

chairs, desks, paneling and bookcases made from 

the wood of broken up ships is, thankfully, 

discussed with brevity. The following chapters 

continue in a similar vein, so that “Battles and 

Heroes,” “Disaster at Sea,” “Voyaging,’’and 

“Boating for Pleasure” each address a cross- 

section of ceramics, silver, glassware, scrim¬ 

shaw, carved wood, and printed textiles related 

to that subject. 

Two other chapters focus more specifically 

on the people who lived and worked aboard these 

ships. “Tokens of Esteem” looks at the gifts 

given to individual captains or admirals in 

recognition of exemplary service and valor in 

warfare. But it is the chapter entitled “Jack Tar” 

that succeeds at revealing some of the less 

accessible social aspects of life at sea and the 

fraternity among sailors. The objects in this 

section focus not on the individual deeds of 

famous men, but on the anonymous and undeco¬ 

rated mariners who labored at sea as crew. 

Whereas portions of this book occasionally give 

the reader the impression of perusing the cata¬ 

logue cards of the Greenwich museum collec¬ 

tion, this chapter is the most analytical and 

interpretive portion of the book; it is novel in 

approach and engaging to read. The clothing. 
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food, drinking habits, love life, departure from 

home, and pastimes while at sea are all interwo¬ 

ven using period artifacts to paint an intimate 

picture of the life of the common seaman. 

The bulk of the text in the volume empha¬ 

sizes description of individual objects in the 

Greenwich collection, sometimes citing support¬ 

ing documentation for manufacture and use of 

the pieces. Indeed, some of the items discussed 

were commercially manufactured in multiples, 

so such descriptions are excellent for the collec¬ 

tor who wants to make a comparison or learn 

about the range of variation within a category of 

object. For the more general interest reader, 

however, the text tends to be light on the more 

explanatory issues surrounding the motivations 

for creating the different works of art, the popu¬ 

lar demand for them, and on a broader level, the 

significance of the appeal for maritime motifs 

and subjects in eighteenth and nineteenth-cen¬ 

tury decorative arts of Great Britain. The entire 

volume builds a persuasive case for the existence 

of an extensive symbolic vocabulary of maritime 

imagery that was particularly cogent for a people 

whose livelihoods were so integrally connected 

to the sea. The concluding chapter, “Symbolism 

of the Sea,” hints at the rich interpretive possi¬ 

bilities that underlay this database of objects and 

images, and the potential for in-depth study of 

the nautical motifs that comprise so much of the 

national symbolism of the British people. 

Daniel L. Finamore 

Peabody Essex Museum 

Salem, Massachusetts 

Donald G. Shomette, Tidewater Time Cap¬ 

sule: History Beneath the Patuxent (Center¬ 

ville, MD: Tidewater Publishers, 1995). 370 

pages, notes, bibliography, index, maps, 

drawings, photographs, tables. ISBN 0- 

87033-463-8. $29.95. 

Those unfamiliar with history and geography 

of the Chesapeake Bay may wonder why, in 

1987, Nautical Archaeological Associates, 

Incorporated (NAA), a group of highly skilled, 

avocational underwater archaeologists, would 

use Maryland’s Patuxent River as the subject of 

their first major research effort. Granted, there 

were logistical considerations, since most mem¬ 

bers of the group lived near the Patuxent. As one 

reads this fascinating account by Donald 

Shomette, founder and director of NAA, it 

becomes evident why this relatively unknown 

tributary of the Chesapeake was chosen as the 

focus for what would be the first comprehensive 

archaeological investigation of a river system in 

the United States. 

Drawing on a wide variety of historical and 

cartographic sources, Shomette devotes the first 

portion of the book to setting the historical stage 

for the archaeological survey. Attention is given 

to the Native American settlements along the 

Patuxent encountered by Captain John Smith as 

he explored the Chesapeake region in 1608 and 

the eventual European settlement in the 1640s. 

Soon after settlement, it was discovered that the 

Patuxent region was ideally suited for growing 

tobacco, and the area remained dependent upon 

agriculture from the Colonial period up to the 

American Civil War. Through this time period, 

the Patuxent, navigable to ocean-going vessels 

for over 50 miles, served as a natural avenue of 

water as the regions produce was loaded on 

sailing ships, and later steamboats, at the numer¬ 

ous towns and landings along the river. The 

conclusion of the Civil War marked the end of a 

plantation economy based on a slave labor force. 

In their search for other economic outlets, the 

local inhabitants turned to the large scale harvest 

of fin and shellfish from both the Patuxent and 

the nearby Chesapeake Bay. The fishing trade, in 

turn, led to the development of an extensive boat 

building industry centered around Solomons 

Island near the river’s mouth. 

Whereas Shomette covers broad ebb and 

flow of Patuxent River history in admirable 

detail, it is to the War of 1812 and its profound 

impact on this region that he primarily focuses 

his attention. With the arrival of the Royal 

Navy’s fleet in February 1813, the Chesapeake 

Bay fell under British control, a condition that 

would prevail for the duration of the war. Unable 

to take on the formidable British Navy with a 

conventional fleet, the Americans adopted the 

plans of Commodore Joshua Barney, a native 
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Marylander and Revolutionary War hero. Bar¬ 

ney’s proposal to the Secretary of the Navy was 

to launch a fleet composed of “a kind of barge or 

row galley, so constructed, as to draw a small 

draft of water, to carry oars, light sails, and one 

heavy gun” (page 58). By the spring of 1814, 

most of the Chesapeake Flotilla had been assem¬ 

bled. On 24 May, with Barney placed in com¬ 

mand, eighteen vessels set sail from Baltimore to 

engage the British Fleet. Eventually, Barney was 

forced to take refuge in the Patuxent River, and 

after nearly three months of sporadic engage¬ 

ments with the British, the Chesapeake Flotilla 

was scuttled in the upper reaches of the River to 

prevent capture. In the meantime, the British 

Army landed at the Patuxent river-town of 

Benedict and marched on to Washington, where 

they left the nation’s capitol in flames. 

With the historical stage set, Shomette 

launches into his first person narrative of NAA’s 

Patuxent River Submerged Cultural Resources 

Survey. Undaunted by the magnitude of their 

undertaking — seventy-five miles of formerly 

navigable waterway, 142 historically docu¬ 

mented, shipwrecks, and over 300 years of 

maritime activity, not to mention a sunken fleet 

from the War of 1812 — NAA began their three- 

year project in 1978. From its inception, the 

project participants had clear and well thought 

out goals, devoting year one to intensive archival 

research and field reconnaissance, year two to 

conducting remote sensing surveys and prelimi¬ 

nary diver investigation of areas selected for 

their potential to yield significant archaeological 

sites, and the final field session to systematic 

excavation and limited artifact recovery of a 

representational cross section of sites located 

during the previous year’s research. 

Although the lure of Barney’s lost flotilla 

must have been ever present in the minds of the 

survey team members, to their credit, they de¬ 

voted their energies to documenting a wide range 

of resources, including prehistoric shell middens, 

colonial landings, steamboat and ferry wharves, 

and a wide variety of watercraft representing the 

full spectrum of vessel types that navigated the 

Patuxent. 

Shomette’s account of the survey unfolds 

like a detective story. Like any good detective, 

Shomette and his associates relied on all avail¬ 

able sources of information — historical and 

cartographic research, oral interviews with local 

watermen and divers, walkover searches of 

shoreline beaches and adjacent fields, and, 

finally, a magnetometer survey of selected 

portions of the river — to decipher and interpret 

their findings in the field. Their patience and 

perseverance paid off when excavation of a site 

known as the Turtle Shell Wreck indicated they 

had finally found one of Barney’s gunboats. 

Much to their credit, the project crew was careful 

to limit excavation and artifact recovery to only 

the amount necessary to confirm the identity of 

the shipwreck. The site was then carefully rebur¬ 

ied to wait for a time when resources would be 

available to properly undertake complete excava¬ 

tion of this and other potentially significant sites 

in the survey area. One can only hope that this 

work will soon be undertaken and a prompt 

sequel to this book written. 

Richard W. Lawrence 

North Carolina Division of Archives and History 

ROBERT F. Rogers, Destiny’s Landfall: A His¬ 

tory of Guam (Honolulu: University of Ha¬ 

waii Press, 1995). 380 pages, notes, bibliog¬ 

raphy, index, maps, illustrations. Paperback. 

$24.95. Cloth. $45.00. 

Guam is perhaps best known to outsiders as 

a key base in the Pacific defense network of the 

United States and as a growing tourist destina¬ 

tion. Yet, its history is ancient and filled with 

insights abut changes in the Pacific islands since 

Ferdinand Magellan’s first landfall there in 

1521. Earlier authors have attempted to portray 

that history, but Robert F. Rogers, who has long 

resided on Guam and taught at its University, has 

now produced the most comprehensive, up-to- 

date account of that island’s past. 

Rogers wrote the book as a college text. The 

result is a very readable, well-researched work 

that I have used in class successfully. Rogers 

begins by stressing Guam’s strategic importance: 

“Outside military forces have occupied the 
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island uninterruptedly for the incredible span of 
over 320 years.” Spaniards, Americans, and 
Japanese (during World War II) have ruled 
Guam, yet the indigenous Chamorro people have 
survived by adapting to each wave of colonizers. 

Personally, I would have put Rogers’ second 
chapter, which deals with pre-contact Chamorro 
society, first, but he starts off with Magellan and 
then returns to Spanish intrusions in Chapter 
Three. Magellan not only named and crossed the 
world’s largest ocean, he almost missed every 
inhabited island between Cape Horn and Guam. 
Sadly, this failure meant that his crews were 
starving and ill by the time they reached Guam. 
Added to this problem was the lack of a linguist, 
so that after initially friendly interaction, the 
meeting turned violent. Indigenous customs of 
communal property and exchanging gifts to gain 
acceptance were not understood, and the Spanish 
reacted with the vengeance of conquistadores. 
When Magellan left, he labeled the Marianas 
chain the Island of Thieves. 

Rogers’ account of Magellan’s visit con¬ 
cludes that differences in values would continue 
to produce hostility between Chamorros and 
Spaniards, because the latter were seeking glory 
and wealth, not ethnographic understandings of 
natives. His description of Chamorro society 
points out their ancestral origins in Southeast 
Asia, their stateless yet class-divided organiza¬ 
tion (a recurring theme in the book), and their 
epidemiological and technological vulnerability. 
Rogers borrows from others the notion of the 
parable of the tribes (page 40), whereby the 
quest for power spreads like a disease for force 
subsistence-based societies (like the Chamorros) 
to cope with more predatory, resource-exploiting 
intruders (like the European expansionists). This 
metaphor shows sensitivity to Chamorro nation¬ 
alists who might not wish their own class divi¬ 
sions and clan rivalries to be portrayed nega¬ 
tively. Instead, he argues that alien rulers would 
introduce new rankings based on race. 

In 1668, Jesuit missionary Diego Luis de San 
Vitores arrived on Guam and was welcomed by 
Kipuha, a Chamorro headman. San Vitores was 
later killed for baptizing a girl without her 
father’s permission. His death caused wars 
between the Spanish and Chamorros which, 

combined with disease and relocation, nearly 
exterminated the indigenous population in a 
single generation. Rogers shows that San Vitores 
himself had resorted to force to “save” the souls 
of Chamorros. Although the Catholic church has 
beatified the priest as a martyr, his legacy is 
ambivalent. Over time, Catholicism became a 
part of what Rogers calls the Neo-Chamorro 
culture, and just when the indigenous people 
finally “tamed” the Spaniards, the Americans 
took over in 1898, bringing in a new colonial 
language and attitude. 

During the Spanish-American War, the 
United States seized Guam without a fight, and 
the US Navy would rule the island for half a 
century. The new regime was so anti-clerical that 
one governor banned the ringing of church bells. 
Rogers shows that Chamorro leaders petitioned 
for political rights from the start, but it was only 
after the horrors of the Japanese invasions (and 
the destruction caused by liberation in 1944) that 
Guam finally obtained an Organic Act in 1950. 
Guamanians thus became US citizens fifty years 
after Hawaiians did, and, like native Hawaiians, 
the Chamorros have continued to press for the 
return of lands taken over by the US government. 
Rogers follows the persistence of Chamorro 
identity right up through the current quest for 
Commonwealth status. The poignant ending, 
when ex-governor Ricky Bordallo chains himself 
to Kipuha’s statue and commits suicide (page 
289), highlights the tragedy, struggles, and 
contradictions of Guam’s fascinating history. 

David A. Chappell 
University of Hawaii 
Honolulu, Hawaii 

JAY Barnes, North Carolina ’s Hurricane His¬ 
tory (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North 
Carolina Press, 1995). 206 pages, illustra¬ 
tions, photographs, introduction, appendix, 
index. ISBN 0-8078-2201-9 (cloth). $34.95. 
ISBN 0-8078-4507-8 (paper). $16.95. 

In this superbly designed and well-illustrated 
volume, Jay Barnes, director of the North Caro- 
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lina Aquarium in Atlantic Beach, not only re¬ 

counts the principal hurricanes that have struck 

North Carolina since modern European contact 

with the state, but also discusses various other 

facets of these tropical storms. 

Although he intends North Carolina's Hurri¬ 

cane History for the general reader, he prefaces 

his narrative with a technical description of the 

origin of the storms and follows with a brief 

reference to non-tropical winter storms called 

northeasters (nor’easters), which resemble 

hurricanes and may be equally destructive. In 

subsequent chapters, Barnes describes the effects 

of hurricanes that ensue from wind, storm surge, 

rainfall, and tornadoes spawned by the storms, 

informs the readers of the nature and determina¬ 

tion of the intensity of hurricanes according to 

the Saffir-Simpson scale, and notes the means by 

which storms have been identified, leading to the 

naming of hurricanes in the last half of the 

twentieth century. He also considers the progress 

made in forecasting hurricanes, ranging from an 

early dependence upon celestial observations, 

aberrations in animal behavior, and the rhythm 

of ocean swells to the more recent reliance upon 

aircraft reconnaissance flights and Doppler radar 

systems. 

After this introduction, Barnes presents the 

major hurricanes that have ravaged or threatened 

North Carolina, dividing his treatment into five 

chapters according to chronology — 1526-1861, 

1875-1900, 1900-1950, 1950-1960, 1960-2994. 

He clearly favors the twentieth century, for 

which there is greater documentation, and the 

consideration given to the first three and a quar¬ 

ter centuries is disappointingly brief. Moreover, 

some small errors creep into the narrative at this 

point: Lucal de Ayllon’s supposed landfall in 

North Carolina in 1526 is somewhat dubious, 

according to recent scholarship; Walter Raleigh 

received his charter in 1584, not 1585 (page 34); 

and John White in 1590 found the word “Croa- 

toan,” not “Croatan” (page 35) carved on a tree 

on Roanoke Island. While Barnes describes 

several storms of the times, including the mighty 

hurricanes of 1752, 1769, 1837, and 1846, he 

omits others whose relation might have added 

balance to this overall narrative. 

From 1875 to the present, Barnes provides a 

more expansive coverage of hurricanes. He 

concentrates on the most severe — ten during the 

period from 1875 to 1900, eleven from 1900 to 

1950, nine from 1950 to 1960, and eight from 

1960 to 1993. Marginalia maps showing the 

paths of hurricanes as well as voluminous black- 

and-white photographs enhance the narrative 

descriptions of the storms. The lengthiest chapter 

covers the decade from 1950 to 1960, when 

numerous storms battered North Carolina — 

seven in approximately two years, including the 

notorious Hazel in 1954 — that produced the 

sobriquet “Hurricane Alley” for the state. 

Barnes writes compellingly about the various 

storms, bringing drama to the story as he de¬ 

scribes the tragedy of human and property loss as 

well as the disruption of lives of North Carolin¬ 

ians. Although he emphasizes the impact of the 

hurricanes upon North Carolina, Barnes places 

the storms in context, from their formation in the 

Atlantic and their threat to the Caribbean and 

southerly states to their northerly track after 

leaving North Carolina. Barnes reserves his 

most extensive coverage for Hazel, the account 

of which occupies more pages than any other 

chapter in the volume. Although such space is 

not unwarranted, for the storm was arguably the 

most destructive in the history of the state and a 

benchmark in the lives of many North Carolin¬ 

ians who suffered through it, rather inexplicably, 

Barnes confines his discussion of Hazel to the 

coastal region and is almost silent about its 

destructive path through the interior of the state. 

North Carolina’s Hurricane History imprints 

upon the reader not only the great power of 

natural forces, but also the erratic nature of 

hurricanes. Although formed over water, they are 

not necessarily coastal phenomena, for, like 

Hazel, they can move far inland. Hugo in 1989 

devastated Charleston, South Carolina, wreaked 

havoc to the north, including the southernmost 

beaches of North Carolina, and then turned 

northwest to leave a wake of destruction as far 

west as Charlotte, North Carolina. Indeed, Hugo 

was one of the most punishing storms in the 

history of the state, but much of the damage to 

North Carolina lay in the Piedmont region of the 

state. 

Barnes concludes the volume with titillat- 
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ingly short chapters on the nor’easters and the 

impact of hurricanes on wildlife as well as 

chapters containing timely advice on hurricane 

planning and hurricane survival. The appendix 

includes charts revealing the deadliest, costliest, 

and most intense (lowest pressure) hurricanes in 

the United States in the twentieth century. 

Among them are Hazel and Hugo, though it 

appears that North Carolina has not suffered 

from the storms over the years as greatly perhaps 

as Florida and the Gulf Coast. 
Altogether, this is an attractive, engaging, 

and well-written volume that should possess 

widespread appeal, particularly to North Carolin¬ 

ians, and would certainly well grace coffee 

tables across the Tar Heel states. 

Alan D. Watson 

University of North Carolina at Wilmington 

Wilmington, North Carolina 

Chester G. Hearn, George Washington’s 

Schooners: The First American Navy (Anna¬ 

polis: Naval Institute Press, 1995). 285 

pages, illustrations, maps, index, bibliogra¬ 

phy. ISBN 1-55750-358-3. $34.95. 

There is a common nightmare which besets 

writers of history, that of the overlooked vital 

source discovered too late. All too often, this 

nightmare comes true, but seldom as spectacu¬ 

larly as has happened with Chester Hearn’s 

George Washington’s Schooners. This book not 

only has Washington in its title, but Washington 

as its main protagonist. Unfortunately, Hearn has 

overlooked the magnificently edited modern 

edition of Washington’s war correspondence, W. 

W. Abbot et al., eds, The Papers of George 

Washington: Revolutionary War Series (six 

volumes to date, Charlottesville, 1985). Instead, 

he has depended on the badly outdated John C. 

Fitzpatrick, ed.. The Writings of George Wash¬ 

ington from the Original Manuscript Sources 

1745-1799 (39 volumes, Washington, DC, 

1931-44). The lapse is fatal for his book to be 

considered seriously by historians, although, in 

any case, they will not find much of interest not 

already covered in William Bell Clark, George 

Washington’s Navy: Being an Account of His 

Excellency’s Fleet in New England Waters 

(Baton Rouge, LA, 1960). 

Hearn, however, can be given a better recom¬ 

mendation as a storyteller. His book, although a 

bit repetitious, is a good read. He has a good eye 

for human interest details, a flair for description, 

and an amusing, often somewhat sardonic writ¬ 

ing style. The book itself is attractive, although 

its maps are inferior to its illustrations. In short, 

this is a better book to take to the beach (if you 

don’t mind the price) than to consult for re¬ 

search. 

Jonathan R. Dull 

Editor, The Papers of Benjamin Franklin 

William M. Fowler, Jr., Silas Talbot: Captain 

of Old Ironsides (Mystic, CT: Mystic Sea¬ 

port Museum, 1995). 231 pp. illustrations, 

index, notes. Foreword by William Rich¬ 

mond Talbot, Jr. ISBN 0-913372-73-0. 

$29.95. 

Professor Fowler has written the first modern 

biography of Silas Talbot. The author has an 

accessible style and a nice turn of phrase. The 

book’s twelve chapters are roughly equal in 

length, allowing ample attention to Talbot’s 

humble Rhode Island origins, his betterment 

through effort, advantageous marriages, and 

shrewd property acquisitions, his brief foray into 

elective politics as a Federalist Congressman, 

and his relations with his wives and children. In 

the Revolutionary War, Talbot volunteered early, 

was burned and bled for his country, fought on 

land, fought at sea, and survived more than a 

year as a prisoner. Talbot earned General Wash¬ 

ington’s notice, Congress’ thanks, promotions in 

both the Army and Navy, and a tidy profit as a 

privateer captain. The Revolution made Talbot, 

as Professor Fowler notes, not only in terms of 

character and patriotism but also because it gave 

him connections to national leaders and a posi¬ 

tion to lobby them for rank, pay, and positions. 

Professor Fowler regards Silas Talbot less as 
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a naval figure than as an early embodiment for 

the American dream of personal and social 

advancement, a proto-Horatio Alger. Much of 

Silas Talbot focuses on Talbot’s private life, 

giving short shrift to Talbot’s naval career. Only 

twenty pages are devoted to the Quasi-War in 

which Talbot commanded a squadron off Saint- 

Domingue. With passing discussions about the 

black slave revolution ashore, about Talbot’s 

ship (the Constitution), and about his officers, 

the operations of Talbot’s squadron occupy 

about a half-dozen pages. 

There is almost nothing in Silas Talbot about 

Talbot’s relationships with national leaders who 

he knew and who were critical to his advance¬ 

ment. President John Adams, for example, 

approved Talbot to command the Constitution on 

2 June 1799, “and shall think the days and hours 

long till he arrives in Boston.” When Talbot 

called on the President, Adams “rejoiced at the 

sight of him.” John Adams helped select Isaac 

Hull to be Talbot’s first lieutenant because, as 

the President noted, “Talbot I am told was not 

bred a seaman though an excellent officer. I 

apprehend that ship wants an officer of compleat 

nautical skill.” Adams wrote many letters about 

Talbot, but they are overlooked in Silas Talbot. 

Talbot owned a slave, William Roberts, and 

brought him aboard the Constitution as his 

servant (page 158). Yet Silas Talbot does not 

note whether bringing Roberts aboard created 

tensions among the crew, the officers, or diplo¬ 

matically. William Roberts might be a prism for 

how the Navy looked at slaves — i.e., whether 

slaves were entered in the ship’s books and 

subject to naval discipline (as opposed to their 

owner’s), whether other officers brought their 

slaves aboard or, conversely, criticized slavery. 

With the black slave revolution ashore, the 

whole question of race and the Navy would seem 

a fertile area of inquiry. But Professor Fowler 

does not explore any of these issues. 

Professor Fowler correctly emphasizes 

Talbot’s personal financial interest as a privateer 

captain during the Revolution (pages 45-51), and 

even as a squadron commander during the Quasi- 

War. To write that “Talbot’s concerns were 

never far removed from prize money” (page 

164), however, misses the tension between 

pecuniary incentives and the national interest. 

Talbot sued Captain George Little of the Boston 

for breaking their oral agreement to share prize 

money for an armed French merchantman, Les 

Deux Anges, that the Boston had captured. All 

Professor Fowler notes is that Talbot had his 

prize agent “prepare for litigation” (page 165). In 

fact, Talbot pursued Little through the courts to 

the Supreme Court. While Little escaped with 

the cash, Talbot v. Little revealed that Talbot 

ordered his frigates around to promote his and 

Little’s prize money opportunities, and suggests 

the corruption attendant to the prize money 

system. 

Professor Fowler does not think Talbot made 

any difference as a captain or to the Navy except 

that he used supply ships to keep his ships on 

station and out of port, and thereby glosses over 

the part of Talbot’s life that makes him a signifi¬ 

cant figure. Silas Talbot was one of the Navy’s 

senior officers at a time when the Navy was 

being relaunched on a permanent basis. He 

feuded over rank, commanded a squadron of 

ships, litigated prizes, and provided armed 

support for a black slave revolution while keep¬ 

ing a slave on his own ship. But Professor Fow¬ 

ler sees little significance for the captain of Old 

Ironsides. Had he looked harder, he would have 

discovered an important figure of the sailing 

Navy. 

Frederick C. Leiner 

Baltimore, Maryland 

William Dietrich, Northwest Passage: The 

Great Columbia River (New York: Simon & 

Schuster, 1995). ISBN 0-671-79650-X. 

$26.00. 

This is a book about water and its political 

control and exploitation. Dietrich’s intriguing 

theme is that, as he puts it, “The Columbia is a 

river that does not go anywhere” (page 73). 

Never a great stream of the west leading to an 

enhanced Pacific trade, the river was rather a 

natural habitat for the pre-industrial age and 

admirably suited for native American occupation 

and use. Canadian and American fur traders 
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likewise placed no direct pressures on the envi¬ 

ronment. However, early attempts to divert 

streams and watersheds, such as William Baillie- 

Groham’s scheme in southeastern British Colum¬ 

bia, indicated that humankind could, through 

technology, manipulate the terrain in a vast 

attempt to make the Columbia into something 

useful. Damming the Columbia had its origins in 

studies of economic recovery undertaken by the 

Pacific Northwest Planning Board created by F. 

D. Roosevelt in 1933. The Bonneville Power 

Administration and the Grand Coulee Dam were 

two consequences of a vast plan for land recla¬ 

mation and for local community industrial 

development. 

The rich historical and geographic detail 

included in this beautifully produced volume is 

ordered in such a way as not to crowd in upon 

the author’s theme. The narrative is agreeably 

sparse and the message abundantly clear. Like 

Dietrich, during boyhood, I traveled the central 

and upper reaches of the Columbia River water¬ 

shed before all the great dams had absolutely 

changed nature’s way. I, too, can remember the 

subtle propaganda of the great federal corpora¬ 

tions urging the merits of harnessing the river’s 

abundant waterpower. In those days, we lived 

with visions of abundance. Nowadays, the Co¬ 

lumbia produces 40% of the United States’ 

hydroelectricity and is the electronic powerhouse 

of Pacific Northwest industry. In addition, 

irrigation of the benchlands created a grain¬ 

growing empire. Later, energy developed at 

Hanford’s nuclear reservation created a force 

explosive in world affairs quite unlike any other. 

Dietrich, naturally and correctly in my view, 

bemoans the terrible degradation of the Colum¬ 

bia’s salmon runs. At the time of writing, the 

river has lost its immense value as a salmon 

producing stream. Whether the Columbia will 

ever regain its former glory as a river for fish 

remains doubtful. Dietrich knows the Native 

Americans of the Columbia, and he uses his 

interviews with certain chiefs and elders to good 
effect. 

This is a book for the later twentieth century: 

entirely non-sentimental, completely hard hit¬ 

ting. Admittedly, the work is a requiem for a 

world lost. It is, at another and more subtle level, 

an extended essay on the despoiling features of 

river management — a tragedy replicated in 

countless other endangered streams. 

Barry Gough 

Wilfrid Laurier University 

Waterloo, Ontario 

Elizabeth A. Schultz, Unpainted to the Last: 

Moby Dick and Twentieth Century American 

Art (Lawrence, KS: University Press of 

Kansas, 1995). 8!/2" x 11", cloth, 382 pages, 

61 color plates, 232 black-and-white illustra¬ 

tions, 2 appendixes, index. $65.00. 

I am discussed in this book, because I am 

one of the few people who has painted Moby 

Dick in recent years. I painted a large mural 

showing the white whale and other sperm whales 

for the New Bedford Whaling Museum in 1987. 

In fact, my sketch for these murals has been used 

as the cover illustration for Unpainted to the 

Last. So, let me begin by saying that the choice 

of cover illustration is brilliant, and that Eliza¬ 

beth Schultz’ discussion of the New Bedford 

murals shows remarkable insight in perceptive¬ 

ness. That said, I can discuss my other preju¬ 

dices. I love Melville’s novel (in books and 

articles, I have written about Moby Dick in 

history, natural history, literature, and cinema), 

and I wanted to write such a book as this. How¬ 

ever, I do not have Elizabeth Schultz’ creden¬ 

tials, skill, or passion for the subject, and she has 

done the sort of job that I could only dream of. 

I thought I knew a little about my predeces¬ 

sors as illustrators of the white whale. Like 

everyone else with even a passing interest in 

Melville, I was familiar with the Rockwell Kent 

illustrations for the 1930 Random House edition. 

However, there were illustrators who preceded 

Kent, and even preceded the resurrection of the 

book. As Schultz points out, “In the later 1920s 

and early 1930s, the Melville Revival was get¬ 

ting a second wind, bolstered by the acclaim 

Moby-Dick was receiving from literary critics 

such as Lewis Mumford and Henry Murray....” 

In 1926, The Sea Beast, a silent movie, was made 

from a loose adaptation of the novel, and by 
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1930, a talkie entitled Moby Dick was made, 

again starring John Barrymore as Ahab. In 1922, 

Dodd, Mead issued an edition with a dozen 

paintings by Mead Schaeffer, whose portraits 

Schultz describes as “not so much [as] whalers, 

but as swashbuckling pirates in the tradition of 

N. C. Wyeth’s Treasure Island’ (Schaeffer was 

trained in the Brandywine tradition of Howard 
Pyle). 

Rowland Hilder did twenty-eight black-and- 

white illustrations for a Knopf edition in 1926, 

and Random House published the Rockwell Kent 

drawings in 1930. Many of us have seen the 

squat little Random House book, but Kent’s 

drawings were first published in a Lakeside 

Press limited edition, in three 9" x 12" volumes, 

housed in an aluminum slipcase. “Almost in 

reaction to the stark, unframed, black-and-white 

drawings of Kent and his followers, are the 

illustrations created in 1943 by Boardman Rob¬ 

inson for the limited Editions Club.” In the 

1940s, Gilbert Wilson (1907-1991) began what 

was to be his life’s work, “the interpretation of 

the specific tableaux, characters, and images in 

Melville’s novel in narrative and realistic visual 

terms.” He made more than 300 paintings and 

drawings, designed a “Moby Dick Chapel,” and 

created a film and a stage play entitled, “The 

White Whale.” Truly, Wilson’s quest for the soul 

and the essence of Melville’s white whale was 

not unlike Ahab’s. 

Unpainted to the Last, however, is not re¬ 

stricted to interpretive illustration. Among those 

who have assayed to depict the white whale (or 

Ahab, Ishmael, Queequeg, Stubb, Flask, Star- 

buck, or the rest of the notable cast of characters) 

are artists such as Jasper Johns, Elsworth Kelly, 

Robert Indiana, Jackson Pollack, William Ba- 

zoites, Leonard Baskin, and, most significantly, 

Frank Stella, who has maintained a long relation¬ 

ship with Moby Dick. “Perhaps no one but 

Rockwell Kent and Gilbert Wilson,” writes 

Schultz, “has created as many images as Stella 

that look to Melville’s novel.” These images 

include metal sculptures, prints, drawings, and 

even the model for an opera house. Schultz 

writes: “it appears that Stella will finally create 

nearly 1,500 works [she includes the multiple 

edition prints] with direct reference to Moby- 

Dicky Although she is the Chancellors’ Club 

Teaching Professor of English at the University 

of Kansas, Schultz is equally comfortable (and 

capable) when discussing “the dramatic interplay 

among Stella’s very concrete forms,” as she is 

when she writes about “Melville’s primacy of 

words...Melville’s interpretation of reality.” In 

other words, this is a book that successfully 

mixes art history, literary interpretation, archi¬ 

tecture — it appears that some contemporary 

architects have been inspired by Melville’s novel 

— and popular culture, as in movies, comics, and 

political cartoons that feature Moby Dick. 

I am not praising this book because I am in 

it, nor do I feign enthusiasm because I know the 

author. This is a rich and readable book, bril¬ 

liantly conceived, wonderfully illustrated (how 

could it be otherwise?), and seamlessly executed. 

Schultz discusses topics that range from Robert 

Motherwell to Maurice Sendak, from Sam Ferris 

to Barry Moser, and produces a synergistic view 

of American art that remarkably — especially 

given the abstract intentions of many of its 

practitioners — focuses on a single, identifiable 

subject. The title (not surprisingly) comes from 

the novel itself. Herman Melville wrote: “Any 

way you look at it, you must needs conclude that 

the great Leviathan is the one creature in the 

world which must remain unpainted to the 

last...so there is no earthly way of finding out 

precisely what the whale really looks like. And 

the only mode in which you can derive even a 

tolerable idea of his living contour is by going a 

whaling yourself; but by so doing, you run no 

small risk of being eternally stove and sunk by 

him. Wherefore, it seems to me you had best not 

be too fastidious in your curiosity touching this 

Leviathan.” Amen. Stay at home and read this 

book. 

Richard Ellis 

New York, New York 
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Michael Duffy, ed.. Parameters of British 

Power, 1650-1850 Exeter Maritime Studies, 

No. 7. (Exeter: University of Exeter Press, 

1992). vi + 143 pages. 

That this review is appearing two and one 

half years late is due entirely to a serious slip-up 

on my part. There are particular reasons why this 

book should not go unnoticed, however. It has 

unity: five of the six essays are devoted to the 

period from 1650 to 1790, and their texts and 

footnotes provide a detailed guide to recent work 

in the field, something not to be found else¬ 

where. There is a fine introduction. Two essays, 

by David Davies and Michael Duffy, are major 

contributions. A third, by Nicholas Rodger, 

although it examines a particular situation, raises 

broad, intriguing, hitherto unasked questions 

about changing circumstances of recruitment and 

shipboard morale. The other two essays, both by 

Jeremy Black, attempt a difficult topic — the 

interrelationship of British naval power and 

foreign policy — and although they are annoy¬ 

ingly diffuse in execution, they furnish a rich 

texture of information as well as occasional 

thought provoking insights. (The essay that falls 

outside the 1650-1790 period, by Roger Morriss, 

concerns the views and conduct of Sir George 

Cockburn, the first naval lord form 1841 to 1846 

— a man long reputed to be a ruinous reaction¬ 

ary. Morriss argues convincingly that he was 

neither incompetent nor overly conservative, but 

readers should also consult Andrew Lambert’s 

The Last Standing Battlefleet (1991), where one 

finds indications that Cockburn sometimes 

allowed his incessant antagonism toward Sir 

William Symonds to unhinge his capacity for 
reason. 

The first of the major contributions is David 

Davies’ survey of naval strategy from 1650 to 

1690. Davies has become the leading expert on 

naval history in the Restoration period, and this 

essay exhibits the intelligence, penetration, and 

originality of his work. His discussion of the 

English claim of the “sovereignty of the seas,” 

and of the degree to which the officers of the 

Restoration Navy were ordered to uphold its 

symbolic gestures of subservience (however 

irrational this might be in terms of diplomatic 

consequences), is especially penetrating. My 

only criticism is the essay’s neglect of the role of 

Parliament. The Commons was much quicker 

than the Court to respond substantively to the 

national threat posed by France’s huge naval 

buildup, and Davies leaves us with a puzzle 

when he states that the Duke of York believed, 

by the end of 1668, that France’s Navy was the 

greatest threat. Why, then, did he and the King 

carry England into war alongside France against 

the Dutch in 1672? The second major contribu¬ 

tion is Duffy’s study of the emergence of the 

“Western Squadron” as the “lynchpin” of British 

naval strategy in the eighteenth century. He 

builds on the early work of A. N. Ryan, but his 

examination of the practical considerations and 

developing technical aspects is more comprehen¬ 

sive. His scholarly command of the subject is 

impressive and the treatment is lucid. 

Nicholas Rodger’s article on “The Cornish 

Connection in the Royal Navy” may seem at first 

glance to be merely a study of naval recruitment 

from a regional vantage point. It is that, but it is 

much more. In his early work, Rodger taught us 

to recognize the importance of volunteer lands¬ 

men, especially in times of massive mobiliza¬ 

tion. This article probes further into this. In a 

way that should be of special interest to any 

historian of eighteenth-century Britain, it dis¬ 

closes the manner in which naval and regional 

political patronage could be intertwined — and 

not just in respect to officers, but also the crew. 

Volunteers recruited from the region where the 

captain was known and influential were rarely 

skilled seamen, but most of them could learn to 

do highly useful shipboard tasks, and their 

reliability as loyal ship’s company, cemented by 

local ties, was a great asset. Rodger has reason to 

suspect that this sort of recruitment, based on the 

captain’s initiatives and connections, became 

eroded later in the century. If that is true (assum¬ 

ing that this was indeed a common mode of 

recruitment at mid-century), it gives rise to a 

host of interesting questions — naval, political, 
and perhaps social. 

Jeremy Black’s articles proceed mainly by 

pursuing a particularist approach. The British 

Navy’s capacity to provide effective leverage in 

diplomacy and war is assessed situation by 
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situation, although some comparisons across 

wide gaps of time are also made. I believe that 

the method is ultimately invalid; the British 

Navy’s power in the eighteenth century cannot 

be properly understood by focusing on discrete 

objectives. Yet, Black’s knowledge is so com¬ 

prehensive, detailed, and illuminated by telling 

quotations from a vast assortment of often eso¬ 

teric archival sources, that he inspires important 

questions. The first of his articles, on the period 

from 1766-1770 is the more valuable, although 

sometimes the argument is hard to follow. There 

is one paragraph in which all the evidence serves 

to undermine the opening assertion (pages 

49-50). The second article, covering 1775-1791, 

bogs down in an unproductive examination of 

naval strategy during the American Revolution¬ 

ary War. Its last paragraph (page 116), although 

unfortunately awkwardly written, offers an 

insight that is profoundly important and certainly 

correct, namely, that the famous “Diplomatic 

Revolution” of 1756, which allied France to 

Austria, substantially removed (until 1792) 

“What had been a central problem for British 

foreign policy since 1677,” because it served to 

repress French military expansionism on the 

Continent. 

Daniel A. Baugh 

Cornell University 

Ithaca, New York 

Norman E. Klare, The Final Voyage of the 

Central America, 1857 (Spokane, WA: Ar¬ 

thur H. Clark, 1992). 278 pages, illustra¬ 

tions, bibliography, index, appendices. ISBN 

9-870620210-2. $32.95. 

This book is the result of more than a decade 

of research by Norman E. Klare after his cousins 

discovered an old newspaper clipping about their 

grandmother, who had been a passenger in the 

Central America on her last trip between Panama 

and New York in 1857. He recalled hearing his 

grandmother say, “It was terrible, it was terri¬ 

ble!” on many occasions. However, it was the 

discovery of the newspaper clipping that brought 

to life the meaning of the expression by Augus¬ 

tine Pahud Renault, who was only nine when she 

and her mother and her two younger brothers 

experienced the terrible storm and loss of the 

ship in which they were returning to New York 

from California. 

In his search for factual information about 

the Central America and her passengers and 

crew, and efforts to save the ship and as many 

passengers and crew members as possible, Klare 

visited or corresponded with over fifty libraries 

and historical societies throughout the United 

States. He also unearthed a tremendous amount 

of literature about the vessel and the people on 

board. In addition, he examined well over a 

hundred newspapers from the east and west 

coasts and points in between. Most of them were 

from 1857, at the time of the loss of the Central 

America, but some were of a much later date. 

This book is much more than simple recount¬ 

ing of the loss of one American steamship in one 

of the most dangerous storms on the Atlantic 

coast in the nineteenth century. While that major 

story is told in gripping detail, there are many 

additional minor dramas recorded here. There is 

a considerable amount of background informa¬ 

tion on William Lewis Herndon, the US Navy 

Commander on assignment to the United States 

Mail Steamship Company (USMSC), who was in 

command of the Central America, as well as on 

the USMSC. Much information is also provided 

on many other members of the crew and passen¬ 

gers. For the passengers, such information 

includes when they first went to California, what 

they did or had done there, why they were re¬ 

turning to the east coast, and what the survivors 

did after being rescued. Much of this type of 

information is scattered throughout the volume, 

but additional concentrations are included in two 

of the appendices. The third appendix is a very 

brief account of the 1988 discovery of the long- 

lost vessel by the Columbus-America Discovery 

Group and the salvage of a limited number of 

items from the wreck. 

It is difficult to find fault with such a well 

written and thoroughly researched volume as this 

one is, but I feel it is necessary to mention a few 

points. There are many instances in which the 

author has quotation marks around parts of 

sentences without including a footnote. In other 
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cases, there are two or more citations following 

a series of quotations without any indications of 

which quote comes from which source. Klare 

also frequently places the footnote number in 

front of the quotation or information rather than 

at the end, where they are traditionally placed. 

These are only minor irritants and would come 

into significant play only for someone who really 

wanted to verify the accuracy of a quote. 

Although Klare apparently traveled and 

corresponded far and wide and searched a con¬ 

siderable amount of published sources, and even 

a small amount of original documents, I did not 

find any evidence that he attempted to contact 

any of the many insurance firms which insured 

the $1.6 million in gold that was carried by the 

Central America, as well as the hundreds of 

thousands of dollars worth of other goods lost 

when the vessel sank. Any records which might 

have been available to a researcher a decade ago 

are now tied up in litigation over the gold cur¬ 

rently valued at between $30 and $40 million, 

with a single one of the 1957 gold double eagles 

in prime condition being worth as much as 

$30,000 on the coin collectors’ market. It is 

impossible to estimate how long the litigation 

will last. It is also impossible to say what records 

the insurance companies might have had, but it 

might well have been worth the effort to have 

contacted them prior to 1988. 

For anyone interested in shipwrecks, life on 

board mid-nineteenth century American steam¬ 

ships, and an account of exciting drama and 

heroic rescue efforts, this is certainly a book to 

read and add to one’s collection of American 
maritime history. 

Charles R. Schultz 

Texas A&M University 

College Station, Texas 

Charles Dana Gibson with E. Kay Gibson, 

Assault and Logistics: Union Army Coastal 

and River Operations, 1861-1866. Volume 

II of The Army’s Navy Series. (Camden, ME: 

Ensign Press, 1995). xxii + 655 pages, illus¬ 

trations, maps, appendices, bibliography, 

indexes. ISBN No. 0-9608996-3-4. $45.00. 

In contrast to Southern armies, which were 

continually plagued with supply problems caused 

by invading armies, the Union blockade, an 

inadequate railroad system, and mismanagement 

by their own political leaders, the Northern 

armies were indeed fortunate. In his 1969 Con¬ 

federate Supply, Professor Richard Goff rein¬ 

forced the indisputable case that the South’s 

defeat was due in large measure to its inadequate 

supply system. Covering the subject from the 

other side, Assault and Logistics provides ample 

evidence that the North’s efficient supply system 

played a crucial role in leading to the final 

outcome. Union General Montgomery C. Meig’s 

well-run Quartermaster Department deserves 

much of the credit for this. 

The Civil War was the first major conflict to 

fully utilize steamboats for marine transporta¬ 

tion, and some 3,500 vessels were employed by 

the Union Quartermaster Department both as 

primary transportation and in cooperation with 

rail systems. In addition to having its own fleet 

and using privately owned vessels, the Depart¬ 

ment also chartered armed craft for use on the 

rivers and along the coast. 

Continuously through the War, Union armies 

were dependent on steamboats for both transpor¬ 

tation and supplies. Although General Sherman’s 

60,000-man army was able to sustain itself partly 

by foraging during its 300-mile march to the sea, 

the expedition could very well have come to an 

end at Savannah had it not been for this remark¬ 

able supply system. By then, the Army’s rations 

were reduced to only a two-week supply, and the 

men’s boots were worn thin. To resupply them, 

some 99 vessels, many on continuous shuttle 

from Northern ports, brought the needed rations, 

medical supplies, arms and ammunition, every¬ 

thing from hay to locomotives. This is only one 

example out of many found in Assault and 

Logistics that clearly makes an important point: 

even with a competent field commander and 

good soldiers, a failure in logistics can result in 

disaster. Logistics success and failure, just as 

much as military success and failure, is pretty 
much the story of any war. 

The Gibsons cover every facet of a subject 

with which they are thoroughly familiar. Al¬ 

though other books and monographs have been 
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written on the subject, notably James. A. Hus¬ 

ton’s excellent The Sinews of War: Army Logis¬ 

tics, 1775-1953, the Gibsons have produced the 

definitive work on the Union side during the 

Civil War. It complements the work by Professor 

Goff. Assault and Logistics is a continuation of 

Gibson’s earlier work, Marine Transportation in 

War: The U.S. Army Experience, 1775-1860, and 

presumably yet another volume in The Army’s 

Navy Series will be forthcoming. In fact, a 

supplementary volume has also been published 

by Ensign Press (1995), the Gibsons’ Dictionary 

of Transports and Combatant Vessels, Steam and 

Sail, Employed by the Union Army, 1861-1868 

(Volume II-A of The Army’s Navy Series). This 

includes all of the 3,500 vessels which served the 

Union Army’s Quartermaster Department, many 

of which are mentioned in Assault and Logistics. 

Both books will prove to be a valuable resource 

in this important area of Civil War history. 

Charles Dana and E. Kay Gibson have used 

primary records as their main sources, especially 

those of the US Quartermaster Department and 

the Official Rebellion Records, both Army and 

Navy. The book chronicles the War year-by¬ 

year, describing the impact of steamboat logis¬ 

tics on the rivers and along the coast in all the¬ 

aters of operation. The thoroughness of the 

research is evident in the book’s eight pages of 

bibliography and 94 pages of appendices. The 

sixteen appendices add material which provides 

a fuller side to the story. One appendix is de¬ 

voted to Lewis Baldwin Parson, who served as 

Federal Chief of Army Transportation in the 

West before becoming Chief of Transportation 

for all Federal armies. The evidence supports the 

Gibsons’ contention that Parson “wrote the 

original book of management of river transporta¬ 

tion in modern warfare.” Another appendix is 

concerned with the importance of hay to the 

conduct of the War. Another looks at the role of 

river transportation in the suppression of the 

1862-1864 Minnesota Sioux Uprisings. Yet 

another explains the role of the Army Quarter¬ 

master behind President Lincoln’s ill-fated 

scheme for black colonization at Isle a Vache. 

All this and much more indicate that Assault and 

Logistics fulfills Ensign Press’ claim of provid¬ 

ing an added dimension to Civil War history. 

Both the Gibsons and Ensign Press are to be 

commended for this fine work. 

Norman C. Delaney 

Del Mar College 

Corpus Christi, Texas 

Peggy and Harold Samuels, Remembering the 

Maine (Washington, DC and London, 1995). 

vii + 358 pages, index, bibliography, illustra¬ 
tions. 

Peggy and Harold Samuels make a persua¬ 

sive case that the first USS Maine was indeed 

blown up by Spaniards — renegade Spaniards, 

that is, rather than by anyone in authority. They 

commence their work with a fairly extensive 

description of construction of this first of Amer¬ 

ica’s battleships — along with the USS Texas. 

Both were to be of US design and construction 

throughout. 

The Samuels point out that the sending of the 

Maine to Havana Harbor in January of 1898 was 

an extremely provocative act, given the tense 

state of relations between the United States and 

Spain due to the latter’s strong partiality toward 

the Cuban rebels. Ultra-nationalistic Spaniards in 

the homeland and in Cuba bitterly resented 

American interference in the island’s internal 

affairs. To them, the arrival of the American 

warship was deliberately designed to insult 

Spanish honor. 

On 15 February, the Maine was destroyed by 

a massive explosion which killed 260 officers 

and seamen. Despite plausible Spanish protesta¬ 

tions of innocence, the United States declared 

war, commencing the Spanish-American War 

and America’s classic imperialistic epoch. Two 

US Navy investigations concluded that the 

Maine had been destroyed by an outside agency, 

presumably a Spanish mine. A Spanish inquiry 

concluded that the cause was unknown, but it 

was probably that of an internal explosion. The 

Maine itself was later salvaged, then sunk with 

appropriate honors in deep water. 

Although the American conclusions were 

generally accepted at the time, over the decades, 

doubts came to be expressed. What would the 
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Spanish have to gain by a war with the United 

States they knew they were doomed to lose? 

Why did no eyewitness report seeing the geyser 

of water associated with underwater explosions? 

Why was there no fish kill reported? Could 

Cuban rebels have set off a mine to get the 

United States into their struggle? Was the Maine 

sunk in conveniently deep water to hide forever 

the tainted conclusions of American inquiries? 

And, if the Spaniards or anyone else had com¬ 

mitted the deed, why no deathbed confessions 

after all these years? 

The “case of the Maine” was reopened by the 

testy Admiral Hyman Rickover in 1976. In his 

own acerbic manner, Rickover “proved” that the 

Maine had been lost through the spontaneous 

explosion of a “poorly-ventilated” coal bunker, 

and that this obvious fact had been hidden by 

official “whitewash.” Rickover’s book fitted 

well into the disillusioned post-Vietnam 1970s, 

but, as the Samuels bravely show, was itself 

special pleading. 

No US warship had suffered an explosion 

from any of the numerous coal bunker fires 

reported. As an engineer, Rickover should have 

known that “spontaneous ignition” requires 

plentiful oxygen. Further, bituminous coal is 

most likely to ignite spontaneously soon after 

mining — the Maine's fuel was at least three 

months old. No Maine officer reported the 

telltale smoke or sulphur odor of any coal fire. 

Tortuous explanations were advanced to account 

for the inward flare of most bottom plates, 

indicating an outside agency, and to account for 

the two distinct explosions reported by most 

eyewitnesses. 

Technical details aside, the Samuels show 

most persuasively that the Maine was destroyed 

by a small black powder mine, which, in turn, 

ignited munitions within the warship’s hull. A 

small undersea mine would probably have 

caused neither an upward jet of water nor any 

large fish kill. However, it could have produced 

two explosions. 

As to who was responsible, the Samuels are 

here on more speculative grounds. They adduce 

only one account, of a Spanish officer by night 

warning an American on the island that fanatical 

countrymen would blow up the Maine, but only 

one source is given here, and that is obscure. As 

for the question of deathbed confessions, the 

Samuels conclude that the perpetrators were 

undoubtedly devout Roman Catholics, and that 

such revelations would have been made to a 

priest who would have kept the sanctity of the 

confessional. 

The volume reads easily and works through 

the technical details without losing the general 

reader. The research is thorough, from National 

Archive records to contemporary periodical 

articles. However, the endnote system is clumsy, 

keyed as it is to phrases in the text. There is also 

too much repetition, and at times, the reader is 

not sure if he is reading the opinion of the Sam¬ 

uels or of those being paraphrased. In sum, the 

Samuels may have finally laid to rest the old 

conundrum, “Who [or what] blew up the 

Maine?” 

Stanley Sandler, Ph.D. 

Fort Bragg, North Carolina 

Bob NlCHOLLS, Statesmen and Sailors: Austra¬ 

lian Maritime Defence, 1870-1920 (Bal¬ 

main, NSW: published by the author [25 

Duke Street, Balmain, NSW 2041, Austra¬ 

lia], 1995). 323 pages, bibliography, index. 

Paperback. ISBN 0-646-23609-1. $29.00 US. 

Bob Nicholls has produced a very good 

general survey of the development of a fledgling 

Australian naval force from 1870 to 1920. The 

work started out as a commissioned piece for the 

Australian War Memorial, but was left unpub¬ 

lished when the publication program was aban¬ 

doned. Fortunately for those interested in naval 

history, the work has come to see the light of day 

through Mr. Nicholls’ own efforts to publish it. 

His faith in this project is rewarded in that he has 

given us a useful and scholarly book. 

This is not a technojunkie’s quick skim of 

antiquated gunboats and cruisers, nor it is not an 

ultra-nationalist interpretation of colony vs. 

Whitehall and fights with the Royal Navy over 

resources and recognition, nor is it a buffs guide 

to Australia’s naval contribution in the First 

World War. Nicholls’ main focus is tracing the 
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local political and naval personalities in Austra¬ 

lia who were involved in the fight to bring a 

navy to the isolated Dominion and examining 

their debates over that issue. Nicholls is con¬ 

scious of the imperial context within which the 

development of Australia’s embryonic naval 

force took place, and he makes no judgments on 

that issue. His study provides the early domestic 

background that allows readers to see how 

Australia came to formulate what might be 

called a regional maritime strategy, based on its 

geographic and imperial needs. Contemporary 

questions arise, such as whether there was really 

any need for a separate naval force in Australian 

waters. If there was to be such a force, why did 

it exist, how big was it to be, what vessels did it 

need in order to achieve its purpose, where 

would these vessels come from, what would be 

the relationship with the Royal Navy, and, most 

importantly, how much would it all cost, are all 

thoroughly discussed in the book. It also serves, 

therefore, as a useful reminder and historical 

guide as to what questions might now be asked 

by those scholars and policy makers interested in 

current debates over the need and usefulness of 

navies in a nation’s security scheme. 

Refreshingly, Nicholls does not deal to an 

unnecessary extent with the usual description of 

the wartime experience that takes up so much of 

the naval histories and monographs of such 

countries as Australia, New Zealand, and Can¬ 

ada. Historians in these once-proud dominions, 

largely driven by the need to satisfy a post-1945 

vision of national identity, have been mired in 

the limited experiences of both the First and 

Second World Wars, ignoring almost entirely the 

vitally important developmental and construction 

periods of the peacetime organizations. It is here 

that Nicholls provides a valuable service, indi¬ 

cating the richness and importance of studying 

the peace thoroughly, if one wishes to have a 

firm and accurate grasp of why events took the 

shape that they did during the War. 

Another strength of this book lies in its 

detail. Nicholls has spent much time and energy 

putting together a clear, concise picture of the 

Australian and non-Australian personalities 

involved in this developmental process. Vice 

Admiral Sir William Rooke Creswell, Edmund 

Barton, Rear Admiral Sir William Clarkson, 

Alfred Deakin, and Rear Admiral Sir Francis 

Tickell are just a few of the important characters 

that Nicholls puts into a useful historical context. 

This detail at times slows the pace of the book to 

a crawl, but the reader’s diligence is rewarded in 

the end. There is no doubt that when the book is 

done, the reader will have a very clear and 

concise picture of who was who in Australian 

naval development during this period and what 

the major issues facing the development of a 

maritime force in that region were. For graduate 

students, this book could indeed serve as a useful 

indicator of the personalities that might be worth 

further biographical study. 

From a scholarly point of view, the book’s 

research is solid enough, but not exhaustive, 

particularly on economic and infrastructure 

matters. The secondary literature and bibliogra¬ 

phy are adequate; however, they are not the final 

word on the matter. That could be a problem in 

some cases, but in this instance, it is not. The 

goal of the work is to provide a solid, scholarly 

introduction to the people and issues involved. 

This it does well enough, and, therefore, is a 

useful place for those interested in the early 

years of the Royal Australian Navy to begin their 

study. For other scholars and researchers inter¬ 

ested in the field, this work will indicate a num¬ 

ber of areas of opportunity that await further, 

more detailed, archival exploration. 

Greg Kennedy 

Royal Military College of Canada 

Kingston, Ontario 

George Woodman Hilton, Eastland: Legacy 

of the Titanic (Stanford: Stanford University 

Press, 1995). 364 pages, appendices, illustra¬ 

tions, maps, tables, photographs, index. 
$45.00. 

In this book, Professor Hilton, who has 

taught economics at the University of California 

at Los Angeles for many years, seeks to establish 

a relationship between the 1912 wreck of the 

Titanic and the Eastland disaster, which oc- 
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curred in Chicago in 1915. In the process, he has 

produced a well documented, very readable, and 

thoroughly fascinating book. 

Professor Hilton argues that in response to 

the horror which followed the Titanic, there was 

an ill-considered movement to provide lifeboats 

for all passengers on commercial vessels. This 

policy, which was approximately implemented in 

the United States by the LaFollette Seamen’s Act 

of 1915, was a radical departure from the inter¬ 

national maritime convention which required 

only that a prudent number of lifeboats be car¬ 

ried. The relationship between the Titanic and 

the Eastland, so Hilton maintains, is that the 

legislation which required more lifeboats also 

had the unintended potential consequence of 

dangerously reducing the stability of already 

tender vessels. 

The Eastland was one such vessel. The 

increase in her boatage in response to passage of 

the LaFollette law, given other circumstances 

which the book describes at length, resulted in 

the vessel capsizing with some 2,500 passengers 

and crew aboard. Hilton asserts, therefore, that 

the sinking of the Titanic was the “proximate” 

cause of the disaster in Chicago. 

Professor Hilton does not claim that the 

“boats for all” policy was the sole cause of the 

Eastland mishap. Rather, as he puts it, nothing 

went right on the day she rolled over. In addition 

to the negligent conduct of some of her crew, 

including her captain, her ballast system appears 

to have malfunctioned. 

Hilton hypothesizes, however, that the major 

factor contributing to the catastrophe was proba¬ 

bly a stability problem inherent in the vessel’s 

design and mode of operation. Conceived by her 

designer primarily as a freighter, the Eastland, 

Hilton argues, probably had a metacentric height 

at launching that was adequate for that purpose. 

However, by the time of the disaster, the East- 

land was used exclusively as a day or overnight 

excursion ship on Lake Michigan and, conse¬ 

quently, a great deal of fluid weight in the form 

of passengers was typically onboard and situated 

relatively high in the ship. This fact, combined 

with the modifications to the superstructure, and 

repairs made over her history, served to give the 

Eastland a metacentric height, under certain 

circumstances, that was perilously close to zero, 

if not actually negative. When additional life¬ 

boats were added a few weeks before the East- 

land capsized, the tragic stage was set. Hilton 

believes that it was these lifeboats, combined 

with passengers at capacity level, that most 

likely tipped the balance and resulted in 844 

deaths. • 

Dr. Hilton’s main purpose in writing this 

book is to set the record straight regarding the 

reasons the Eastland “turned turtle.” There is a 

related second thesis, however, the implications 

of which extend well beyond the bounds of 

maritime history. Professor Hilton uses the 

Eastland disaster to raise questions about the 

efficiency of governmental “regulation of eco¬ 

nomic activity.” It is fair to say that he brings a 

skeptical, if not a jaundiced, eye to bear on this 

subject. 

His brief is based on what he feels was the 

inappropriate response to the Titanic sinking 

prompted by the outcry of an illogical and unin¬ 

formed public. According to Hilton, the “boats 

for all” policy made little sense, given a rea¬ 

soned assessment of the risks at sea. This fact 

was recognized by many nautical engineers at 

the time. More generally, the author cites Fried¬ 

reich August von Hayek to the effect that the 

government cannot regulate for a single variable 

if it exists in isolation from other variables 

related to it. In this case, Hilton claims that the 

American government did seek to enhance 

passenger safety by regulating a single variable 

— the number of lifeboats required on vessels. 

He suggests that this result was unlikely, and, at 

least in the Eastland case, it appears to have had 

the exact opposite effect because there were 

variables that were adversely affected by the 

policy. He takes the argument one step further 

and states that government cannot regulate every 

related variable, if for no other reason than 

because the costs would be prohibitive. Instead, 

experts need to be listened to closely, probabili¬ 

ties need to be weighted dispassionately, and 

then logical, prudent choices need to be made. 

None of those choices, however, could provide 

absolute guarantees regarding passenger safety 

— or anything else, for that matter. 

This is an excellent book. Nevertheless, the 
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subtle political undercurrent evident from time 

to time may leave some readers, as it did me, a 

bit ill at ease. Experts are inherently troubling in 

a democracy, and the spirit of laissez faire that 

wafts through the book is not reassuring. 

Paul T. Burlin 

University of New England 

RICHARD W. Fanning, Peace and Disarmament: 

Naval Rivalry and Arms Control, 1922-1933 

(Lexington, KY: University of Kentucky 

Press, 1995). xiii + 224 pages. ISBN No. 0- 

8131-1878-6. $35.00. 

This book covers well tilled ground and, not 

surprisingly, has little new to say of any great 

consequence. It is, however, an extremely well 

researched, well organized, painstaking, and 

easily readable account of the efforts of the 

United States (the instigator), Britain and Japan 

(both rather lukewarm), France and Italy (mar¬ 

ginal and reluctant players) to squeeze more 

mileage out of naval limitations following the 

diplomatic success of the Washington confer¬ 

ence of 1921-22. The book’s distinguishing 

features are its extensive scrutiny of British as 

well as American personal, institutional, and 

official records, and its considerable attention to 

public opinion, especially peace advocates, in 

the three major naval nations. The approach, 

uniform to all chapters, is to address the politics, 

policies, and pressure groups of each country in 

turn, which, together with the narrative frame¬ 

work, makes it a highly accessible text. At times, 

the analysis sinks into the story line and, while it 

is soundly argued and credible, is rarely pro¬ 

found or original. There are several instances of 

awkward expression, and the prose style is 

homespun rather than polished. However, well 

chosen cartoons enliven the text, the notes are 

thorough, and the bibliography is near exhaus¬ 

tive on the politicians, diplomats, admirals, and 

peace promoters, the foreign policies and the 

strategies of the three principal powers, with a 

little French garnish for good measure. Richard 

Fanning is prone to minor errors on the British 

side, but over all, reveals a good appreciation of 

the problems, politics, and personalities in both 
Britain and Japan. 

As Professor Fanning points out, the Wash¬ 

ington Naval Treaty was a successful exercise in 

arms limitation because it was linked with politi¬ 

cal arrangements for the sensitive Pacific and 

Far Eastern theater. The conferences dealt with 

here - the abortive one at Geneva in 1927 and 

the partial successes in London in 1930 and 

1935-36 — achieved markedly less in large part 

because political and security underpinnings 

were evaded or ignored. Hoover, MacDonald, 

and other statesmen naively expected arms 

limitation by itself to open the way to peace. 

Firmer hands and more subtlety were required; 

as Fanning notes: “The difference between the 

Washington and Geneva Conferences lies in 

executive determination to achieve success” 

(page 77). Barely concealed and serpentine 

jealousies, rivalries, ancient and modern, fears 

and ambitions continued to divide the powers. 

Moreover, post-Washington efforts at disarma¬ 

ment achieved little because there was little left 

to achieve without a miraculous revolution in 

world politics. The room for maneuver in 1921 

was severely circumscribed, and only marginal 

improvements were likely without the settlement 

of major security problems. Furthermore, public 

interest in general had waned. Washington had 

delivered the “peace dividend” citizens wanted 

in the shape of lower taxes. 

Such reasoning, however, is the historian’s 

prerogative. At the time, several factors appeared 

to encourage arms talks. The 1920s were the 

springtime of the League of Nations, the era of 

Locarno, the Kellog-Briand Pact and the Dawes 

Plan, apparently burgeoning democracies in 

Japan and Germany, a mildly prosperous world 

economy, and the dedication of numberless, 

name draped war memorials. The League pre¬ 

pared carefully for a World Disarmament Con¬ 

ference, while the US, unable to contribute much 

on the military and air fronts, sought to extend 

the gains of Washington at sea. Cruisers became 

the new currency of the delegations — numbers, 

types, displacements, 6-inch or 8-inch guns, total 

tonnage, parities and ratios, hull lives, and 

building programs. There was endless room for 

dispute. The British wanted a host of small, trade 
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protection vessels, the Americans a smaller 

number of heavy cruisers, the Japanese a higher 

ratio. Geneva, the first effort, was not, in Fan¬ 

ning’s view, a disaster, for it cleared the air and 

perhaps made possible the partial success of 

London in 1930, a deal brokered initially by the 

near-pacifists Hoover and MacDonald. The 

sailors, who bristled at Geneva, were reduced to 

technical advice at London. Peace groups, down¬ 

cast after Geneva, were cautiously optimistic 

after London. Yet, for all their clamor, fervor, 

and numbers (and Fanning’s assiduous attention) 

they wielded surprisingly little influence, lacking 

unity, practicality, and precise focus. Thereafter, 

the dark shadow of the Great Depression swept 

over the world, bringing forth the militarists in 

what became the Axis powers and ushering in 

tardy rearmament in the democracies. The Lon¬ 

don conference of 1935-36, carefully nursed to 

life by the British and Americans, failed within 

days in its main aim, to tie Japan down. The 

Washington ratios were washed into the sea. 

Michael Simpson 

University of Wales 

Swansea, Wales 

Michael L. Hadley, Count Not the Dead: The 

Popular Image of the German Submarine 

(Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 1995). 

xxiv + 253 pages. $35.00. 

Among serious North American scholars 

who specialize in German naval history, Michael 

Hadley already enjoys a distinguished place. 

Count Not the Dead, broader and bolder than his 

previous works, reinforces this well deserved 

reputation. After scrutinizing virtually every¬ 

thing ever published, filmed, photographed, 

painted, sung, or narrated about German subma¬ 

rines in the popular realm, Hadley concludes that 

the U-boat was no ordinary weapon in Ger¬ 

many’s experience and imagination. Nor were 

her officers and crews cut from the same cloth as 

their surface Navy contemporaries. 

From the outset of World War I, when the 

Kaiser’s expensive battle fleet disappointed 

expectations of a glorious showdown with its 

British counterpart, U-boats emerged as an elite 

force — in fact, the only force — that could 

wage war directly and successfully against 

perennial rival England. Popular faith in the new 

weapon knew few bounds after 22 September 

1914, when Germany’s first authentic U-boat 

ace, Otto Weddigen in U-9, sank three British 

cruisers within an hour’s time and returned home 

in triumph. The myth of the U-boat as a uniquely 

German miracle weapon with war winning 

potential was born and would endure for the 

balance of the Great War, throughout the inter¬ 

war years, through World War II, and well into 

the 1980s. Only then, thanks to a more critical 

mood as evidenced by Lothar-Giinther Buch- 

heim’s novel and subsequent motion picture Das 

Boot, Michael Salewski’s penetrating historical 

inquiries, and introspective memoirs such as 

those of Erich Topp, would the U-boat mystique 

shed much of its former luster. 

Above all else, the U-boat touched a nerve in 

Germany’s collective psyche. It was a young, 

modern weapon whose youthful crews combined 

complex, yet oddly beautiful, technology with 

personal courage, skill, teamwork, and imagina¬ 

tion. The U-boat, with its sleek lines and stealth 

tactics, reawakened visions of a primordial game 

that pitted hunter against hunted — a vision 

pregnant with aesthetic and instinctive appeal at 

a time when Darwinian views of life and combat 

never lay far below the surface. Submarines 

seemed to be the underdog’s ultimate revenge 

against an enemy who held an obvious strategic 

advantage at sea and kept Germany from claim¬ 

ing its rightful place among the world powers. 

Hadley traces the U-boat’s evolving mys¬ 

tique from the Kaiser’s days to the present, 

carefully detailing the many uses to which its 

popularity has been put over the yeas. For exam¬ 

ple, he shows “how books and articles for mass 

audiences have attempted to wrest spiritual 

victory from the major defeats of the two world 

wars,” suggesting that notions of German moral 

and spiritual superiority could somehow counter¬ 

balance the carnage and disaster that marked the 

real war at sea. U-boat aces especially, feted in 

life and revered in death, exemplified the highest 

virtues — duty, patriotism, character, bravery, 

sacrifice. The stories of their exploits in two 
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wars would be told and retold, in words and 

pictures, as if they had somehow become part of 

a modern day Homeric epic. 

In World War I, propaganda both slick and 

crude painted the U-boats and their crews as 

fighting an active, mobile, invariably courageous 

and mostly victorious campaign, while the 

surface fleet and the land armies remained stuck 

in passivity or messy stalemate. Such a picture 

not only overlooked the far from heroic daily 

routine aboard the tiny craft and the miserable 

circumstances under which they and their vic¬ 

tims encountered death, but contributed directly 

to the resumption of unrestricted submarine 

warfare in 1917 and assured military defeat soon 

thereafter when the United States joined the war. 

When mutinies rocked the Kaiser’s battle fleet in 

1917 and 1918, the U-boat arm remained com¬ 

pletely loyal, and thus immune to any “stab-in- 

the-back” accusations — a convenient propa¬ 

ganda leitmotif during the inter-war years. More¬ 

over, after Versailles, the U-boats and their 

supreme sacrifice as portrayed in popular war 

books reminded the defeated nation both of 

former glory and future possibilities. Even 

before Hitler reestablished the submarine branch 

in 1935, an outpouring of popular literature 

assured seamless continuity in U-boat traditions, 

names, rituals, esprit de corps, and expectations. 

World War II, by and large, repeated the 

precedent of 1914-1918, with the most notable 

addition being that the Grand Admiral Donitz’ 

affinity to Nazi ideology bestowed upon the U- 

boat arm the aura of being both a militarily and 

politically “reliable” elite — unconditionally 

faithful to the bitter end. Inspirational U-boat 

literature and pictures kept up the nation’s will 

to fight, helped recruit young men into the 

service, and enshrined successful commanders in 

a pantheon of aces whose praises would be sung 

long after the U-boat had proved itself once 

again incapable of rescuing Germany from self- 

inflicted disaster. After 1945, another flood of 

popular works — often authored by former 

wartime propaganda writers with style and 

message virtually unchanged — dominated the 

market until the Buchheim controversy of the 

1970s and 1980s forced the nation at last to 

include the U-boat in its ongoing endeavor to 

confront all aspects of its uneven heritage. 

Hadley’s masterpiece in literary archaeology 

leaves his audience at once enriched and dis¬ 

turbed. Informative, analytical, and circumspect 

in its judgments, the book deserves to be widely 

read on both sides of the Atlantic. Indeed, its 

concept and historiographical craftsmanship beg 

to be applied to other unorthodox weapons and 

the mystique they once engendered or continue 
to exert. 

Eric C. Rust 

Baylor University 

Waco, Texas 

C. W. KOBURGER, Jr., Naval Warfare in the 

Baltic, 1939-1945: War in a Narrow Sea 

(Westport, CT: Praeger, 1994). x + 152 

pages.$49.95. 

While World War II histories have covered 

the Battle of the Atlantic extensively, actions in 

peripheral waters have received less attention. 

Koburger’s book reminds us that the Baltic was 

such an important — if somewhat self contained 

— arena where political, geostrategic, oceano¬ 

graphic, and climatic limitations produced 

unique circumstances for naval warfare. Narrow, 

shallow, virtually land locked, lacking good 

natural harbors, posing innumerable navigational 

hazards, frozen part of the year, and with ship¬ 

ping easily threatened from the air and by mines 

— the Baltic Sea was and is a naval planner’s 

nightmare par excellence. While the intensity of 

fighting expanded and receded with the rhythm 

of the seasons and the tides of war, and individ¬ 

ual heroism came as readily here as elsewhere, 

the Baltic ultimately was not the place to win or 

lose the war — but neither could it be ignored. 

As a survey based on secondary source 

material, Koburger aims at giving all participant 

nations in the conflict their proper due and at 

drawing lessons, for the future benefit of the US 

Navy, from their experiences. Very early in the 

conflict, Poland and Denmark disappeared as 

factors to be reckoned with, as did the Baltic 

provinces following their reattachment to Russia. 

Sweden, ostensibly on the sidelines, for years 

cooperated economically and militarily with 
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Germany, then adopted a more independent 

stance as Hitler’s fortunes faded, and ended the 

War, still a neutral but with an appreciation for 

altered realities. That left Germany and Finland 

on one hand, and the Soviet Union on the other, 

to occupy center stage in the Baltic for the 

balance of the War. 

Koburger takes us chronologically through 

the five standard phases of the War in Eastern 

Europe as mirrored in the actions at sea: the 

elimination of minor players and the Russo- 

Finnish winter war through June 1941, “Opera¬ 

tion Barbarossa” of June-December 1941, the 

stalemate of 1942-43, the Russian advance and 

Finnish defeat of 1944, and Germany’s collapse 

of early 1945 with its attendant evacuation by 

sea of some two million German civilian refu¬ 

gees and soldiers to Schleswig-Holstein and 

Denmark. 

This was a mean war fought primarily with 

light but fast surface artillery and torpedo sweep¬ 

ers, innumerable mine layers and sweepers, 

assorted landing craft and transports for inshore 

and supply operations, coastal submarines, and 

intermittent air support. Major fleet units never 

met in open battle. Russia’s battleships retreated 

ingloriously to Kronstadt off Leningrad and 

stayed there for the rest of the War. German 

cruisers and destroyers covered the activities of 

lighter craft and effectively supported army 

movements both in Hitler’s eastward advance 

and eventual retreat. Perhaps the most operation¬ 

ally and technologically intriguing aspect turned 

out to be the Finnish-German effort between 

1941 and 1944 to close off the Gulf of Finland 

and bottle up Russia’s forces. Using extensive 

minefields, net barriers, shore batteries, aerial 

surveillance, and patrol craft, this undertaking 

worked reasonably well until dwindling reserves, 

the loss of adjacent land bases, and vastly supe¬ 

rior Russian resources forced the Finns out of the 

war and brought Germany its final agony. 

Koburger supports his presentation with 

statistics, tables, organizational charts, photo¬ 

graphs, maps, and an appendix. Parts of the latter 

could have been taken without encumbrance into 

the main text, especially his synopsis of develop¬ 

ments prior to 1939 and the physical description 

of the Baltic Sea as a theater of operations. A 

major weakness of the book appears to be 

Koburger’s limited historical perspective. He 

fails to appreciate, for example, that World War 

I, from 1914 to 1918, already had offered Ger¬ 

many and Russia a bloody rehearsal for what the 

next war would have in store. Moreover, only a 

brief paragraph is reserved for Germany’s U- 

boats. After all, every one of them trained from 

1939 through 1944 virtually unmolested in the 

Baltic, complete with simulated convoys, thus 

enabling Hitler in the first place to be so success¬ 

ful in the Atlantic. Koburger furthermore seems 

unaware that all Baltic navies, for the fifty years 

since 1945, have been drawing and acting on the 

very experiences he views as so relevant for the 

US Navy to absorb today. 

Readers should not expect this book to 

represent the latest in historical insights or a 

manual of naval warfare in narrow waters. Even 

though Koburger claims his work to be “serious 

history,” he cites no archival documents and 

incorporates no eyewitness accounts. Nor does 

the book satisfy scholarly standards with regards 

to writing style and documentation. Its bibliogra¬ 

phy, for instance, is limited to a small selection 

of mostly English-language works, its diction 

wordy and chatty rather than precise and de¬ 

tached, its spelling intentionally devoid of dia¬ 

critical notations, its usage of German words 

(such as Feldgrau as a synonym for German 

Army) often inappropriate and awkward. In this 

respect and many others, Jurg Meister’s pioneer¬ 

ing study, Der Seekrieg in den osteuropaischen 

Gewdssern 1941-1945, still stands unrivaled 

after almost forty years. A truly comprehensive 

presentation and analysis of World War II in the 

Baltic, drawing on newly accessible Russian 

sources as well as pertinent primary materials in 

German, Finnish, Swedish, Polish, and Danish 

archives, not to mention published works, re¬ 

mains to be written. 

Eric C. Rust 

Baylor University 

Waco, Texas 
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Stephen D. Regan, In Bitter Tempest: The 

Biography of Admiral Frank Jack Fletcher 

(Ames, IA: Iowa State University Press, 

1994). 288 pages. ISBN No. 0-8138-0778-6. 

$34.95. 

Beginning with his graduation from Anna¬ 

polis in 1906, the first thirty-five years of Frank 

Jack Fletcher’s professional life were highly 

rewarding. A sunny natured man, Fletcher had 

good friends, interesting assignments, and some¬ 

times exciting experiences. Unlike officers 

currently in the Navy, he had many commands, 

including a gunboat, several destroyers, and, in 

the mid-1930s, the battleship New Mexico. At 

least, in part, because he took care of his people, 

they, in turn, took care of him, under Fletcher, 

that ship was “number one in Battleships, Battle 

Force competition.” 

Fletcher’s tours ashore, especially in the 

Bureau of Navigation (which was responsible 

for, among other matters, officers’ assignments) 

and as aide to the Secretary of the Navy, made 

use of his diplomatic and political talents. Late 

in 1941, Fletcher, by then a rear admiral, com¬ 

manded a division of four modern heavy cruisers 

in the Pacific Fleet. When the Japanese attacked 

Pearl Harbor, he was at sea, far from the scene of 

disaster. 

So far, fortune had smiled on Fletcher. Now, 

just as he entered history, fortune deserted him. 

Fletcher became a major player in the De¬ 

cember 1941 effort to reinforce the beleaguered 

marine garrison on Wake Island. Based on a 

wretched plan conceived by the unfortunate 

Admiral Husband E. Kimmel, the effort failed 

miserably. 

Commanding from the carrier Yorktown, 

Fletcher was involved in the ineffective carrier 

raids in the central Pacific in February 1942 and 

the more successful raid in March on the Japa¬ 

nese amphibious force off Lae and Salamaua on 

New Guinea’s north coast. He was in command 

of the American side in the world’s first carrier 

duel, in the Coral Sea in May, which frustrated a 

Japanese attempt to seize Port Moresby on New 

Guinea’s southern coast in June. Until the York¬ 

town was crippled, he was in tactical command 

at Midway, the world’s second carrier duel, 

when the Japanese fleet not only was rebuffed in 

its attempt to seize Midway, but lost four of its 

six big carriers in the process. 

In August, Frank Jack Fletcher was in com¬ 

mand of the expeditionary force for the Marines’ 

invasion of Guadalcanal. However, despite the 

landing force’s request for four days of air 

support, in order to safeguard the country’s 

remaining carriers (most of which were in his 

care), he promised only two days, and then 

delivered even less than he had promised. More¬ 

over, his earlier-than-promised departure from 

the scene forestalled any hope of attacking the 

Japanese cruisers which, on the night of 8-9 

August, sank four US and Australian cruisers in 

the battle of Savo Island. Later in the month, 

when the Japanese attempted to reinforce their 

own troops on Guadalcanal, in the third carrier 

duel, Admiral Fletcher both helped foil that 

attempt and sank another Japanese carrier, as 

well. Shortly afterwards, his flagship, the Sara¬ 

toga, was torpedoed and had to go back to the 

United States. Fletcher went home, too, but 

unlike the Saratoga, Frank Jack Fletcher never 

returned to battle. 

In Washington, President Roosevelt did not 

ask the country’s most experienced combat 

leader to visit him. The Chief of Naval Opera¬ 

tions, Admiral Ernest J. King, would not listen to 

him. 

What had happened? 

What had happened was that this most tactful 

of men had alienated too many powerful or 

influential people: the Marines for abandoning 

them at Guadalcanal, the loud-mouthed former 

executive officer of his flagship who complained 

to all who would listen — and, evidently, many 

would — that Fletcher was neither aggressive 

enough against the enemy nor careful enough 

about his own aviators’ lives, and Admiral King, 

not only for being too cautious, but also for 

losing the Lexington (King’s captain command a 

dozen years earlier) in the Battle of the Coral 

Sea. It did not matter that Fletcher was not even 

in the Lexington, nor that her commanding 

officer, the man who was responsible for her 

survival in battle, was promoted soon afterwards 

to flag rank. 

It was for these reasons and others, just and 
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unjust alike, that Fletcher was treated for the rest 

of the war, not as a hero, or even as an effective 

combat leader, but as an incompetent, a poltroon, 

and an embarrassment. When the War was over, 

the angry Marines beat the drums against Fle¬ 

tcher. So did the Navy’s unofficial historian, 

Professor Samuel Eliot Morison, and the aviators 

— although the latter found Fletcher guilty 

chiefly of not being one of them. 

This is a good story to tell, and Stephen D. 

Regan, academic dean at Upper Iowa University 

and author of the Multicultural/Nonsexist Educa¬ 

tion Handbook, attempts to tell it, with consider¬ 

able sympathy for his subject. 

In some ways, Professor Regan does his job 

well. He provides perceptive insights into Admi¬ 

ral King’s personality and actions. He shows that 

the Navy’s senior aviators had views on the use 

of carriers in battle little different from Flet¬ 

cher’s, and he suggests that they had more 

sympathy than we knew for Fletcher’s early 

withdrawal of the carriers from the waters near 

Guadalcanal. However, two elementary matters 

plague Dr. Regan. His grasp of the Navy in 

Fletcher’s time — its practices, ships, machin¬ 

ery, weapons, tactics, and history — is poor. As 

a result, the book will mislead unwary readers 

for years. Some will be puzzled, for example, by 

Regan’s description of the USS Sacramento''s 

propulsion plant as “reciprocating machinery and 

a single screw-geared turbine fueled by coal.” 

Others may wonder about the implication that, 

had Fletcher not withdrawn his carriers, they 

would have been with the cruisers that were 

about to be sunk at Savo Island. 

The other problem is that the writing appears 

to be the work of one to whom the English 

language is a detestable mystery. For example, 

we are told that “Fletcher was positively com¬ 

mon among the midshipmen,” and, in a triumph 

of modern social correctness over reality, he has 

“the men of the fleet staffing the rails of all ships 

present” in honor of President Roosevelt in 1944. 

In these circumstances, the publisher owed 

Professor Regan more than a little assistance. It 

seems to have given him none. Moreover, al¬ 

though the book deals with events which took 

place in waters unfamiliar to most people, it 

provides not a single map to help them find their 

way. 

It is clear that Frank Jack Fletcher’s loss of 

luck, which began in December 1941, has pur¬ 

sued him even into the grave. Too bad. 

Frank Uhlig, Jr. 

Naval War College 

s 

Jeffrey G. Barlow, Revolt of the Admirals: 

The Fight for Naval Aviation, 1945-1950 

(Washington: Naval Historical Center, 

1994). xxi + 420 pages. ISBN 0-16-042094- 

6. 

It was the worst of times and it was the worst 

of times. In trying to make the best of those bad 

times, Dr. Jeffrey Barlow’s thesis argues that 

notwithstanding that the whole world seemed to 

think that the Navy had suffered a body blow in 

the “Revolt of the Admirals” there really was a 

silver lining to that dark cloud. It asserts that 

although the Admirals could not resurrect the 

great flush deck carrier after it had been canceled 

by Secretary of Defense Louis Johnson in 1949, 

and although the Chief of Naval Operations 

himself, Admiral Louis Denfeld, was a casualty 

of the battle, in the longer term it all had a 

positive outcome for the Navy and America. In 

the process, vital Congressmen had been edu¬ 

cated to the essentiality of naval aviation and 

they brought it back to its feet in the late 1950s. 

Many authors have tackled these subjects; 

few, if any, were better qualified to do so than 

Jeffrey Barlow. Born in 1946, he was an infant at 

the Navy’s time of troubles and has the insula¬ 

tion of nearly a half century to shield him from 

the passions of that hour. Yet, he has both the 

technical and academic qualifications to handle 

a complex subject with a sure hand. He was born 

of a Navy family, was educated at Westminster 

College, and earned his Ph.D. at the University 

of South Carolina about ten years later. He 

served for a time on active duty in the Army 

working at the Military History Institute at 
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Carlisle Barracks in Pennsylvania. For some 

time now, he has been part of the array of pro¬ 

ductive naval scholars marshaled at the Wash¬ 

ington Navy Yard in the Naval Historical Center. 

Barlow has a growing and impressive publica¬ 

tion record in the periodicals, from Air Univer¬ 

sity Review to International Security, and else¬ 

where in work as varied as a monograph on Sun 

Yat Sen and the French and the editing of a 

pamphlet on military reform. Although the 

present work seems to be his first book, he has 

contributed chapters to several others. 

Jeffrey Barlow reaches back into the 1920s 

to build a foundation for the “Fight for Naval 

Aviation.” Clearly, he has a firm grasp on the 

facts and, although he writes with sympathy to 

the Navy case (as noted by Eliot Cohen in For¬ 

eign Affairs), he certainly does so with less 

emotion and more accuracy than was common in 

the interwar period — and especially in the late 

1940s. 

Among the notions that Revolt of the Admi¬ 

rals puts forth is that strategic bombing failed in 

WWII, and it is immoral. Barlow is clear enough 

in his presentation that many Air Force people 

went into the Strategic Bombing Survey and saw 

opposite conclusions therein. But to Barlow, 

Admiral Ralph A. Oftsie, himself a participant in 

the Survey, was more correct in his interpreta¬ 

tion that it simply did not work in Germany, and 

that in Japan industry was already dead from the 

submarine campaign before the bombers ever got 

there. 

Another of the ideas central to Revolt of the 

Admirals is that the rest of the world did not 

understand that the Navy’s purpose even before 

WWII was to achieve command of the seas in 

order to affect the course of events on land. The 

acceptance of this idea was necessary to counter 

the Army and Navy assertions that there was no 

longer a need for a Navy, or at least an offensive 

sea arm, because the struggle for the command 

of the seas had been won at Scapa Flow and 

Leyte Gulf — there simply were no more navies 

to be sent to the bottom, save the Soviet subma¬ 

rine fleet. 

One of the reasons why the world did not 

understand was that US Air Force public rela¬ 

tions efforts, according to Barlow, were much 

superior to those of the Navy; the Navy Depart¬ 

ment was much too passive to fight fire with fire 

notwithstanding the fears of the naval aviators. 

In Barlow’s view, this was so because Forestal 

was trying so hard to maintain peace in the name 

of unification, and Secretary of the Navy Francis 

P. Matthews was so subservient to the political 

leadership that he sold out the Navy. Suffice to 

say here that within the Air Force a common 

notion is that the US Naval Institute and the 

Navy League blazed the trail and both remain the 

envy of the air arm’s partisans. 

A corollary to that was the idea that the Navy 

was on the defensive throughout — but the AF 

was on the attack. In 1947, General Carl Spaatz 

wrote to his mentor and predecessor General of 

the Army Hap Arnold to the effect that the 

unification act was about the best compromise 

that could be had as he was hearing criticisms 

from both sides. Arnold grumpily replied that it 

appeared to him that it was the Air Force that 

had done most of the compromising. Notwith¬ 

standing Barlow’s vision, then, possibly both 

sides were so paranoid that each was utterly 

convinced that it was on the defensive and the 

victim. 

Another dimension of this was that the Navy 

had been arguing at first that the nukes would 

never be used because of the policy for interna¬ 

tional control of atomic energy. Later, in its 

quest for the supercarrier, it argued that its nukes 

would be only for use against targets directly 

related to naval campaigns. Barlow does recog¬ 

nize, though, that there were enough people 

inside the Navy bureaucracy who were going 

beyond that in various (non-policy) statements to 

stimulate Air Force fears that the naval leaders 

were speaking with forked tongues and were 

truly after another chunk of the air arm’s hard- 

won turf. 

Similarly, the famous “Anonymous Docu¬ 

ment” (by Cedric Worth and Admiral Tom 

Davies) and Captain John Crommelin’s intem¬ 

perate press conferences, according to Barlow, 

were not premeditated by the Navy brass. But in 

the charged atmosphere of that day, getting Air 

Force and Army people to believe that was 

another thing. Clearly, these things in company 

with the Navy’s very real effort to gain an atom- 
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ic capability made it all too easy to accept the 

interpretation within the Air Force that the Navy 

was the aggressor. A large part of the public and 

the Congress agreed. 

In the end, Secretaries Louis Johnson and 

Stuart Symington were exonerated of the charges 

in the Anonymous Document, Admiral Denfeld 

was a casualty, and the Navy did not get a super¬ 

carrier until after the Korean War. Barlow argues 

that the sea service recovered in part because of 

the Admiral’s Revolt, but that has to be an article 

of faith because the experience of that War 

demonstrated to doubters pretty clearly that 

aircraft carriers could indeed have important 

value in projecting power ashore — especially in 

the absence of jet-capable airfields. Moreover 

the unanticipated technological developments 

(miniaturization of nukes, SLBMs, and nuclear 

powered submarines) also must have had some¬ 

thing to do with the Navy’s recovery. 

Revolt of the Admirals is a pleasure to read 

— Jeffrey Barlow is blessed with a fine writing 

style, and it is proof that official writing need not 

be dull reading. Also, the editing is expertly 

done, and the artwork adds to the value of the 

work. Further, he has done his homework: his 

documentation is thorough, and it is hard to 

imagine sources that were not exploited. It is 

clear enough that he is sympathetic to the Navy 

story (Secretary Johnson is a “prevaricator” but 

when Admiral Tom Davies denied a major role 

in writing the “Anonymous Document” he 

“...could not bring himself to admit his major 

role in its drafting.”) 

Notwithstanding Barlow’s tilt, the work is a 

first-class contribution to the history of the time 

and would be important reading for either pro¬ 

fessional officers or concerned citizens. It is 

especially relevant in that the budgetary austerity 

of the times resembles that of the present. To get 

some of the flavor from the other side of the hill 

without the distortions and vehemence of the 

1940s literature, such readers might also profit 

from works such as Herman Wolk’s Planning 

and Organizing the Postwar Air Force, 1943- 

1947, George Watson’s The Office of the Secre¬ 

tary of the Air Force, 1947-1965, and Steven L. 

Rearden’s The History of the Office of The Sec¬ 

retary of Defense, Vol. I, The Formative Years, 

1947-1950. All four are official history and, 

together, are evidence that official works need 

not be bad ones. 

David R. Mets 

School of Advanced Airpower 

Air Command and Staff College, Air University 

Maxwell AFB, Alabama 

Gaylord T. M. Kelshall, The U-Boat war in 

the Caribbean (Annapolis: Naval Institute 

Press, 1994). xviii + 514 pages, illustrations, 

maps, bibliography, index. 

Gaylord T. M. Kelshall, a former officer in 

the Trinidad and Tobago Coast Guard, has 

written a superb history of the U-boat war in the 

Caribbean during World War Two. The U-boats 

during the years 1942-45 sank exactly 400 

Allied ships and damaged a further 56 vessels in 

the Caribbean while the Allied forces destroyed 

seventeen U-boats. 

German U-boat attacks in the West Indies 

began in 1942 with operation Neuland when the 

U-boats appeared to be running wild, sinking 

mostly unescorted merchant ships, and ended 

with the cruise of the U-530, which remained for 

a month off Trinidad in 1944 without attacking 

or sinking anything. Kelshall’s book effectively 

shows how the U-boats in 1942, operating a- 

gainst almost nonexistent allied anti-submarine 

forces, were able to sink scores of defenseless 

Allied merchant ships in the West Indies. Then, 

beginning with the summer of 1942, the Allies 

started to defeat the U-boats in the Caribbean 

with the introduction of convoys supported by 

US Navy and US Army Air Force aircraft. Air 

power was key to this defeat of the U-boats in 

the West Indies. Indeed, convoys in the Carib¬ 

bean were never as strongly escorted by surface 

escorts as those in the North Atlantic. However, 

by the middle of 1943, any U-boat that entered 

the Caribbean found itself being mercilessly 

hounded and hunted down by American anti¬ 

submarine aircraft until it was either destroyed 

or departed from the region. 

Kelshall is particularly insightful in showing 

how operations, such as the Royal Air Force’s 
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attack on U-boats in the Bay of Biscay and the 

US Navy’s offensive in the Central Atlantic 

against U-boat tankers, by indicting U-boats 

whilst on passage to the West Indies effectively 

contributed to Allied victory in the Caribbean. 

Further, The U-Boat War in the Caribbean is 

more than just an account of the war against the 

U-boats, for the book is full of little, but useful, 

asides on the history of the Second World War in 

the West Indies, such as accounts of the Ameri¬ 

can preparations for the intended — but never 

carried out — invasion of Martinique and the use 

of the Gulf of Paria by the US Navy as an area in 

which to work up major warships. The only 

blemish on this otherwise fine book is that it is a 

facsimile edition of a work first published in 

Trinidad and Tobago, and, as such, for reasons of 

money, was not subjected to the usual high 

editorial and production standards of the US 

Naval Institute Press. Nevertheless, The U-Boat 

War in the Caribbean is a first class work of 

naval history. 

David Syrett 

Queens College 

City University of New York 

New York 

Admiral I. J. Galantin, USN (Ret.), Subma¬ 

rine Admiral: From Battlewagons to Ballis¬ 

tic Missiles (Urbana, IL: University of Illi¬ 

nois Press, 1995). x + 345 pages, photos, 

index. ISBN 0-252-02160-6. $24.95. 

Retired at age 59 as a full (four-star) admiral 

in 1970, Admiral I. J. Galantin waited twenty- 

five years to produce what is the most important 

memoir of an American submariner to encom¬ 

pass World War II and the critical years of the 

Cold War. Nicknamed “Pete” (Ignatius Joseph, 

for the record), Galantin has drawn on his mem¬ 

ory, a personal log, and private correspondence 

for this anecdotal story, as he puts it. The book is 

much else — a highly readable basic introduc¬ 

tion to the American submarines and their his¬ 

tory, juxtaposed with his own experiences. 

Indeed, he seems to have helped the Navy realize 

his own goal of having gone into subs in 1934 in 

order “to be part of a more personalized, more 

modern, and flexible Navy” (page 20) than the 

rigid prewar fleet typical of his first duty aboard 

Captain Husband Kimmel’s battleship New York. 

The first third of the book covers the period 

to 1945, notably Galantin’s service in the Navy’s 

largest prewar sub, the 2,710-ton Argonaut, 

replete with two 6-inch deck guns, and his com¬ 

mand of the Halibut attacking Japanese shipping 

during 1943-44. After enduring the malfunction¬ 

ing torpedoes then plaguing US subs, he and his 

boat accounted for seven sinkings and heavy 

damage to an enemy aircraft carrier before being 

nearly destroyed by a Japanese antisubmarine 

bomber — actions retold with great verve. Also, 

his service with Navy Group China coordinating 

submarine rescues of downed aviators is interest¬ 

ing and offbeat, heavy in criticism of Army 

General Albert C. Wedemeyer. 

Galantin’s own role in, and perceptions of, 

the development of US submarine doctrines 

during the Cold War is the book’s unique and 

major contribution. In easy prose devoid of 

navalese, he discusses the ten different types of 

new diesel powered submarine construction 

between 1949 and 1957 in terms of the Navy’s 

search for submarine missions. As he moved 

between Washington naval bureaucracy and sea 

duty, he managed a “deep-draught” command of 

a 25,000-ton fleet oiler during the Korean War (a 

unique memoir of such a ship type),and of a 

carrier-centered task group in the Mediterranean 

in 1960. However, Galantin’s forte was taking 

over the Pentagon’s sub desk in 1955, and then 

the antisub directorship in 1961, when Soviet 

subs became the major targets of US attack subs. 

These posts brought Galantin to the forefront 

of the nuclear powered submarine and Polaris 

missile programs, heading the latter during 

1962-65. As such, he interfaced often with the 

controversial Admiral Hyman G. Rickover, 

whom he fought on many issues and checked at 

least once. Galantin devotes an entire chapter to 

“Rick,” admired for his engineering excellence 

but not for his caustic and Machiavellian inter¬ 

personal tactics. Galantin had much greater 

admiration for Chief of Naval Operations Admi¬ 

ral Arleigh A. Burke, “forever exhorting us to 

think, debate, evaluate, and plan” (page 195). 
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That Galantin complied is borne out by his five- 

year tenure as Chief of Naval Material, during 

which (1965-70) he streamlined the operation 

into six functional systems commands that 

remained in place for the rest of the Cold War. 

Great good humor permeates this fine autobi¬ 

ography, like the occasion in 1954 when an Air 

Force colonel deflated Galantin’s boast of hav¬ 

ing dived in the Tang to a record depth of 713 

feet by proclaiming he had flown lower than that 

— over the 1,292-feet below sea level surface of 

the Dead Sea! Galantin also looks to the crucial 

role of the submarine in America’s future: con¬ 

trol and use of the “inner space of sea” (page 

318) with its vast economic and defensive attrib¬ 

utes. 

Clark G. Reynolds 

University/College of Charleston 

Charleston, South Carolina 

George J. Joachim, Iron Fleet: The Great Lakes 

in World War //(Detroit: Wayne State Uni¬ 

versity Press, 1994). 134 pages, cloth, 26 

plates, appendices, bibliography, index. 

ISBN 0-8143-2479-7. $21.95. 

The World War II homefront of the United 

States was dominated by a massive shift from 

commercial to war production. This awakening 

of a huge industrial potential to fill the needs of 

allied nations has been widely documented in the 

broad sense, but many of the more important 

segments have scarcely been touched upon. This 

problem is partially addressed by George G. 

Joachim in Iron Fleet, his brief history of the 

Great Lakes shipping industry and its vital 

struggle “to meet an unprecedented demand for 

iron ore” (page 11) for steel production. Since 

iron ore shipped from the Northern Great Lakes 

region constituted 90% of this raw material used 

by American steel industry during the War, the 

success of Lakes shipping was not only a logisti¬ 

cal victory, it was critical to both domestic and 

foreign interests. Joachim concludes that had the 

lake shipping industry failed to supply sufficient 

iron ore to the American industry, the result 

would have been “disastrous consequences for 

the nation’s war effort” (page 11). 

Iron Fleet is a slim volume adapted from 

Joachim’s 1990 Oakland University master’s 

thesis entitled “Iron Ore Shipments on the Great 

Lakes, 1939-1945.” He provides a short intro¬ 

duction to the Great Lakes shipping industry as 

tied to the iron ore trade prior to 1939, then 

traces the history of the ore boats and the deci¬ 

sions of their managers through the War years. 

Joachim argues that, despite shortages of man¬ 

power, bad weather, and a multitude of logistical 

problems, these vessels were able to support the 

steel industry at a time when the War effort, such 

as “Protecting the Lakes,” “The Manpower 

Crisis,” and “Wartime Construction” were his 

best. In these chapters, he discusses security 

measures taken to protect the industry and sup¬ 

porting facilities from enemy attack and sabo¬ 

tage, as well as wartime construction intended to 

produce war production or provide additional 

security. Of most importance were the measures 

taken to protect, improve, and circumvent the 

Soo Locks, that strategic bottleneck whose 

destruction could have crippled the ability of 

lakes shipping to supply Midwestern steel mills. 

These chapters represent the best synopsis yet of 

these wartime activities. The three appendices 

provide tables and bar graphs which illustrate 

and compare the amounts of iron ore and other 

bulk commodities shipped via the Lakes during 

the Depression and War years. 

Unfortunately, the full title of the book. Iron 

Fleet: The Great Lakes in World War II, belies 

its true content. Canadians may be particularly 

concerned by the narcissistic view of the Ameri¬ 

can steel industry that the book presents. Cana¬ 

dian contributions to the War effort, including 

their regional steel and shipbuilding industries, 

are virtually ignored, while trades which fall 

afield from steel production are given minimal 

attention. Similarly, the geographic biases occa¬ 

sioned by the focus on steel manufacture led to 

the neglect of contributions made to the War 

effort along significant portions of the American 

shore, including all of Lake Ontario. The Great 

Lakes historian will look in vain for a compre¬ 

hensive list of shipbuilders who worked on 

wartime construction of fighting ships and 

auxiliaries on all five of the Lakes. Although this 
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data is readily available, it was not incorporated 

into either the text or the appendices. 

Several other perplexing problems make the 

reader wonder who Joachim’s intended audience 

is. There is little in the introduction to help those 

uninitiated to the geography of the Great Lakes 

understand why lakes shipping was so important. 

No maps are included to show the location of 

major ports, steel mills, mines, and even the Soo 

Locks analysis of industry trends are rather 

abruptly interrupted by oral histories of ship¬ 

wreck and disaster by mariners who served in the 

War years. Although interesting, these narra¬ 

tives would have been much more effective in a 

separate chapter or another book altogether, 

while the limited scope of these oral histories 

and Joachim’s unfortunate tendency to base 

generalizations on individual oral histories 

weaken his overall argument and credibility. 

Unfortunately, the deficiencies of Iron Fleet 

make it certain that the book will eventually be 

surpassed by a more thorough and comprehen¬ 

sive study of this important subject. The book 

will undoubtedly be of immediate interest and 

value to historians, but it is disappointing that a 

subject with so much potential was not addressed 

with a work with the breadth and depth of cover¬ 

age to become a classic of Great Lakes history. 

Jay C. Martin 

Martingale Research Services 

Bowling Green, Ohio 

Shorter Notices 

Dilwyn Jones, Boats (Austin, TX: University of 

Texas Press, 1995). 96 pages, illustrations, 

glossary, index. Paper. ISBN 0-292-74039-5. 

$17.95. 

This short book is an addition to the Texas 

series “Egyptian Bookshelf,” and explores the 

boats of ancient Egypt. Dr. Jones, who is a 

recognized expert in the field, discusses and 

illustrates not only the vessels themselves, but 

additional aspects such as boatbuilding, the role 

of boats in funerary ritual and belief, and the 

sources of evidence. An interesting exploration 

of rigging gives some idea of how the larger 

vessels were managed with one large square sail. 

Overall, a useful study for anyone interested in 

the ancient maritime world. 

JOHN B. Hattendorf, ED., Maritime History, 

Volume I: The Age of Discovery (Malabar, 

FL: Krieger Publishing, 1996). xv + 331 

pages, index. Paper. ISBN 0-89464-834-9. 

$29.95. 

The seventeen papers in this collection were 

selected from lectures delivered at the John 

Carter Brown Library’s 1992 summer institute in 

early modern maritime history. John Hattendorf 

has chosen them with the intent that the volume 

might serve as a basic high school or undergrad¬ 

uate text on the era — that it can do, but even 

more advanced students may find interesting, 

useful summaries here. In his three chapters, 

Richard Unger outlines the late medieval back¬ 

ground, both general and technical. In five 

chapters, Charles Verlinden and George Wilius 

discuss various aspects of Portuguese expansion, 

while in Part III, Felipe Fernandez-Armesto, 

William D. Phillips, Jr., and Carla Rahn Phillips 

cover Spain and the conquest of the Atlantic. In 

the last four chapters, A. N. Ryan focusses 

mainly on England and France in a section on 

“The World Encompassed.” Some chapters have 

notes, and most sections have “Suggestions for 

Further Reading.” 

Commander Robert A. Dawes, Jr., USN 

(Ret.), The Dragon’s Breath: Hurricane at 

Sea (Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 1996). 

xvii + 222 pages, index, illustrations, appen¬ 

dices. ISBN 1-55750-153-X. $29.95. 

In 1944, Cdr. Dawes was the captain of the 

USS Warrington (DD 383) until the end of 
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August. Fourteen days after his relief, the War¬ 

rington capsized and sank in a hurricane some 

300 miles off the Florida coast, with the loss of 

three-fourths of her officers and crew. Dawes’ 

book is not about hurricanes in general; it is 

solely concerned with this one, a quite avoidable 

tragedy. Driven by his own personal involvement 

— including his oft-repeated pleas in 1943-44 

for much needed repairs to his destroyer — Cdr. 

Dawes has, through intense study of the avail¬ 

able documents and interviews with survivors, 

pieced together the history of the ship, her crew, 

the storm — and the subsequent Court of In¬ 

quiry’s somewhat skewed judgments. It is a 

fascinating, and readable, tale, with some salu¬ 

tary lessons for naval history in any era. 

Robert M. Browning, Jr., U.S. Merchant 

Vessel War Casualties of World War II 

(Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 1996). 

xxii + 575 pages, 12 photographs, bibliogra¬ 

phy, index. ISBN 1-55750-087-8. $49.95. 

Robert Browning, the US Coast Guard 

Historian, has in this important reference volume 

collected data on the many hundreds of 

American-flagged merchant vessels lost or war 

damaged, from the sinking of the City ofRayville 

off Cape Otway in November, 1940, to that of 

the Casius Hudson in October 1946 (both by 

mines — the continued presence of minefields 

explains four entries for 1946). The entries are 

arranged in chronological order, with data on 

owner, master, cargo, and so on, together with 

whatever information is available from Ameri¬ 

can or other records on the incident and any 

further disposition of vessel or crew. A neces¬ 

sary alphabetical index permits the location of 

vessel — and enemy attacker, when applicable 

— by name. Some summary tables giving an 

overview of numbers lost, locations, vessel 

types, and the like would have made this a more 

useful volume to historians in general, but for 

the researcher wishing to unearth this story of a 

particular vessel, this work will be invaluable. 

Brendan A. Maher, A Passage to Sword 

Beach: Minesweeping in the Royal Navy 

(Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 1996). xv 

+ 246 pages, illustrations, appendices, index. 

ISBN 1-55750-572-1. $28.50. 

Dr. Maher is E. C. Henderson Professor of 

Psychology at Harvard. In 1944, however, he 

was a young RNVR officer on minesweeper ML 

137, leading the assault on Sword Beach during 

D-Day. His lively memoir, which includes 

numerous quotations from his diary and more 

formal documents, provides an interesting view 

of minesweeping in European waters. After 

Normandy, Maher was seriously wounded in the 

face by a grenade while sweeping pressure mines 

near Rotterdam, and the last chapters of his book 

concern his life in a plastic surgery hospital and 

subsequent recovery. It is an informative, inter¬ 

esting, and well written addition to the literature 

on the Royal Navy in World War II. 

Keith Neilson and Elizabeth Jan Errington, 

EDS., Navies and Global Defense: Theories 

and Strategy (Westport, CT: Praeger, 1995). 

viii + 238 pages, select bibliography, index. 

ISBN 0-275-94898-6. $55.00. 

In the spring of 1944, the Royal Military 

College of Canada hosted a lively military 

symposium (twentieth in their series) devoted to 

“navies and global defense.” The papers are now 

collected in this volume. From the standpoint of 

British naval history, Donald Schurman dis¬ 

cusses imperial naval defense; Geoffrey Till 

focuses on the influence of Sir Julian Corbett; 

Andrew Lambert on deterrence and strategy in 

the 1856-1914 era; David French on imperial 

naval defense during World War I; and G. A. H. 

Gordon on the 1918-1945 period. From the 

American perspective, John Hattendorf outlines 

the views of Mahan, and their relationship to 

American naval theory; Kenneth Hagan surveys 

strategy, 1889-1922; while Nathan Miller carries 

the story on into the 1922-45 period, followed 

by Colin Gray, who treats the Cold War. Holger 

Herwig concludes the collection with an essay on 

“the future of sea power.” Each essay is accom- 
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panied by the appropriate notes. Altogether an 
interesting survey of Anglo-American naval 
strategy in the late nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries which has considerably more continu¬ 

ity than the average collection of papers. 

Briton C. Busch 
Colgate University 
Hamilton, New York 

Volume 56, Number 3 



For Readers with Sharp Eyes 
Our Neptune stock is on sale. 

VOLUME YEAR No 

1 1941 

2 1942 

3 1943 
4 1944 

5 1945 X 

6 1946 X 

7 1947 X 

8 1948 
9 1949 

10 1950 X 

11 1951 
12 1952 
13 1953 
14 1954 

15 1955 
16 1956 
17 1957 X 

18 1958 X 

19 1959 X 

20 1960 
21 1961 
22 1962 

23 1963 X 

24 1964 X 

25 1965 
26 1966 
27 1967 X 

28 1968 
29 1969 
30 1970 
31 1971 X 

32 1972 X 

33 1973 X 

34 1974 X 

35 1975 X 

36 1976 X 

37 1977 X 

38 1978 X 

39 1979 X 

40 1980 X 

41 1981 X 

42 1982 
43 1983 
44 1984 
45 1985 X 

46 1986 X 

47 1987 X 

48 1988 X 

49 1989 
50 1990 X 

51 1991 X 

52 1992 
53 1993 X 

54 1994 X 

No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 

x 
X X 

XXX 

XXX 

X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

XXX 
X X 

X X 

X X 

X 

XXX 
X 

XXX 

X X 

XXX 

XXX 

XXX 

XXX 

XXX 

XXX 

XXX 

XXX 

XXX 

XXX 

XXX 
XXX 

XXX 

XXX 

X X 

XXX 

XXX 

XXX 

XXX 

X X 

XXX 

XXX 

XXX 

XXX 

XXX 

For readers unfamiliar with Neptune Pictorial Supplements, 

they fittingly are described as "best of The Neptune's maritime 

art and photography." Clarity and detail of these black and 

white reproductions are superb. These collectors' items make 
wonderful gifts! 

Year Number Title 

1959 1 American Clipper Ship Prints by the 
Curriers 

1960 2 Antoine Roux Sketch Books 
1964 6 The Francis Lee Higginson Collection of 

Steamships 
1965 7 A Selection of Marine Paintings by Fitz 

Hugh Lane, 1804-1865 
1966 8 American and Canadian Fishing Schooners 
1968 10 Penobscot Marine Museum, Searsport, 

Maine 
1969 11 A Selection of Paintings by Robert Salmon, 

19th Century Marine Artist 
1970 12 Early Yachting Photographs of Henry G. 

Peabody and Willard B. Jackson 
1971 13 Life Between Decks Under Sail 
1972 14 Marine Paintings of Michele Felice Corne 

(1752-1845) 
1973 15 Photographs of Whaling Vessels 
1975 17 Instruments of Navigation 
1976 18 Marine Paintings of John Faunce Leavitt 
1977 19 The Art of the Shipcarver at the Peabody 

Museum of Salem 
1978 20 Marine Paintings of William Henry 

Luscomb and Benjamin Franklin West of 
Salem 

The available issues are on a first come/first serve basis, 

well below the usual price of $ 10.00 per copy of The 

Neptune and $5.00 for each Supplement. 

Single copies: 

Neptune. $ 6.00 

Supplement: $ 4.00 

Four copies: 

Neptune: $19.00 

Supplements: $15.00 

More than four copies: 

Neptune: $4.50 each 

Supplements: $ 3.50 each 

Some copies are in very limited supply. Shipping is 

additional; add $1.50 for first copy, $.50 for each 

additional copy. Make check payable to Peabody 

Essex Museum; include shipping. Payment must be 

in US dollars, drawn on a US bank, or by Visa, 

AmEx, MasterCard. Include card number, expiration 

date, and signature. Send orders to: American 

Neptune, Publications Department, Peabody Essex 

Museum, East India Square, Salem, MA 01970- 

3783. Phone: (508) 745-1876, ext. 3172 or 3169. 

indicates one or more copies are available 



CLIPPER SHIP "NIGHTINGALE" - GETTING UNDER WEIGH OFF THE BATTERY, NEW YORK 
Large Folio Lithograph Published by N. Currier, 1854 

AMERICAN MARINE PRINTS AND PAINTINQS 

BOUGHT and SOLD 

We have an extensive collection of American marine prints. 

Your interests and wants are eagerly sought. 

Ninety-seven years experience buying and selling American prints and paintings. 

O'/ie OLE) PRINT SHOP 
J&nneth cVC. d/ewman 

150 Lexington Ave. at 3oth St., cWeiv york, I00J6 
Established 1898 ****** Tel: (212) 683-3950 



QUESTER QALLERY 
3rd Annual 

Marine Art Sale 

January 10 - February 1 

At The Union League Club 

38 E. 37th St. / Park Ave. 

New York City • During the 

Winter Antiques Show 

Over 100 Paintings by Prominent 

19th & 20th Marine Artists. Daily. 

Call for Futher information. 

John Stobart 

“Westport Point, MA 
o/c, 26 x 19" 

Exceptional Marine Paintings & Ship Models • 36pg. Color Catalog $12.00 QUESTER GALLERY on me 

'ft ,1 $ 
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